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ýSUMMART 

An examination of the literature on entrepreneurs shows several 
discrete strands of interest with no attempt at providing an 
overall framework for the analysis of the concept of entre- 
preneurship. Howeverl certain themes do recurrv notably innovation 
(which in incorporated in a theory of economic growth by Schumpeter, ' 
and which more recently is the basis for an examination of 
technology transfer within industrial complexes); the idea of 
the wmarginal man"; and the suggestion that perhaps entrepreneur- 
ship is a generalized social role, not simply in the economic 
sphere, but in other areas of activity (the "fixer", the tolkatch, 
the religious, political or ceremonial leader). Consideration is 
therefore given to Weber's discussion of charisma which it is 
suggested may provide a framework within which the innovating 
economic entrepreneur can be placed* Previous studies of founders 
of new enterprises are reviewed and their findings provide a basis 
for a study of 37 now independent Scottish firms founded in 1969: 
information on 60 entrepreneur 

,s 
has been obtained by in-depth 

interviews and questionnairess (Detailed comparative information 
on almost 1000 other firms registered in the same year is also 
given*) The survey data are used to provide a picture of the 
Scottish entrepreneur and his firm - his family, educational and 
career background, the reasons for founding, the difficulties 
he has faced and his early progress. (The firms are small, employing 
under 100 persons, self-contained and self-finanoed with almost no 
outside help. ) A more detailed analysis based on the interviews 
shown the relative unimportance of innovation and technology transfer, 
compared with the stress laid on independence, which is in fact an 
expression of anti-bureaucracy, a rejection of the large organisationo, 
A significant proportion of the entrepreneurs are mid-career men, 
blocked in promotion, or refusing to leave Scotland on promotiono 
It is suggested that the demand for autonomy which their $independence' 
represents is part of a wider societal trend (one middle class 
solution to the problems for which so called "industrial democracy" 
is a working class solution). The frequent reference to ideals of 
quality (of product, of trust and business relations, of life style) 
is examined in the context of "anti-bureauoracy". The option of 
independence as a strategy in career planning is examined, its role 
both in technology transfer and in extending and widening the 
distribution of economic decision makers, and the relative hostility 
of the economic environment are stressed. 
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1. 

INTRODUCTION 

Put very simply, current conventional wisdom on the entre- 

preneur goes something as follows, The prime movers of our early 

industrial revolution were those pioneering individual businessmen 

, 
who, by dint of hard work, perseverence, self-help and entorprise, 

established great commercial and manufacturing organisations - 

such men an Wedgwood, Boultong Brindley, the Darbys, or later, on 

the international scale, Carnegie, Ford, the Krupps and so on* 

But the golden age of the individual entrepreneur ended with the 

19th century, because of the development of ciant corporations, 

the separation of ownership and control in industry, and the replace- 

ment of the-entrepreneur. by oolleotive I'management". 

There is much in this conventional view that can be challenged 

in the following chapter, But the picture of the entrepreneur can 

be given much greater depth and substance, and this work is therefore 

aimed at pursuing the theme that entrepreneurship, far from being 

dead, is in fact*a key mechanism in the process of social chanCe in 

general, and teohnoloGical change in particular; org put another 

wayq that entrepreneurship - once its ideological content has been 

stripped away - is intimately c oncerned with creativity, its 

applications, and its social and technological consequences* 

Previous study of entrepreneurship as Chapter I will show has 

been multi-stranded* TLhe word "entrepreneur" has been in use since 

the 16th century and passed into economic writings as referring to 

someone who united the various factors of production, who bore the 

risk, and who took the profits* Interestingly, there is no economic 

theory of entrepreneurshipq because economics deals with aggregates 
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of businessmen, and its conceptual schemes are in terms of 

abstractions rather than concrete individuals, In fact the 

conventional view of the demise of the entrepreneur fits well 

into the economists schemee Only Schumpeter has made any serious 

attempt to incorporate entrepreneurs into theory by relating 

econoraic growth to periods of activity by innovating businessmen* 

For Schumpeter, innovation is the crucial factor of entrepreneur- 

ship: he speaks of the "creative response" whereby certain 

individuals react to situations in such a way as to break the 

circle of routine behaviour and who set off a completely now train 

of events* The innovatory aspects are also stressed in social 

anthropological studies of entrepreneurship in other cultures which 

suggest that entrepreneurialactivity, far from being solely a 

fe ature of western. industrialisation, may in fact be a generalised 

social role, which, whilst varying in detail according to the 

particular cultural environment, is a universal mechanism for the 

transfer and application of now ideas* 

T he emphasis in the previous two sentences on the one hand of 

an "heroic individual" view and on the other hand of a "sociological" 

view of entrepreneurship seems to me to mirror a debate in the 

sociology of science on the role of individuals in the process of 

innovation: one aspect of this debate concerns what has become 

known as technology transfer and Chapter I contains reference to 

studies in this area which make use of the entrepreneurial concepte 

(It further raises issues which I believe were tackled in a funda, - 

mental waYby Y'ax Weber in his discussion of the nature of charisma, 

to which I have also referred). 

Because the study of entrepreneurship has been multi-stranded, 

it would have been possible tp pursue several lines of enquiry 
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into the topic. Financial and time constraints have, however, 

forced me to concentrate on only one small aspect of the problem: 

on the assumption that entrepreneurship is exhibited by the 

founders of new enterprises (and assuming also that now 

industrial firms exhibit some characteristics typical of all 

new enterprises), I have set out to describe, unders'tand and 

hopefully explain the process by which new industrial firms come 

to be established, by giving a picture of the individuals concerned, 

and by examining the social milieu, the set of contingencies within 

which they have to operateo Chapter 11 provides the background to 

such a study of organisational founding* In part, the current work 

here reported is a replication of studies done elsewhere on the 

founders of now firms, studies which have largely concentrated on 

personal characteristics, such as family background and educational 

status, i*e. to answer the question "what kinds of people set up 

now firms? " So far as I can tell, no such study has been done in 

Britain - the nearest being studies of business managers and their 

backgrounds. I! y aim has been to look at now firms founded in 

Scotland during the calendar year 1969 and by interviewing their 

founders obtain not only such background information, but also to 

discover (a) the source of any now ideas or techniques, (b) the 

nature and the problems of the business environment, and (a) the 

motivations and rewards involvedo 

Threebroad themes underlie the research: 

(a) creativity and its application in a social context, 

W social change through the mechanism of agents, not 

agencies, 

W the anti-bureaucratic nature of entrepreneurabip. 
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The main empirical work is described at length in Section II, 

whilst Section III is an attempt to draw conclusions on the nature 

of entrepreneurship from both the empirical work, and the previous 

studies reported in Sootion Io 



Section I 

The Background 
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CHAPTM I 

I* The hi-story of the term "entrepreneur" in economics 

The wordL entrepreneur appears at least as early as the 16th 

0 entury in the Rrench language, referring to men who led military 

expeditionst later usage extended to "adventurers" and Covernment 

contractors* Richard Cantillons'essay on commerce (1775) saw the 

esse nce of the function as the bearing of uncertainty: the 

entrepreneur was the agent who buys the means of production at 

certain prices in order to combine them into a product that he is 

going to sell at prices that are uncertain at the moment at which 

he commits himself to costs* The classic definition which was to 

survive until the 20th century was that of Jean Baptiste Say, in 

the "Catechism of Political Economy" (1816)t the entrepreneur is 

the agent who "unites all the means of production and who finds 

in the value of the products****-99*#*9*eth9 re-establiubment of 

the entire capital he employog and the value of the wages, the 

interest, and the rent which he pays, as well an the profits 

belonging to himselfell An earlier work of Say, (1803) suggested 

the need for "Judgement, perseverence, and a knowledge of -the World 

an well as of business. He must possess the art of superintendence 

and administration,. " But Say was unable to inclUde "entrepreneur- 

ship" as a factor in his general economic theory. 

Contemporaneous with those Fxench usages, English theorists 

made vague use of three terms - the "adventurer" (e. g. the Merchant 

Adventurers of the 16th century),. the "undertaker" (of covernment 

contracts), and the "projector". * As economic theory became 

formulated in the West, no operative place was found for the 
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entrepronegrg and especially is this so in English theory from 

Adam-Smith to Yarshall., Firstly,. "the difficulty was that 

English theory was based upon a normal state of equilibriumg 

established by the multiple reactions of businessmeng consumers, 

investors and workers to the prices of goods and services* 

Individual variations in behaviour were soon either an cancelled 

out in the aggregate, or suppressed by competition., In. this 

highly aggregative system, any unknown element was to be derived 

from the relations of theoretically measurable quantities. Such 

a system could obviously not utilize unmeasurable social or 

cultural factors such as entrepreneurship* To say that the 

entrepreneur was rewarded for risk taking, that is for uncertainty, 

was the negation of a proper theoretical explanation. " 2 
Secondly, 

the character of mid-19th century business. obscured the entre- 

preneurial function, since the men performing it were also 

capitalist ownerS3 _ their rewards could be seen as returns to 

capital rather than as compensation for entrepreneurial ability. 

and in fact a recurrent problem was todi's-ti4guish between such 

returns'for enterpriseg and simple interest on capital. Marshall, 

for example, appears to have used "Capitalist" and "Undertaker" 

interchanasablye 

American economists fared b otter, perhaps because of the 

earlier development there of big corporations* In the late 1870's 

Francis A. Walker emphasised the distinction between capitalists 

and entrepreneurs, and called the latter the engineers of 

industrial progress and the chief agents of production. Frederick 

B. Hawley (1882) saw risk taking as the distinguishing attribute. 

John Bates Clark apparently was the first to connect entre- 
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preneurial profits - considered as a surplus OVer interest 

(and rent) - with the successful introduction into the 

. economic process of technological commercial, or organisational 

improvementse- 

The study of entrepreneur ship in the 20th century has been 

multi-stranded, an we shall see, but there is no doubt that a 
I 

major initial influence was that of Schumpeter, who in a sense 

resurrected the entrepreneur, only then to try to rebury him. 

Accorcling to the "Theory of Zconomic Development" (1912), both 

interest and profit arise from progressive change, and would not 

exist. in a static society. Change in turn is the work of 

innovating businessmen, or entrepreneurs. Since one change is 

likely to stimulate others, there is a tendency for innovations 

to cluster and produce l6nC-upswings in profit and economic 

activity: this Is the baxis-for'Schumpoter's theory of economic 

growth, For him, innovation was the criterion of entrepreneur- 

ship, "(never risk-bearing), ' "ee**.. *the defining characteristic 

in simply the doing of now things or the doing of things that are 

already being donc, in a new way-" But, having identified the 

entrepreneur as the agent, - the "bearer of the mechanism" of 

change', ' Schumpeter in later. works particularly, attempted to 

reduce his significance to one of ineffective marginality, because 

economic growth and innovation tend to become depersonalioed and 

institutionalised. There comes to be less reliance on the 

personal hunch, more on rational "fiCuring out", e. g. -by- 

institutionalised research bodies, and moreover the milieu 

created by increasinC industrialisation may offer less resistance 

to"chanGe than was so even in the 19th century. Schumpeter 
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therefore believed that the entrepreneurial function had 

declined, notably. at the hands of the big corporationg 

although he was-aware of the possibility of an alternative - 

future for the entrepreneur within the corporation#4 Schumpeter's 

dieciple, Galbraith, among others, has subsequently made a gallant 

attempt to-finish the entrepreneur for good, but dead or not, he 

refuses, to lie down* For the non-economist, recent economic 

theory presents a baffling arrey of differing usages, and 

definitional of entrepreneurship- But the basic. problem 

suaaestea earlier remains - how to incorporate the actions Of 

concrete individuals operating in a social context, into a 

tileoretical scheme. based on simplifying assumptionx and 

quantifiable variables# 

Economic manoperates unclor conditions-of scarce means 

and unlimited ends and wants* lie has perfect knowledge and 

seeks_to. maximise his utilities, The entrepreneur of-theory 

therefore isbased on an image of one who surveys the full range 

of technological and market possibilities of all courses of 

action-and who chooses that alternative which promises him 

.. maximum long-term profits. By a6gregatina the actions of entre- 

preneurs and dealing-with model behaviour, idiosyncratic actions 

are ! controlled"* By the use of "Ceteris paribus", non-economio 

ýel(Qents are excl. uded. (There is therefore a strong emphasis 

on, adaptive behaviouri the entrepreneurial function becomes in 

fact an administrative, decision making "managing director" 

function. ) Dut this abstract model has poor predictive powers 

and seems to have come under attack within economics itself. 
5 

yoreo, v, ar, it siraply does not accord with realitY * The 
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information and calculability necessary for the management of 

a firm to move to its equilibrium profit maximisinff Price- 

output combination are. clearly not available* Uncertainty and 

ianorance are omnipresent, yet this is the climate in which 

decisions have to be made. 
6 

Moreover, firms are not automata 

directed simply by market forces& they are governed by their 

day to day rUlesq set by the entrepreneurs and modified by the 

firm's bureaucracy. Furthermorej there is usually some element 

in the prices ruling at any time which can only be explained in 

the light of the history of the industry -a point impossible 

to incorporate in classical theory. 

I would suggest two criticisms of the theoretical view of 

the entrepreneur. The first concerns the fact that economists 

aggregate the behaviour of'entrepreneurs in order to "control" 

for idiosyncratic actions* As will become clear later, my own 

view of the entrepreneur is that he is very much concerned with 

innovation and chanj; e: thiz, I would suggest, is not to be 

understood" by looking at modal behaviour. ChanCe occurs at hey 

P. oints (rather then on a broad front), involvinC individuals 

whose . behaviour in far from modal (and who for a time can make 

monopoly profits precisely because of this). 

Secondly, and related to the aforegoinat is the whole 

"black box" approach* Such a model may be adequate where 

behaviour is purely adaptive, but because of the innovatory and 

uncertainty bearing aspects of entrepreneurship, the entrepreneur 

is concerned with what Schurapeter called a "creative" response: 

in other words, something happens in'the black box whereby the 

output cannot be explained in terus of the relations between 
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inputs, nor is it predictable. What Schumpeter says is this: 

"What has not been adequately appreciated amongst theorists 

is the distinction between different kinds of reaction to 

changes in "condition"* Wherever an economy or a sector of an 

economy adapts itself to a change in its data In the way that 

traditional theory describes, whenever, that is, an economy 

reacts to an increase in population by simply adding the now 

brains and hands to the working force in the existing employmentsl 

or an industry reacts to a protective duty by expansion within 

its existing practice, we may speak of the development as adaRtive 

responsee And whenever the economy or an industry or some firms 

in an industry do something also, something that is outside the, 

range of existing practice, we may speak of creative-responsee 

Creative response has (these) essential characteristics. First, 

from the standpoint of the observer who is in full possession of 

all. relevant facts, it can always be understood e; r ppst but it 

can practically never be understood ex ante that is to say, it 

cannot be predicted by applying the ordinary rules of inference 

from the pre-existine facts. **--*secondly, creative response shapes 

the whole course of subsequent events and their long-run outcome. 

It is not true that both. types of responses dominate only what the 

economist loves to call "transitions", leaving the ultimate outcome 

to be determined by the initial. data. Creative response changes 

social and economic situations for good, or to put it differently, 

it creates situations from which there is no bridge to those 

situations that might have emerged in its absence* This is why 

creative response is an essential element in the historical process: 

no determinýstic credo avails against this* ....... 
(A) study of 
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creative response in business becomes co-terminous with a study 

of entrepreneurshipe 
J So, creative response has nothing to do 

with the jugCling of inputs, it can only be understood by looking 

inside the black box, because inside is the entrepreneur's own 

view of the world, his definition of his situation, and the 

possibility of obanginz that definition* 

The pýace of the entrepreneur in economic theory then is 

problematic* However, in the real world Of the corporation at 

least, the economists seem to have solved the problem by denying 

the entrepreneur's existence. The advent of the corporation, and 

of 1111anagerial capitalism" has enabled economists to be quite sure 

of the disappearance of the entrepreneur. Thus. -- "In many sectors 

of economic activity the classical entrepreneur has virtually 

disappeared* His role was essentially active and unitary; once 

dismembered, no device of collective abstraction could put him 

together again, As a result (so a substantial body of writers 

have suCgented), entrepreneurship in the modern corporation has 

been taken over by transcendent management, whose functions differ 

in kind from those of the traditional subordinate or "more manager"* 

Theme people it is argued, -can wield considerable power without 

necessarily holding. equity, sharing profits or carrying riskso" 

And agains "In the past, leadership in business organisations 

was identified with the entrepreneur - the individual who united 

ownership and control of capital with a capacity for organising 

the other factors of production, and in most contexts, with a 

further capacity for innovation* With the rise of the modern 

corporation, the oweraence of the Organisation required by modern 

technology and planning, and the divorce of the owner of the 
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capital from control of the enterprise, the entrepreneur no 

longer exists an an individual person in the mature industrial 

enterprises Everyday discourse, except in the economic text- 

books (sic), recognizes -this changes It replaces the entre- 

preneur, an the directing force of the enterprise, with 

managements'19 

But is the entrepreneur really dead? For one thing, 11arris 

makes some remarks which have an oddly familiar ring: "The 

tooting tasks of business life are those which are least routine: 

the development and marketing of now products and of new methods 

of productiong the planning and execution of expansion, the 

creation of organization where none previously existed*, ... it is 

difficult to award the accolade of professional ability to a chief 

executive who competently maintains a constant output, with 

constant profits, constant product-mix, and constant methods of 

production in a constant marketl In order to demonstrate ability 

be must develop now markets, increase his share of old ones, 

develop new methods of production, organize a merger, or at least 

do something, al"O If the entrepreneurial function really has been 

dispersed to "management" it has not been dispersed very far: 

here it is "Chief Executive", elsewhere "Top management", i. e* one 

or a few men* 

Can we draw something of value from thexe varied approaches? 

There is one, formulation of the nature of entrepreneurship which 

covers points made earlier, which seems useful, and to which I 

shall be returning later* This suggests that a minimum definition 

of entrepioneurship should include: - 

I. The entrepreneur is responsible for the control and 
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direction of resources. 

2. Control and direction do not imply day to day supervision 

(management in a narrow sense), but rather innovation and 

the adjustment of policy to external changes. 

The bearing of risk or uncertainty arising from 

innovation or adjustment. 

The r'eward for such risk bearing is profit-taking. 
11 

The four elements are therefore oo-ordination or control, 

innovation, risk-bearing and profit-taking* 

Before leaving this section there is one quite differentg but 

important, approach which must be mentioned* This involves looking 

at the whole internal corporate environment and Ou-ogoats that this 

is a replica of the kind of world in which the early industrialists 

lived, and which they exploited -a closed world of resources, 

knowledge, law, finance, and contacts# 
12 According to this view,, 

the corporation may be able to provide just the environment. which 

is conducive to innovating entrepreneurship and thereby solve what 

is a dilemma for the modern corporation, so that far from leading 

to the demise of the entrepreneur, the corporation, under conditions 

of rapid technological change, could prove to be his now domain. 

The diletzma referred to goes as follows: the corporation 

above all seeks survival, through stable management; but it 

exists in a changing world; therefore it must assure its future 

by promoting innovations; but the innovating process involves 

taking decisions in continuing uncertainty, which continually 

disrupts the stable system of-manaC-ement* Durns suggests: - "The 

entrepreneurial role, and, the entrepreneurial function, is'as 

essential to the well-bein. - and growth of the large corporation 
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as it was to the econocaic sector which provided, two or three 

Generations ago, the environment for entrepreneurial opportunity 

*@**,.. the provision of a favourable context for entrepreneurial 

activity involves a remodelling of the conventional structure 

of the corporation9ote. -the process of innovation is one which 

requires the exploitation of the resources of capit. al, labour, 

market knowledae, production technology and scientific expertise 

at the disposal of large corporationst in much the same terms as 

the classic entrepreneur exploited the resources of the seement 

of the economy with which he was acquainted**-*.. the corporation 

must provide for this not by calling directly for it, or by 

"recruitinc entrepreneurial types", but by Providing the 

appropriate organisational context, This means designing an 

organization which would be "enterprise-centred" rather than 

I'management-centred"913 Such a call is of course consistent with 

Burn's earlier sugGestion that industry is now entering a third 

phase of development - 
(the first being the early factory system, 

the second bureaucratization), - characterized by a now relation- 

ship with the market (where production has over-taken spontaneous 

demand), an influx of new technoloCical developments, and a 

commitment to continued development and expansion. 
14 

Such a 

phase demands amon, -, other thinSs a much Creater degree of flexibility 

in internal organization, a movement toward organic structures* 

The position and role of the entrepreneur in such a system is 

clearly an important future question, althouah beyond the ecope of 

the present worhe 
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2* Economic history and the entrepren r 

II do not want to catalogue individual historical studies of 

entrepreneurs, because there is a large literature which is 

readily available* All I want to do is point to certain aspects 

of entrepreneurship which have been illuminated by historical 

, study. Dut firstly, we should remember that studies of entre- 

preneurs have generally been undertaken by historians for one of 

two reasons. Either firstly, to help build an ideology of the 

moral character of capitalist enterprise, "Let us now praise 

famous businessmen", in the style of S. Smiles "Lives of the Great 

Engineers". etc*, a sort of "great men" theory of enterprise. Or 

secondly, and more importantly, to throw light on the period in 

question. So one studied Arkwright, or Abram Darby, in order to 

gain insight into the social character of the Industrial Revolutiont 

rather than to learn about entrepreneurship* The chief exception 

to this was the work of the Harvard Research Centre in Entre- 

preneurial History, in existence for 10 years after 1948, which 

did set out to understand the nature of enterprise, and which 

significantly failed to produce any single, unified body of theory, 

despite a great deal of empirical work93-5 

The economic historian, like the economist, uses the term 

"entrepreneur" freely, but has not produced a clear idea Of what 

is involved* There is of course an important distinction between 

the two approaches: the historian is concerned with depicting 

the past, with irreversible, discontinuous change, whilat the 

economist is concerned with the construction of systems of thought, 

by isolating and abstracting. 1131he former has no difficulty in 

identifying entrepreneurs, by bein&1 flexible in his definition; 
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the latter, an we have already seen, has been unable to 

incorporate theta into his theories. One consequence has been 

that the historians' studies stand by themselves, and 

generalizations do not come easily. Nevertheless, three 

recurrent themes'are discernables 
16 

Firstly, the need to show entrepreneurship in its social 

context - there is no point in looking for particular'individuals 

who could be labelled entrepreneursq unless at the same time 

studying the actual societies that moulded them 
17 

simultaneously helped to shape, There is, in 

concern to show the ceneral condition of sooiet; 

within which inventors and businessmen work and 

and which they 

other wordog a 

yj the context 

thrives 18 
This 

would includeq for example, studies such an that by Bendix which 

showed how the I ideological content of this environment was moulded 

. 
by the early industrial managers into a more amenable condition, 

how the traditional author . ity relationships were broken downe 
19 

Secondly, there is the awareness that entrepreneurship is as 

much concerned with associations of individuals as with individuals 

themselves, and that it is the study of the relationship between 

the association and the society in which it functions which is 

important* Take, for example, , eber's study of Protestant Sects. 

Similarly, the case studies of the early industrial revolution show 

the multiplicity of connections between a few well placed men: as 

has already been sugaested, their's was a small, closed, grganised' 

world of finance, law and knowledge. 

Thirdlyq there in an underlyinG theme that entrepreneurship 

is an aspect of oraanization, that what was developinC in the 19th 

century, for example, was a new, more rational, and more specialized 
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form 'of organization, the making of "now combinations of ideas, 

of things, of forces and of other men. " 
20 

One should perhaps 

mention here the work of StinchooMbe, who has emphasized that 

firms which survive become organizationally ossified, so that 

they become living museum pieces, representations of the vogue 

of organization which was current at the time of their founding, 

or rather representations of what was then possible* They are 

therefore able to tell us much of the conditions facing their 

founders, what their problems wereq and how in the existing state 

of knowledge and with existing resources the founders solved those 

pro GMB* 

I think the contribution of economic historians to the study 

of entrepreneurship has been an important one, not simply for the 

amount of empirical data produced, but because of the underlyine 

emphasis on the importance of Ahe entrepreneur's environment. 

This latter aspect is considered further in the next section. 

Sooial anthropolog. y and tbe on'trepronsUr 

. Anthropologists have become interested in entrepreneurs for 

two reasons: firstly, to learn about the function of enterprise 

in primitive and peasant economies, and secondly, because the 

entrepreneur is seen as a key agent in the process of cultural 

change* 
22 

This does. of course raise the whole question of how far 

one can take economic concepts (including entrepreneurship) developed 

from the particular market situation of western capitalism, based 

on principles of maximization and, the allocation of scarce means, 

and apply them to primitive societies, especially since "ends", 

"means", "scarcity", etc, are not universals but have large elements 
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of cultural determinisme 
23 

This is not to. deny the universal 

need for "economizing". Jn its true sense; after all, men do 

have basic. material needs which must be satisfied and it in 

doubtful if anywhere the gifts of nature are exactly congruent 

with the needs of men* Economic anthropology has tended to 

regard as economic only what may be called the technical aspects 

of production (what raw materials are available, what crops will 

grow, and so on), but then to show, as MalinoWski did for example, 

how the production of goods and services was thoroughly embedded in 

political, religious, social and kinship institutions* There has 

been a reluctance to isolate the economic from the wider cultural 

sphere* There has therefore arisen the possibility of taking 

concepts developed for the narrow economic sphere and using them 

in a much wider contexts This has happened to the idea of 

entrepreneurship, which whilst not exactly defined has up to now 

had the connotation of ownership or management of an industrial firm: 

what is important about the anthropologists' more recent approach is 

that they have been able to extract the crucial aspects of entre- 

preneurship - leadership, innovation, risk-bearing and profit 

taking - and apply them to situations unrelated to the ownership 

of industrial enterprises. This suggests firstly that entre. - 

preneurship in in fact a generalized social role and secondly, -that 

its exact nature depends on the environment within which it operates. 

I want to consider in more detail some of these studies* Firstlyq 

the work of F. Barth, 24 

Barth wants to analyse the place of the entrepreneur in a wider 

social context of interaction, to relate two sets of phenomena - 

entrepreneurial activity, and general features of the social life 
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of the community* He reJects structural analysis, instead 

relying on a Games Theory approach which emphasizes the dynamic 

elements of the "chain" of transactions between the entrepreneur 

and his environment and the reciprocity of these transactions* 

"The view we adopt-in that all social activity may be analysed 

as a result of constrained choicese, &**, the relations of entre- 

preneurs with the remainder of the community in which they are 

active may be represented as a series of transactions between 

aotorj39 The difference between actors pursuing entrepreneurial 

activity, and the incumbents of traditional statuses who act in 

accordance with institutionalized patterns, are thereby limited to 

a few crucial features, and are largely a question of emphasis and 

degreet these features are: - 

1* The entrepreneur has a more single minded oonoentration 

on the maximisation of one type of valuel "profit, " 

(which as we shall see in not quite what the economist 

callo profit)* 

2, The entrepreneur acts on the basis of the deductive 

prognosis of results instead of expectations based on 

accumulated institutionalized experience. 

The entrepreneur has a willingness to take risks by 

committing his assets, trusting his deductive reasoning 

and acting against the odds* 

Furthermore, he does all this in a specific social environment 

- what Barth calls a "niche", the position which he occupies in 

relation to resources, competitors and clients* (This is in fact 

a structural element, analogous to the use of "environment" by an 

ecologist or human geographer: "resources in the form of codfish 
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on a bank provide a niche for cod-fioherman, whilst their 

activity in delivering to a port &Cain provides resources in 

unprocessed and untransmitted catch, which may be-exploited by 

actors in a niche an fish buyers"). This concept brings out 

"those particular features of an environment to which any specific 

enterprise must be adaptedg the tasks it implies, and the 

prospective limitations on its growth. ooo.. The choice of niche 

in in a sense an initial choice which precedes the launching of 

the enterprise, though it may be modified and changed in the 

course of the enterprise. " 

It is possible to draw up for the entrepreneur a balance 

sheet of "profit" and "costs". Barth defines "profit" an net 

rewards in various forms -, not simply monetary, but also powerg 

rank, experience or skills,, "Their classification together under 

one heading isjustified by the fact of their transitivity-I the 

latter forms of gain may be obtained from and converted to, a 

material and monetary form, and thus serve the entrepreneur an a 

store of value in a strictly economic sense*" His costs likewise 

are inclusive of social costs - loss of power, rank, goodwill. "For 

each enterprise the entrepreneur must therefore estimate - and 

subsequently pay - cost a in any one of the several forms of value 

that circulate within the community's network of social 

prestations and oounter-prestationse This way prevent him from* 

pursuing various instrumentally effective strategies, because he 

is aware, or discovers through the failure of the enterprise, that 

its social costs are too great*" So some acts which would 

technically be effective are impossible because they call down 

leCal or moral sanctions in the community. Similarlyq persons may 
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have commitments in specific social relations which hamper -them 

in, or prevent them from, pursuing effective strategies. 

(Hence the advantages of being an uncommitted outsider or isolate). 

Finally, the entrepreneur has assets - his sum total of capital, 

skills and social claims* Note that profits may be earned, and 

costs incurred, not merely in the monetary sense, but in any one 

of the several forms of value circulating in the community, This 

leads to the last element of Bartle's model the concept of "spheres 

of value", and channels of conversion between them* 

In primitive economies it is possible to demonstrate the 

existence of discrete spheres "within which goods and services 

circulate freely, but where the goods and services of one sphere 

can only be transformed into those of another sphere through a few 

restricted channels. " The studies in Barth's book show that this 

in also the case in western communities. Barth's own words sum up 

the situation: "With transactions which include prestations not 

only of economic but also of non-economic types, and with the inter- 

relations between the two, we are faced precisely with such sectors 

or spheres for the exchange of value, and channels of conversion 

of value from one sphere to another* To give a concrete illustration: 

several of the enterprises we have discussed require for their 

realization both private capital, and administrative clearance and 

public capitaig ise, political decisions of a certain forme Value 

in the form of money cannot be directly exchanged for value - goods 

and services - in the political sector: these constitute discrete 

spheres, and administrative decisions cannot be bought legally for 

money* Yet there are legitimate channels through which money may 

be converted into such decisionsi by investment in a party 
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apparatus, through elections and votes, the breakthrough from 

one particular sphere into another is performed* The man 

engaged in an enterprise will be concerned to move his store 

of valuet his assets, through such channels to the places where 

they can have-optimal exploitative effect in a niohe, But he will 

also be concerned to Use techniques which as far as possible 

avoid or reduce social cost - ise. do not lead him to incur loss 

in other spheres of exchange in which he participates in the 

community, Finally, he will be concerned that his enterprise 

should produce value in a form - ioe. goods and services which 

pans in a sphere - which again gives optimal freedom of exchange 

and conversion into value in other spheres (i. eo "liquidity")..... 

Me cumulative effects of growth are generated only where the 

productst or at least the profits, of an enterprise are of a form 

so that they can be re-invested as assets in the same enterprisee 

This in most readily achieved where assets and profits belong in 

the saue sphere. It can also be achieved where profitable channels 

of conversion. may be found which form a closed circle or (to 

emphasize the growth factor) a spiral ..... The image of boundaries 

which-the term sphere calls forth may be inappropriately absolute, 

and that of channels of conversion too restricted. What separates 

spheres are not absolute boundaries, but rather the threat of loss 

tbrou, -h excessive costs, both material and social* It is the loss 

one is made to bear, the sanctions that one calls down upon 

oneself, that block certain types of transactions and thereby 

create boundaries between spherese, ... Ifuch social activity may be 

represented as the movement by persons of their assets along such 

channels (where costs are minimal) with a view to making them grow. 
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The essence of entrepreneurial activity is to discover now 

possible channels and exploit them: to enter such a system in 

which value flown and expand it, short-circuit it, or otherwise 

make it flow differently, while tapping or otherwise accumulatin. - 

some of the flow in-the form of profit*" 

Secondly, I would like to mention the work of C. S. Belshaw, 
25 

who is particularly interested in the encapsulating 'cultural 

environment which shapes entrepreneurship, and which in some cases 

may actively prevent the emergence of entrepreneurs*. There are 

likely to be different kinds of entrepreneur according to the 

relative influence of a whole series of factorse For instance, 

one of those. is the degree to which potential entrepreneurs are 

permeable to now ideas, i. e. the extent to which they are tied to 

the hope troup and its traditional values. A common contempory 

occurrence is the migration of certain workers to industrial or 

urban areas (especially in the African case), and the possibility 

of returninG to the home village with a whole new set of perc options. 

Such an experience may also confer a degree of margina'-lity on the 

individual concerned and free him from restraining obligations to 

his community; in Bartk--Is terms, reducing the costs or increasing 

the possibilities of certain instrumental actions previously barred 

to him. Whether such a situation arises depends on the strength 

of traditional values* (As a slight digression - the nature of the 

influence of the home group has been discussed also by A. 0. Hirschmann, 

who points out the obstacles to. economic development posed by what 

he calls the "Group-focussed" and the "Fgo-focussed" images of 

change, 
26 

The former applies to. co-operative,, -cohesive societies, 

where an individual perceives his own improvement as being possible 
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only at'the expense of others, and where exceptional 

performance is penalized by such social sanctions as witch- 

craft accusations* The arrival of externally induced economic 

change is perceived to apply equally to all members of the 

community, the collective spirit remaining unchanged and opposed 

to the fact that economic development usually requires the 

existence of priorities in some sectors and activities. 

The ego-focussed image applies to societies which are not 

closely integrated, where an individual who is faced with 

economic change will see it as a chance to improve his own lot, 

and will not relate his new experience to his group, Unfortunately, 

this in likely to lead to the perception of enterprise as the 

result of luck, or scheminZ (consider the Latin American experience), 

and will devalue the great entrepreneurial virtue of enrinearing CA 

co-operation* Neither image, says Herschmann, is conducive to the 

rise of indigV-nous entrepreneurs, nor presumably will either help 

the returning .. migrant to put his new perceptions into practice*) 

Belshaw. secondly points out that the current state of the 

economy is important. Clearly, if it is so poor that the 

probability of success is perceived to be neL; liggible, economic 

entrepreneurs are unlikely to be found. The existence of dominant 

western enterprises will also reduce the chance of success for 

indigenous entrepreneurs. In such cases, the role of entrepreneur 

can become institutionalised as belonCinG to aliensl something no 

s elf-respecting native would do* 

r 11hirdly, Belshaw point-s to the possibility of becoming a 

leader in a non-business activity. Leadership roles in various 

spheres - business, kinship, ceremonial and religious - are 
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competitive but not necessarily mutually exclusives Belshaw 

quo'tes one Melanesian group who were dependent on wage-earning, 

which provided them with security. Their independent initiativo 

went into devising complex ceremonial: 'they were technically 

competent to-become economic entrepreneurs, but preferred the 

security of wage labour, and turned to ceremonial for their 

outlets in inventiveness* Therefore the leaders of the group 

became ceremonial entrepreneurs instead of business ones, 

Even where entrepreneurship is in the business field, we 

should not assume that the traditional western patternwill be 

followed. - The internal organization of business firms differs 

considerably - Belshaw for instance-quotes a study of Japanese 

firmsz- "The internal organization itself of the great buniness 

house is infused with a spirit peculiar to Japan; for it shows 

marked traces of'both the Japanese family cy8tem, with its widely 

ramifying claims and loyalties, and also the emotional 

dispositions associated with the Lords and their retainers under 

the old regime. " 

Finally, there is the problem of assessing- the success of 

an, enterprise. ' It in not possible to apply criteria of success 

employed by western economists - Profiti capital expansion - 

since the objectives of entrepreneurship are culturally determined 

and may be different from those assumed by an outsider* This 

point is well made in an article by J. M. Van do Kroef, which 

provides examples to show for instance the go_cial nature of wants, 

and also of what in regarded as "improper" use of capital,, credit 

and investment by western standards, which in not improper when 

seen in its cultural context 
27 One paragraph will serve as an 
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example of what Do Kroof is saying: "The Indonesian entrepreneur 

works to live, unlike his uloor-ridden counterpart in the Went 

who often seems to live in order to work* The Indonesian's 

economic activities are, therefore, much more subordinated to 

certain desirable standards of welfare, such as leisure, 

abundance of food, feasts, ownership of prestige-brinCing objects 

and so on. 04ce a certain measure of these things has been 

reached intensive economic activity for its own sake or for the 

sake of increasing the profits further still becomes of secondary 

importancPs.. o.., his improper use of capital stems from similar 

cultural impediments, 

Liquid capital was traditionally unknown to the Indonesian 

villacer, and hence he has only very recently learned how to employ 

it more Or lose efficiently, Secondly, money probably made its 

entry into the village society in the form of a debtt a cumber- 

some requirement which had to be met from time to timeg instead of 

being. viewed an a useful and, desirable for its own sake* The 

Indonesian entrepreneur still-stands with one foot. in this 

traditional environment, Ile conerally understands the value of 

silver coinag but paper moneyee. ooooften seems to him undesirable* 

ACain, his interest is 
-not 

in capital, nor in the steady 

accumulation of it, but inthe presti6e and in the leisure which 

it periodically can bring to him. This too explains his tendency 

to invest his capital not. in his business or in some other form 

of enterprise, but in real estate and in gold and silver Objects. - 

He coneumes "conspicuously" in Veble-Dian sense, by his leisure or 

by his purchase of housen, brpaches, ear-rinLrE, land, etc. because 

those represent a standard of welfare traditionally sanctioned. 
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More-liquid capital, istocks and bonds, even a flourishing 

business is of little use to him, so long as he does not reach 

his idea of general welfare with theme" 

If I can quickly summarize what has been said so far: - 

I* The idea of "entrepreneur" origginated in economic 

thought, but has neither been incorporated into theory, 

nor'adequately defined* In fact, there have been 

attempts to write him off. 

2. Historical studies of entrepreneurn have emphasized 

-the 
importance of the social and organizational context 

in which they operate, . 

Anthropologists have taken the narrow economic concept, 

applied-it across cultures, and given suggestive 

indications that-, we are in fact dealing with a 

generalized social role, whose-precise nature is 

. dependent'on type of environmint, and %. 

Implicit in all this in the idea that the entrepreneur 

is involved essentially in innovation and social change* 

4- The entrePreneur and technologX transfer 

I now come to what has been the most recent 'Us&99 Of the 

term, namely the role of the entrepreneur in the transfer of 

technology. At first sight this-would seem to be a totally 

different usaae frora all the previous approachesi but I hope it 

will become clear that this empirical work supports several of 

the earlier suggestions* The unaerlying position is put by 

Burns: - "It is that the mechanism of technoloCy-transfer is. 

one of-agents, not agencies: of the movement of people among 
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establishments, rather than of the routing of information 

throuSh communications systemse" 
28 

The main work in this field has been bnrried out at Y. I. To 

Sloan '. 13chool. Management, 
29 

since 1964, where 
Ia 

series of studies 

have looked at (1) the creation of new product ventures and new 

technology divisions in existing companies (internal entre- 

preneurship), and (2) the creation of now companies by 

entrepreneurs seeking to exploit technological advances (spin- 

off entrepreneurchip)o The results can be briefly summarized as 

follows* 

In large companies (the "internal" entreproneurs)i firstly, 

new developments require a "champion"; this has been known and 

speculated about for some time, but relevant data to confirm it 

has only recently been obtained. Secondly, the men who headed 

new -ventures, the champions of nevi ideas, the internal entrepreneurst 
in 

appear quite similar, /their characteristics to the spin-off 

entrepreneurs who founded their own companies (which we will come 

to in a moment). Thirdly, it was emphasized that the policies 

and attitudes of organizations often worked to defeat entre- 

preneurial efforts, es, -o wbilst entrepreneurship is characterized 

by youthful energies, in the companies studied a definite bias 

existed against younger men taklnLp on venture responsibilities, 

Fourthly, possibly as a result Of the previous fact9 many would-be 

entrepreneurs leave the corporate organization to found their own 

firms* (One atudy showed that the total sales in 1966 of a group 

of entrepreneurial companies whose foundern had come from one 

large Boston electronics company, were approximately double the 

sales volume of the parent companys the loss to that corporation 
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can be readily seen). 

For the spin-off companies, the following- facts emerge 

from a study of over 200 companies founded by ex-employees of 

1! *I*T. 9 Government and private laboratories (what in known as 

the Route 128 phenomenon)o Firstly, they were highly miccessful; 

wbilst in the UsSe generally, most now companies fail within a 

few years, the spin-off companies seldom fail, in fact they have 

a failure rate of only 20%, over five years* Secondly, much more 

is now known about the characteristics of the spin-off 

entrepreneurs (and these are the data strikingly similar to those 

obtained for the internal entrepreneurs). Briefly: 

(a) the home environment is consistently important in that 

50'i, of the entrepreneurs have fathers who were themselves 

self-employed: 

(b) they are well educated people, on average with master's 

degrees: 

(c) they are young, average ace at time of company foundation 

beinC the mid-30's: 
(d) their laboratory work prior to foundinC had been in 

development rather then in pure research, i. e. they 

seem to hnve developed a consciounness for translating 

knowledge into physical eubodimonts, which they have. 

carried out with them into the markets 

(9) Success im directly related to the degree of technology 

transfer - the more advanced tho technology, the greater 

the success. 

(f) Succens was related to educational achievement, but 

inverselyg since Ph. D. 's fared worse than Yasters, and 
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it Iss suggestea that their general temperament, 

attitudes and orientations are not of line with 

those needed for successful technical-entrepreneurship. 

Lastly, successful companies were those which concentrated more 

on both personnel and marketing strategies* This is a very 

potted account, and misses out the work done on the commercial 

environment, such as the availability of venture capital and so 

on. 

Some Ceneral comments on the findings. Firstly, the fact that 

the corporation in largely inimical to enterprise, and drives out 

potential entrepreneurat seems relevant for Burn's comments on 

the organizational dilemma and the need for now organizational 

structures-under conditions of rapid technological change, i-ea 

ones that are enterprise, rathor than management centrede 

Secondly, the youthfulness of the potential entreprencur is 

at odds with the orCýnizational career structure, . which envisages 

the granting of responsibilities at a much later age. Is this in 

fact an indication of the inherent inadequacy of any hierarchical 

career system under conditionc of rapid change, when only the 

"lower" members have up-to-date knowledUe, whereas the "upper" 

members have the political powers it is of course in the end 

only technological knowledge which will cave the organization from 

obcolesconce. Both those points support one of my central themes 

- the anti-bureaucratic nature of entrepreneurship* 

Thirdly, I ara not sure what to make of the importmnce of being 

the son of a self-employed parent, except that it reflects the 

general evidence for cons of professionals to enter their fathers' 

occupation# 
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Finally, what is not known is how far these data apply 

cenerally, or put another way, is the Route 128 phenomenon 

strictly related to the world of Boston finance, and government 

military and space research? 

I want to finish this section by giving a resume of the 

Burns paper with which the section started@30 The argument runs 

as follows: - there is a basic assumption behind current attempts 

to disseminate new ideas from research into commercial use that 

technical knoviledco is a real or verified object which can be 

transforred. frora one individual or institution to other individuals 

or institutions* According to this view, it is the idea or piece 

of information which in in itself seminal. Technology is seen an 

an assemblage of pieces of information which can be "expelled from 

one sector of croativity and transposed to another to provide 

different outputs, " and this is reflected in the development of 

means of recording, retrieving and transmitting ideas, technical 

routines and research information. Such a view, says Burns, 

derives from an iinngo of society and of relationships between 

men, ideas and institutions, abich beloncs to the past; an imaCo 

as old as industrialicm itself, and which was part of a general 

view of society in which the individual was free to dispose of 

his labour as he pleased, and of his land, his votes, his 

inventive ideas, on the market. But even by tho mid-19th century 

this picture was changina: in particular ccience became 

specialized and profescionalized, and the dialoaue between it 

and industry lapsed, so did the practice of trading" scientific 

ideas on the commercial marketo The boundary between the two is 

delineated, for example, by the specialized journalst (whose 
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predecessors, the general scientific journals, had brought 

science and industry together in the early part of the o'entury). 

"It in the institutional framework essential for the development 

of science, technology and manufacturing industry which 

interposes immaterial but effective constraints on the trans- 

position of id(ws and methods between them, in. the manner which 

was possible in the past and assumed as feasible in eo many of 

the policy formulations and administrative mechanisms designed to 

facilitate it. nowell The Route 128 phenomenon represents an 

instance of the rewards to beg-ained by breaking throuGh the 

institutional confines which now surround academic rovoarch, 

enaineering, technology and manufacturing : R. &- D. (Think- back 

to Barth's comments on spheres of value and the entrepreneurial 

role in engineerina the flow of assets between Spheres, in this 

case the flow of ideas and knowledge across institutional boundaries). 

aat we need, Ikirnm euCeests is a moro up to dmte vievi of the 

world. "If it is; aaents rather than agencies which are the vectors 

then we are dealing with a world of ccientific and technological 

activity which presents itself in another liCht than that of- 

alienable, transferable, marketable ideas. Reality now-is where 

the action is* Just as the sense of our-endina personal identity 

seems to be dissolving into an apprehension of the specific 

identity which accords with each encounter and social occasion, - 

with its own definitions and ad hoc rightness, so the application 

of acquired knowledge of the: laws of nature, even the search for 

such laws, hen become instead a posture of consensual alliance 

with others in the definition of "the problem"* Scientific and 

technolo, -ical progress alike become almost linGuiotic exorcises - 
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the search for a terminology which will adequately represent 

or model and above all define (in the sense of setting boundaries 

to) the relevant complexity. " 

It in no longer sufficient to look for the simple juxtaposition 

of industrial and acmdemic promises, with some kind of "Osmosis 

of ideas and information among theme" VIhat seems to be critical 

is the existence of "Complexes of research institutionag R. & Do 

laboratories, and technically advanced manufacturins plants in 

rasoachucetts-, California and elsewhere, complexes which are 

larL,; e enough to support a self-sustaining flow of technically 
01 

qualified people within them. " 

The value of consultancy in this respect may be beinj; under- 

estimnted. "If the contemporary model of innovation is represented 

by a "'packagell form - by the passage of the technically qualified 

individual from a research front activity to a task which demands 

the'same resort to disciplined search for solutions in related 

technical areas but in different institutionalized cirdumstances 

and with different objectives - then consultanoy is a mods of 

activity in which the model of the process may be institutionalized 

and developed in autonomous and therefore increasingly articulate 

and effective forms* One of the mysteries of the development of 

industrialism is the supercession of the practice 

of consultancy through which technological advances were fed into 

the el cci ri Ca and mechanical onginecrinf; industry during the 

last quarter of the l9th century, and the first quarter of this, 

by industrial R. & D. Industry, by swallowing- the convultancy 

function, may have done itself a disservice. " VIhat is possible 

is that the spin off entrepreneur is replacing institutionalised 
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consultuncy, and moreover may best fit the contemporary mode 

of technology-transfer* 

5* Tho 69sential eleml2nts 

- What I have so far tried to Cive is a 11-9tate of the Art" 

report on the, study of entrepreneurship. The problem now is to see 

what canbe drawn from the various studies* The most obvious 

co=on theme of the disparate approaches is that of social change 

througgh the Laedium of &. -onty rather than agencies. Essentially 

the study of entreprencurship IIput3-back the individual", and in 

so doing emphasizes the world producinG nature of man as he is 

ongaged in zocial action. Reality im nocially constructed: 

chanCes in that, reality stem from chanaeo in men' a knowledae, 

their perceptions of the world, their values, as Civon existence 

through social action. Innovation is as much Ran-made no is his 

world:, no institiition yet had a nw, 7 ideae 

The classical definition of the entrepreneurial function involved 

theme eler,, 2entm: - 
(a) Co-ordination 

(b) innovation 

(C) Ri&, -bearing 

(d) Trof it-tal-AnLg 

V-, Iiilr, t tho latter two may be imporlant in certain circumstances 

(and enpecially in economic entroproneurobip), it is the first 

two olementr, which appenr crucial and univor--al. Innovation and 

co-ordination simply imply new perceptions, knowledgeg and action 

involvinC others to eive existenco to this knowledr, , e. Dut the 

exact. nature of innovation and co-ordination depends on the social 
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context: so the style of entrepreneurship varies according to 

the encapsulating social environmente There are, as we have 

seen, suggestiveAndications that entrepreneurship is a 

go neralized social role, a characteristic of any organization 

where change is possible, even as Belshaw suggests in the 

esoteric field of ceremonial, 

. 
Entrepreneurship then, I ouggest, has two essential elements. 

Firstly "creative response", the potential for innovation* 

Secondly,. action involving. others. to Cive existence to this 

creative response* The former involves the individual's stock 

of knowledge, his perceptions of the world, the possibility-of 

recombinino'the elements of his. knowledre, and his resulting now 

perceptions* The latter involves the way in which social action 

translates ideas and facilitates their tranamissiont, with their 

championing, so that they may come to have existence not merely 

an real or. reified objects, as pieces of informatiofii but as the 

source materials of chan3e in natural or social reality as this 

is recreated in the ongoinC process of interaction. 

6* Charisma and Entreprenellrohip 

-- 
It seems to me that the essential elements which can be 

distilled from an examination of Previous work on entrepreneur- 

ship bear a close resemblance to the fundamental nature of 

charisma as it is set out by Eax Webers Although the present 

work is concerned with the examination at a micro-level of one 

aspect of entrepreneurship (organiontionol foundinC)t it is none- 

theless important, I feal, to try to place entrepreneurship into 

a wider social and historical context, (Jae. this section may be 
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seen as a cadenza at the end of the first theme). 

It should be made olear at the outset, that it is my view that 

ITax Weber's writing on charisma is essentially concerned with 

the role of individual ideas in the historical process, in othor 

words, the way in which human creativity acting in a social 

context, alters that contexts It is very much concerned with 

freedom, in the sense of non-daterminedL actionr with the creative 

response in fact, and here is the link with entrepreneurship, 

which a. - I rugaested in the previous section ir; concerned with 

the application and tranomission. of new ideas, with the way the 

creative individual, by usinC social resources, can alter the 

historical (and in tho'contemporary case the toohnolocical) 

process* 
There isan extonsive critical literatur 931 on charinma which 

it is not necezcary to re-iterate at lenCth here. Two 

preliminary points should be made, however,. Firstly, the 

litorature tends to concentrate on charisma only in so far. am 

it is part of Weber'n typoloCy of authority relationships: it 

is mch loss concerned with vih&t I hope to show is the real 

sif; nificanee of the charismaillic for Wober, ioe. social chanee 

throuZ; h the reformulation of ideas by free creative individualse 

Secondly, there io uuch emphasis on 'Who cheric: aatic leader 

(oopecially maon,,, stv political sciantizts) without oufficient , 

reference to tbo Uooinl context of that laaaership. Vlorcley'll 

work i-- : 3p-lutary in this respect, emphavisinL: as it doez the 

catalytic nature of the learler: 

"A valid model for the analynic of charis-, amtIc authority 

has to bc interactionist: ono in which followers with 
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possibly utopian or at least diffuse and unrealisea 

aspirations cleave to an appropriate leader because he 

articulates and cons'didates their aspirations. Ile then 

specifies and narrows these aspirations ' converting them 

both into more concrete and visible goals towards whose 

achievement-collective aotion can be oriented and organized, 

and into'beliefs which can be validated by reference to 

expgrience.,, 
32 

It in most important not to be misled, by reference to "free 

creative individuals", into disre, -ardinC the social context. 

As Wortley points out, Hyde rark Corner is full of men with 

I'messages" but they are fiCureE of entertain-mant rather than 

serious leaders, because the messages have no relevance to their 

bearers. A prophet'without followers Is a false prophet, who 

chan, geo n6thing. So the charismatic involves the creation of 

now ideas, certninly, but it alto involves the mobilisation of 

social resources if it is to havo any lantinr,. - influence. (Acain 

the link with entrepreneurship is clear. The entrepreneur, I 

sugaest6d in an earlier section, is someone who has a new idea 

and who mobilises social and material resources to Give existence 

to that idea)* The real test of the charismatic, and of the 

entrepreneurialg is not whether it throws up a great leader, but 

whether it has a continuinC impact on the institutional structurece 

I want now to turn to a more detailed look at Weber's con- 

oideration of chariema not simply as part of hio typology of 

authority relationships, but in tho light of his overall view of 

history and social chanoýe, and what he considered to be the 

possibilitien of freedom and creativity in an increasingly hostile 
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social environment. Weber's view of history is firmly bound 

with his views on the methodology of the social sciences* In 

the first place he suggests that historical reality is 

characterized by endless variety, a continuous flux of events 

with no clear boundaries between each of them. 11o conceptual 

scheme can reproduce this diversity and fluidity: concepts 

impose boundaries and dividing lines in order to aid understandinc. 

There must therefore always be a contrast between the diversity of 

history and the simple, unidimensional character of concepts, 

which serve simply as reference points in the analysis of evidence. 

Weber's work essentially consisted in developing conceptual tools, 

of pi7oviding these points of reference on which subsequent 

empirical work could be based. Secondly, Weber's methodology 

must be viewed against the back6round. of the late l9th century 

controversy concerning the status of the social sciences, i*e, 

should they be assimilated with the natural sciences. or be 

regarded as wholly autonomous., It was held by somethat 

different sciences viewed reality from different angles, and that 

what differentiated them was the method they used: in particular, 

whether-they used a generalizing or an individualizing methode 

Such methods are necessary simply because reality is infinite, 

and conceptualisation can only result from some selection made- 

from this infinite varietyo The generalizing method removes the 

random and unique aspects of reality and subsumes events under 

general categories or types in order to generalise about-them. 

The individualising method on tho other hand neglects Generic 

aspects, and conoentrates on the unique particular features of 

one event, Both equally depart from reality in order to facilitate 
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donceptualisation, without which scientific knowledge in 

imposHibleo The idea that natural iscience uses the generalisinc 

method, and that the cultural and historical sciences use the 

individualisin, -. method was strongly opposedby Weber, on the 

grounds that in fact both methods are used by all sciences, and 

that. the, criterion. of use of any method in eff Icignoy and not 
I 

some abstract ideological judgement that only one type is to be 

usedýby any-particular science. In the case of sociology, certain 

aspects of its methodology are, quite unlike those of-the natural 

sciences* For example, since values give social life its meaning, 

it is not enough to show that two social conditions occur 

together or-that one produces the other* It in also necessary 

to interpret the situations-in terms'of existing values: this 

is the bacis of Yleberls use'of 1.1yerstaken'll the basis of his 

interpretive sociologys On the other hand, sociology is a 

Generalizing science, in that although every historical event is 

unique, the sociologist ignores the unique aspects and attempts 

to-form types from which general laws and relationships can be 

discovered. 

IA basic problem which Weber faced, followine from thisq is 

how to be scientifically precise, in the way that the generalising 

method permits, about a unique historical event. In the case of 

one piece of reality, if wetry to generalise, to draw analogies 

with other parts of reality, then we are making the particular. 

phenomenon subordinate to-generic lawag and destroying what in 

unique and distinctiveabout. the event@ And anyway, is it possiblo 

to formulate individualising conceptog since concepts are by their 

very nature reCarded as Ceneral? Weber's answer to these probleme 
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in well-known, the. use of the Ideal Type, i. e, the construction 

of certain elements of reality into a logically precise 

conception* So, as Gerth and Mlls point out: 

'His concern with specific historical problems and 

his interest in a comparative sociology of a generalisinG 

nature are -thus related: the difference between them is 

one of emphasis. By the use of battery of ideal types, he 

builds up a conception of a particular historical case* 

In his comparative studies, he uses the same ideal type 

of conceptions, but he uses bistory as A storehouse of 
33 

examples for these concepts, " 

The whole point of this apparent digression is to emphasise 

that charisma is one of Weberts ideal types, i-ee a methodoloCicol 

technique rather than a historical entity* Indeed, ideal types 

are "unhistorical"* As I indicated earlier, Weber says his scheme 

"does not seek to impose a distortinLr sohematization on the endless 

variety of history, but only to provide serviceable Points of 

refere . nee for specific purposes. "34 To suggest therefore, as some 

writers have done, that Weber has a unilinear view of history is 

to raiss the point of his analysiso He was totally opposed to 

philosophies of history, largely because he saw such theories 

not as scientific, but as value judgements* 1ýommoen sums this 

up neatlyt and incidentally indicates the future direction of this 

-chapter. 

ý'To 71ax Weber it was self evident that with the universal 

advent of rational soient ific methods, any interpretation 

of world history with pretentions to universal applicability, 

whether reliCious, scientific or philosophico-speculative, 
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bad become impossible# Ile says somewhere near the end 

of him (Sooiolocy of Religion)x "W'herever rational 

empirical knowledge successfully manages to demystify 

the world and to transform it into a causal mechanism, 

it eventually comes up against the claims of the ethical 

postulates that the world is a divinely ordered and 

therefore somehow meaningfully oriented cosmos*. For the 

empirical and mathematically oriented view of the world 

involves in principle the rejection of any view that 

finds "meaning" of any kind in the phenomena of the. unseen 

world. " IFIrom this basic position, Weber strongly opposed 

all hintorico-philosophical constructions. This applied 

in particular to the positivist ideology (of Comte and 

Bentham)* Eax Weber mercilessly exposes its pseudo-religious 

character: "the idea of progress first makes its necessity 

felt when the need ari ses for imparting to the destiny of 

inan, when stripped of reliCious contentv an earthly, Yet 

objective meanines" Weber doubted whether ccientific and 

technological progress would endure. Above all, however, 

he thought it weakness to seek a kind of inner support in 

the objective facts of technical proCress, and thus build 

up an easy assurance regarding the meaning of the world, 

without thereby incurring the risk. of faith-. *. -.. *VIeber 

protestod aCainst what he considered unscientific 

historical theories, not only as an empirical social 

scientist, but also as the heir of German idealism 

he declared that the strict separation of value Judgements 

from empirical research wao the first condition of 
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scientific integrity, Ontological culture theories, 

which looked upon oupra-individual-faetors as the only 

motive forces in the historical-process - whether the 

development of-tbe spirit of the age towards consciousness 

- of freedom, the dialectic of economic production 

conditions, the emanations of a "national spirit". esese 

the biologically evolving structure of a nation, or 

whatever - were incompatible with the concept of 

gorsonalit. y which was the keystone of Max Weber's thinking. 

To his mind I'meaning", and "the attachment of meaning to . 

-, 
the phenomenal world" were always matters to be decided by 

,ý the individual, his option ,. forthe daemon ...... who holds 

. 
the threads of lifes" In-no circumstances could science, 

still-less any theory of the. philocophy of history, ever 

take: the place of such personal deciaiona,, *. *. *In the 

course of critioising the philosophy of history current in 

: his timeg Max Weber's own intellectual position was made 

clear. The'individual overtops the empirical worl(i by his 

capacity to take up an intellectual position with respect 

to it and to-select from among several highest values* He 

can direct his action to the highest ideals and indicate 

, now paths for historical development, by gaining disciples 
kd 

for these ideals and. with their help influencing the 

social context*" 
35 

s -Leaving aside for a. moment the underlying notions in the 

foregoing of individual freedom in the face of theempirical 

world - it does not seem. -consistent with Weber's expressed 

intentions to suggest, an Garth and Wills do, that he in in 
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fact propounding a straightforward "great man" theory of 

history, or a "pendulum" theory in which there is recurrent 

charisma which then given way to routinisatione Even the 

most obvious of his themes - that of increasing rationality 

in the West is noted as an unique historical fact and there 

is cer ainly no suggestion that some evolutionary force is at 

work, or that increasing rationality is necessarily synonymous 

with some notion of "progress"o 

If I can sum up what I have tried to show so fare Vieber 

was Opposed to any developmental theory of history* His use of 

non-historical ideal types stems from his view of the relation- 

ship between simplifying concepts and reality in all its com- 

plexity, and was an attempt to be scientifically precise when 

dealing with unique historical events. Because he saw charisma 

as & recurrent phenomenon in history, because he also emphasised 

its routinisation, and certainly because he points to increasing 

rationality in the West, some writers have attributed to him a 

linear view of history. But in the ideal types themselves there 

is no logical sequence of domination, and still less any fixed 

cycle between them, 

What is common to all Weber's thinkingo as was suggested in 

Iýommsenlv earlier quotationg is the importance of the individUal 

in the historical proc"s, More importantlyl Weber is asserting 

the value of the individual personality in a world-historical 

setting that is basically antagonistic to it* (Hence his 

pessimistic view of the future)e Rather belatedly, we come to 

what is the crux of the matter. 

The individual personality, Weber suggests, needs rational 
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orientation in order to become "itself", to become "free", 

Uommsen again: 

"To Max Weber, intellectual honesty was the major con- 

stituent of personality: A rational pattern of life 

based on a responsible choice between various sets of 

'values at any time offering themselves was Its law of 

life* It is only by taking rational account of the 

motives and consequences of its own act that the 

personality In exalted above the instinctive 

"undifferentiated vegetative substratum of personal 

life" - 
(action versus act) - and acquires inner freedom .., 

36 

So rationality is the area of freedom6 But, the increasing 

rationalisationýand demystification of all life relationships 

threaten the very roots from which the personality derives its 

poweras Here is the paradoxs, 

"rational action in the service of ultimate purposes is 

the-essence of personality. These ultimate purposes however 

are purely personal in origin2 they belong to the trans- 

cendental spheres of. the personalitys the latter-however 

stand in opposition to the rational operation of the .- 

concrete world* Hence arises a continual conflict between 

opposing principleso. At the same time this contest is 

reflected in social reality - the contrast between 

"cultural'man" and the 11technician"s The creative 

personality, whose attitude in directed by metaphysical 

values and which is therefore "free" of the conditions 

of the environment, is in continual conflict with the 

"technician" and the "organization men". whose acts are 
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exclusively determined by existing conditions and the 

chance of success? -and for whom the supreme law in 

adaptation and obedience to the powers that be. This 

basic dialectic is'the historical-philosophical back- 

ground against which the universal edifice of Max Weber's 

sociological theory of ideal types taken on its full 

significance* Two themes run like threads through the 

fabric: the relationship between adherence to religious 

"outer world" values and their "inner world" repercussions; 

and the relationship between creative mankind and technical 

mankind, or to put it succinctly, between charisma and 

07 bureaucracy. 

-A similar viewpoint-is-expressed by Gerth and Mills (and- 

indeed can be found in''most writings-on Weber). Gerth and Mills say: 

"I'leber "conceived of individual man as a composite of general 

characteristics derived from social institutions: the 

individual as an actor of social roles* However, this holds 

only for men in so far as they do not transcend the routines 

of 4verydayýinstitutionso The concept of charisma serves to 

underline Weber's view that all men everywhere are not to be 

comprehended merely an social products* Just as for George He 

Mead the "I's is ordinarily in tension with the social roles 

derived from the expectations of others, so for Weber the 

potentially x_harismatic quality of man stands in tension 

with the external demands of institutional life* For Mead, 

the tension between the "I" and the role demands is resolved 

in the creative response of the genius. For Weber, the 

res; ýonse of the charismatic leader to distress unifies 
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external demands and, internalurges. In a broad sense, 

one may-say that externality is identified with constraint 

and chariwa with freadom.,, 38 

It is now orýly a ehart stop to a discussion of the locus of 

social change* It is important to stress that Weber did not 

identify. macro-change solely with. chariBma, in fact he regarded 

rationalizing bureaucracy equally as a. revolutionary force. Ile 

Pointed out that, once they had come about, social structures 

were apt to generate their own developmental tendencies. In the 

ordinary course of everyday life, chanae is endemic. The 

Process of. adaptation leads to changes, in material interests for 

example- But, in. order to break away completely from existing 

conditions and establish new lines of historical development, 

the power of. objectively existing material interests is not enough. 

What is requiredýare, the repercussions of spiritual forces. from 

the transcendental area of a normally. religious charismas, The 

force of material interests in stressed certainly, but note 

what Weber says: 

"Interests (material and ideal) and not ideas, directly 

govern the-acts of men* Nonetheless, I'views of lifell 

created by ideas, have frequently as pointsmen, indicated 

the lines along which the. dynamic power of interests 

propels actione"39 

The twin sources of change - interests and ideas - are frequently 

referred to in Webero-Elsewhere he says., 

"Bureaucratic ationalisationg toog has often been a 

major revolutionary forceoooo*sbut it revolutionises with 

technical weanp, in principle, as does every economic 
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reoreanisation, "from without"- It first changes the 
ý 

material and, social orders, and through them the peopleg 

by changing the conditions of adaptation, and perhaps 

the opportunities-for adaptation, through a rational 

determination of means and onds*. os.. Charismatic belief 

revolutionises men "from within" and shapes material and 

social conditions according to its revolutionary will.,, 
40 

Weber's, study of the relationship between protestantism and 

capitalism shows that even in the case of oconomia-entrepreneur- 

shipt real change and innovation are greatly dependant not only 

on the obJective "external" forces of the market or of production, 

but on a charismatic reformulation of the meaning of economic 

activities# It was of course his study of Puritanism which 

revealed to Weber the'world-changing power of "other-worldly" 

or transcendental idemlso The concept of charisma as a source 

of spiritual impulses of great intensity was found suitable for 

describing the phenomenon much more comprehensively. The foundinc 

of charismatic followings is the true form in which the strong 

individual can bring his personal ideas to fruition in a social 

context: - which tends to sugCost that in the last resort all 

cultural development is traceable to some. charismatic eruptiono 

The charismatic need not concern only the religious- Shils 

has suggesteds 

"The charismatic quality Of an individual, &s perceived by 

otherx, ... *#lies in what is thought to be his connection 

with ..... some very central feature of man's existence and 

the cosmos in which he lives* The centrality, coupled with 

intensity, makes it extra-ordinary4. The centrality is 
ý- 
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constituted by its formative power in initiating, creating, 

governing, transforming, maintaininL; or destroying what is 

vital in man's life* That central power has often, in 

the course of man's existence, been conceived of as Godg. 

the ruling power or creator of the universe, or some divine 

or other transcendental power controlling or markedly 

-ý -influencing human life and the cosmos within whi0h it 

. exists* ...... Scientific discovery, ethical promulgation, 

artistic creativity, political ana organizational authority 

and in fact all forms of genius# in the original sense 

of the word as permeation-by the I'spirit"t are as much 

-inmtances of the category of charismatic things as is 

religious prophecy.,, 
41 

ElseWhere Shils has also suggested that there in some central core 

of values in society. 

"Society has a centre. o. *eemembership in the society, in more 

than the ecological sense of being located in a bounded 

territory and of adapting to an environment affected or made 

up by other persons located in the same territory, is con- 

stituted by. relationship to this central soneo. oo,. the 

contra, or contral! zone., is a, phenomenon of the realm of 

values and beliefs* It is the contra of the order of 

symbols, of values and beliefs, which govern the society. 

It is the contra because it is ultimate and-irroductible 

9#9ee*(it) partakes of the nature of the'saered.,, 42 

Obviously it is tempting to see a link heres both the charismatic 

and the Centre are concerned with the provision of 'some meaningful 

symbolic and institutional order., Eisenstadt takes these points 
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and incorporates them in his discussion of the role which 

charisma plays in institution buildinge 

Part of his argument runs as follows. It is a mistaken 

view that a chasm exists between on the one hand the ordinary 

routine aspects of social organisation, and"on the other hand 

, 
the extra-ordinary nature of charisma. Certainly any analytical 

distinction should not be taken to imply a total dichotomy in 

concrete situations. If we concentrate on the charismatic croup, 

rather than on the leader, isee on the social rather than the 

individual aspects of charisma, we can see that whilst in the early 

stages such a group may be unstructured, the exigencies of orderly 

social organisati6n and the need to assure continuity both of the 

Croup and of the leadership, necessitates the process of 

routinisation, by which the innovatory aspects are transferred 

from the unstructured group to orderly institutional reality. 

In this lightq charismatic elements are inherent in all social 

relations'and orGanizations, which leaves Eisenstadt the problem 

of defining the charismatic both in terms of its analytical 

distinctness from the ordinary, and at the same time its 

interweaving with the everyday in concrete situations@ 

It is Shils' work (quoted above) which he calls to his aide 

Both the charismatic and the oentre are concerned with the 

provision of "meaning", The search for meaning is not always 

sometbinG extra-ordinary, or only to be found in situations of 

revolutionary disruption: it Goes on at least in part of stable 

societies* Rituals such as rites of passage contain such 

charismatic symbo lism, which appeases temporary social disruption 

by reference to a "higher" ordert one could add that political 
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legitimations likewise appeal to the "spirit" of the nation, 

or to economic "good"l and so on. This however is only part 

of the nature of the interweaving of the charismatic and the 

ordinarye Eisenstadt suggests that ordinary activity is 

directed towards theachievement of discrete, instrumental 

goals, seemingly unconnected in any "grand dexign"o Yet within 

these ordinary activities oriented to discrete, instrumental and 

usually adaptive goals, there remains some notion, however passive 

and attenuated, of the central values which contain, some element 

of overall meaning* Social. institutions have a double aspect, 

therofore - their. organisational exigencies on the one hand, 

and their potentially close relation to the realm of meaning on. 

the other. 

, qjew Organisations and institutions a. re built up through 

the varied Tesponses and interactions between people and 

groups, whog in Order to- implement 
. 
their -varied 90alst 

undertake processes of exchange with other people or 

groups...... but the terms of exchange, that is,. the criteria 

I.. of what is regarded as valuable.. **.. are at least partially 

derived from the charismatically charged goals and norms, 

from the broader and more fundamental conceptions of ordero 

Hence,. in the crystallination of institutional frameworks a 

crucial part is played-by those people who evince a special 

capacity to got up broad orientations, to propound now 

norms, and to articulate now goals.,, 
43 

Institution building is moreýthan sitaply the exchanCe of resources 

between gToups who use them to implement their own discretet 

instrumental goals: it requires charismatic, entrepreneurial 
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figures to create and crystallize broader symbolic orientations, 

to establish the organisational framework within whioh, disorete, 

instrumental goals can be pursued, and to mobilize the necessary 

resources. Charisma and entrepreneurship b6th involve not simply 

the possession of extra-ordinary qualities, but also the ability 

to alter the-. symbolic and cognitive order and thereby reorganise 

the institutional framework. As we saw, Weber's analysis of the 

economiclentrepreneurin relation to,. the rise of capit. alism, was 

an-attempt to show that real change wan not so much dependent on 

the objeotive-market and productive forcest but rather on the 

charismatic. reformulation of the meaning, of economic activities# 

Eisenstadt fails to pursue -this linkbetWeen the charismatic 

and the entrepreneurialq simply-adding that apart from 

I! cClelland's work we. know little about such entrepreneurial 

individuals or the conditions under which they operate, but that 

here is a challenge for further. research. 'I'lithout'reiterating 

what was in a previous section, I hope that parallels can be seen 

between what was said there about the nature of the entrepreneurial, 

and some of this section; in particular the comments on the 

creative versus the adaptive response, the emphasis on the 

individual, the non-determined historical process which arises 

from the actions, of such "free" men, whose stimulation comes not 

from external forces butrather from within* To repeat Mommsen's 

words: "the founding of charismatic followings is the true form 

in which the strong individual can bring his Rjersonal ideas to 

fruition in a social context. " 

I went to some lengths earlier to show that V,, 'eberlx ideal 

ved in temporal order, that it is wrong to types cannot be arran. f 
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impute any cyclical or evolutionary view of hisiory to his 

a chema. It in however interesting, and hardly surprising, -. 

that writers have made such imputationog because there seems 

to be one very common underlyinC vie w of change amonast many 

theorists and commentators* Change, it is hold, may accumulate 

imperceptibly as each individual, by livinG in itj alters his 

received tradition before pasminL: it on: or it comes an the 

fruits of dramatic innovation in social and cultural organisation 

- new religions, new legal norms, now economic organinationso 

So we have a model which envisages periods of relative "stability". 

interspersed with periods of revolutionary "disruption" (sio). 

Certainly Yleber does show us on the one hand massive 

organisational'and cultural framewoeks, emergint r out of the 

common endeavour of people, frameworks which adapt over-time to 

changes in the e- nvironment; and on the'other hand are the major 

shifts in direction following frora individual, creative charisma* 

Dut theseq as should now be clear, are analytical distinctions 

concerning'the respective sources of change, and say nothing about 

the concrete historical process. Put another way, chanae which 

comes from adaptive response to an altering environment, to 

alterinE; 'material interests, ' can be contrasted with change 

stemming from newly created individual values* 

The equation, bureauoracy equals stabilityg charisma equals 

change is simply false; for one thing, Weber was quite clear 

that bureaucracy could equally be a revolutionary force (although 

this section of Wirtsohaft-Und Gesellsahaft was not translated 

until 1968'- which may be revealing). In any case, the whole 

model has value undertones of which Weber would have disapproved. 
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If I can dicýress a little. History is essentially a 

thoucht proceast a mental re-enactment of the past, and so, 

in a sense, history is contemporary: there can be no history 

of "the pant as it actually did happen. " Collingwood said& 

"At the present day, we are constantly presented with a 

view of history as consisting; of good and bad periodeq 

the bad periods beinq divided into the primitive and tho 

decadent, according aL's they come before or after the 

good ones. This distinction between periods of primitive- 

ness, periods of greatness, and periods of decadence, is 

not, and never can be historioally truss It tells us 

much about the historians who study the facts, but 

nothing about the facts they estucly.,, 
44 

So biotorical studies of entrepreneurs are not telling us about 

entrepreneurship but rather about the model of entrepreneurship 

held by the historian. 

Can I now attempt to bring, these disparate strands together. 

Firstlyt entrepreneurship and charisma are concerned with the came 

set of problemse Secondly, ', 'Ieberls model of change ban been 

misinterpreted because analytical distinctions have been confused 

with concrete historical processes* Thirdly, what I want to 

suCCest is that the entrepreneurial model of change has also been 

mis-interPretedt and that instead of dealina with the social 

process vibereby individual ideas have been transformed into 

reality, because of ideological involvement on the part of 

historians, entrepreneurship has become the means to a "great 

man" theory of economic and technical change. This stems as much 

as anything from the fact that entrepreneurýhip (like charisma) 
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is studied ex j2ost facto and that the entrepreneurial process 

is larCely ianored. So what is really beinC looked at in 

successful entrepronetirshipl successful charisma., 

summary 

Certmin key themes can be drawn from the foregoing which I 

would summarise as follows: - 
(a) Vie are concerned with social change and the proo'ess of 

innovation. 

(b) Vie are dealins with creative rather than adaptive 

innovation (as epitomized by Weber's distinction 

between charisina and bvreaucracy). 

(c) It is a, -, ents, not agencies which are the bearers of 

the meohanism of vocial ohnnae, 

(d) The perceivecl social context within which much agents 

oporate ir, crucially important. Burea"cratic contexts 

appear to be particularly inimical to creative, 

autonomous activity. 

Additionallyg it is possiblo to point to the following short- 

comings of previous works: - 

(&) No sinClo, acceptablo definition of entrepreneurobip 

has emerCed from the literature. (There does however 

seem t, o be a common senseq tacit definition). 

(b) There is little contemporaneous empirical work (except 

by zoeial anthropoloCists). 

(a) Any empirical work is normally ex 120st facto and therefore 

concerns cuccessful ontroprencurn rather than the procoom 

of entropreneursbipo There is inevitEibly a I'vuccel3s 
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story" approach with ideological overtones, and the 

description of the social context is the observers', 

. rather than the perception of the actors themselves. 

The problem of course is how to remedy these shortcomings in tho 

context of the foregoing chapter: how to ground the theoretical 

discussion'in research activity at the level of real individuals. 

No sinCle study could hope to achieve this, and the limits of 

time and resources enforce on we a necessary narrowness of scope* 

I must restrict the empirical part of this work simply to an 

examination of the founding of new business enterprises (which 

is reported in the second section). However, I sball return in 

the final section to the issues raised here, in the light of the 

empirical fin4ings- 
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J*G.. I! nrch Handbook of Organizations, ý1965) pp. 142-93- 

229 C*S* Belshaw, The Cultilral Vilifti of the Entrepreneur* 
Explor* in'Entrep. Hist- V7- kl955)- 

23- See R. Firth (ad) Themes in. rconomic Anthrol2olory, A. S. A. 
Yonoaraph 6 (1967) espeo. papers by R. Frankenburg and Joy. 
Also see D. B* Fusfield-F-conomic Theory misplaced: livelihood 
in primitiye societ. K. "and T. K. Hopkins Sociology and the 
Substantive view of the Fconomy both in Polanyi at alo 
Trade and Yarket in the Early -ýbpiren (1957)- Also Firth 
and Yamey Capital, Savinr, and Credit in Peasant Societien 
(1964)- - 

44- Fe Bartho The Role of-the FntrePreneur in Social Change in 
No NorESL* Introduction, pp* 5-18 

25- Belshaw op-cit. 

26. A#09 Hirzohman The Strategyof Economic Develolgent (1958) 

ppo, 11-24 

W27- Jolf* Vnn do Kroef Entrepreneur and Yiddle Clasm in Indonesia* 
Econ, Devel. and Cult. Change* v9ý- 1953-4 pp, 297-325- 

28. To Burns. Yodelp, Images and I: Zths, in V1.11. Gruber and D-Go 
'. '. Yarquis Factors in the Transfer of Technolocy_(1969) 

29o See EeD* Roberts rEntrepl: eneiirship and Tedhnoj2ZL in Gruber 
and Yarquis op. cito, Alzo see D. G. Yarquis 2nd Report Research 
Program on the Management of Science and Tochnol2Z_v. (1967)- 
Sloan School of L'anagement working paper No- 344-67- 

30- Modelm, Images and Yyths op. cit. 

31- Seo eapecially: Re Bendix. Vax Weber An Intellectual Portrait 
If. lVolpe A critical analysis of some aspects of charisma 
Soc. Rev. v16 ( 968) PP- 305-18- Re AGan Charismatic 
Aiitbority and the leaderDhip of_Fidel Castro Western Polite 
Qtly- v18 (1965) ppe 275-84- V1.11. Friedland For a SocioloLLIcal 
concej2t of Charisma Social Forces- v43 1964-5 P-19 J. Freund 
The Sociology of Yax Weber p. 233 

32* P. Woroley The Trum]2at shall ropnd Introdo to 2nd Edition 
(1968) P-xiv. 

33.11. Gerth and C W. I-lills From I'sx Vlebor: Essays in SocioloLZical 
Theory p*60 
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34- Quoted in Ro Bendix opecite P-14- 

35- liommsens l. ax Weber's 221itical Bociolopy and his philosophy 
2f higtory Int. Soc. Soi. Jour. Y17 (1965) p. 28 &, p*25- 

36, Ibid p*29. 

37- Ibid P-30- 

38- OP-cit- P-73- 

39- lommsen opcito P. 30- 

40- Economy and Society Y3 PP- 1116-7 

41- Quoted in r-isenBtadt S. N. Max Weber on Charisma and 
Institiition Buildin, - (. 1968) p. x v. 

42* Ibid, 

43- Ibid pp. xxxviii--ix 

44- CollinCivood The Idea of History (espe Pt* V pp*282-334)- p6327 
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CHATTER II 

Studies of the founding of new Companies 

The first action in narrowinC the scope of ray enquiry is 

to look at the picture already painted by previous researchers 

, of the process of foundina new enterprises. Chapter I has set 

some of the Eweno by eummarising technology-transfer studiest 

and the purpose of this Chapter is to examine a wider range of 

new-company investiCationse The aim is descriptive rather than 

analytical* 

There is, as I have already indicatedt no study of the 

process of founding as it has actually taken placet 
1 

nor in there 

any published attempt to sum-marise what findinggs have emerged 

from those piecer neal (and post facto) studiem which hav e been 

made. 
2 (A special case is that of the attempt in India by 

3 YcClelland and Winter to instil entrepreneurial talent into 

chosen individuals who were then sent out into tho market to 

establish new enterprises, and who laraely failed not because of 

the lack of so-called In-achl (psychological need for achievement) 

but because of their inability to enter appropriate econowic not 

works, or to find what Barth- calls 'niches'. Reference to this 

particular experiment will be made in the concluding- section as 

it has implications for the whole discussion of entrepreneurship). 

Ily own search of the literature4 has however produced 16 

studies (see table 2.1 and Appendix 2) which as% at least one of 

the followina questionss 

(a) what economic problems face new companies? 

(b) what is the role of technoloCical innovation in the 
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foundin, g process? 

(c) what are the characteristics of the persons who found 

companies? 

These 3 questions are in fact indicative of the banic reasons 

advanced for studying, new companies, viz: 

I* Economic reasons, which assume that the establishment of ne-a 

companies is If-; ood' for economic development and should thereforo 

be encouragede Note how many studies use either implicitly or 

explicitly Schumpeter's definition of entrepreneurship., The 

ntudies in this category frequently seek. to examine the economic 

environment in terms of, for example, taxation policy, with a 

view to makin-- recommendations to covernmental agencies to ease 

the founding processG5 

Is Technolocical develolgento Part of the general economic reasons 

but concentrating solely on thome new companies whose raison dletro 

is technological innovation and which face specific problems, such 

as heavier capital formation* 
6 

2* SocIal and Psychological reasons which attempt to map out an 

entrepreneurial 'type' in terms of personality, cmreer or family 

background, often with the aim of encouraCinC policies designed 

7 
to increase the distribution of these qualities in the population, 

The studies are essentially descriptive, with the intention 

of also being prescriptive. No single study falls into one of the 

above categories alone, and the extent of overlap in indicated 

in the following Venn diagram. 
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cc ot., Om i r- 
- qC111i. PnclfoLc'ýICAG 

The majority (12) of the studies were located in the United 

stateEst and a further 3 in developing countries- Only 1 study 

refers to the United Kinadom. Thin distribution probably reflects 

firstly the availability of research funds, but one can also 

speculate about the importance of cultural values associated with 

the 'American drearal and the pioneer apirit. Certainly the work 

of, Chinoy, for example, shows how ouch an entrepreneurial ideoloey 

(or mytholoCy) has become part, of the American viorld-views 

As one mi&ht expect, the methodologies employed in the 

studies is varied, with reliance on secondary data as well as the 

generation of primary data from queE; tionnaires and interviewso 

Some employ psychological tests. *They are all por; t facto studios. 

There is no consistency in sawplinjý- other than the frequent use 

of some form of industrial indexes, and thero is a wide spectrum 

of both manufacturing and service industry concerned. There is 

little cross-reference from one study to another. 
9 In view of the 

varYinC contexto, it is difficult to ganeralise or make sensible 

comparisons: however, certain regularities in the findinas do 

emerge, which can bo nu=ed-up no folloria; - 

7_g11f'-' TNSFIi' 
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(a) Age of founda-r- 7 of the-studies, including most of the 

technology transfer cases, Make SPOcial reference to the relative 

youth of the founderal ie. a mean ase of 40 Years or lose- 

,- If we accept that. there are many ways of externalising 

one7s personality into the world throuGh creative activity, and 

that one of. these is the attempt at economic autonoray througerh 

company formation, we should expect such activity to take place 

later than activities (eog. artistic or sporting) dependenton 

personal asseto of int -ellect or physique which reach a peak under 

30 years, since it also requires social assets built up over time, 

ouch. as kin and. friendship networks, and access to economic 

resources (which also, helps-to explain why family background - see 

below - is important). The role of dissatisfaction resultin., from 

blocked career linen r-ay al so be relevant and vill be diEcussed 

later 4 
(b) Father's occuRations EiCht, 

lof. 
the atudies make Ppecial 

reference to the fact that the founder's father was himzelf a 

founderg was self-employed, or viac a member of a profession* 

Several comments are in order hero* Firstly, the importance of 

access to social and economic resources referred to above, is 

more readily available in middle. class familiaý-# Secondly, the 

pattern of recruitment of sons into paternal occupations is a woll 

known phenomenon. Thirdly, in most studios a minority of founders 

exhibit upward mobility from the workina class (alboit usually 

from the a! Ullcd section), although thin avenue of mobility is 

obviously a narrow one despite the mytholocy of the . 
American dreamt. 

(o) Education. Nine of the studies point to the founders havin. 

higher than average educational attainment, and four of those (all 
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technology trannfer studies) indicate exceptionally hich 

qualifications, This fact in partly a reflection of the middle 

class origin of founders* 
10 

It may also rolate to the way that 

higher expectation of life chances engondered by higher education, 

if not met, can lead to dissatisfaction with one's career, and 

the need to meek independencet this will be taken up in a later 

section. 

(d) Previoiis founding Four studies refer to a high incidence 

of previoua or multiple foundinUs. This may siraply Laomn that a 

successful founding gives access to recourcou for further ventureso 

The 'typical' entrepreneur founder which can be distilled from 

these-studi6s, -then, is relatively youn&-, especially if he is a 

technicalý j3pocialiat, lie in violl educated, lian possibly already 

founded one or more companioeg and has a father who himnolf was a 

founder or is self-employed* With the oxception'of multiple 

foundingos, I have to admit that this picture fits remarkably well 

the. picturo of the Scottioh entrepreneur not out in Chapter 5- 
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Table 2.1 (continuel) 

Study (a) Locus of study (b) Prime emphasis of work (a) Sample population (d) Data gathering 
techniques 

10. DRAHEIM, IIOWML Minneapolis - The development of nesearch 142 technical companies f ormel Interviews. and. 
and SHAPFRO (1966) Saint Paul and Development complexes and since 1895 in the population historical data. 

(United States) technical company formation. universe. (Sample size not 
civen) 

11. ALPANDER (1967) Turkey -he 'IbiC To portray t 103 lnrc-, c fi=ms owned by Structured inte--views 
bunineas establishmento and Turkish nationals 
the entrepreneur in Turkey" 
a culture inimical to the 
business function. 

12. INDUSTRIAL South eastorn 
RESEARCH 111C. (19 67) Pennsylvania 

(Philadelphia) 
(United Stateo) 

13- SI! ITH (1967) MichiCan 
(United States) 

14- SUSBAUER (1969) 

15 - ?.! ARRIS and 
S(7,,! F, RSP, T (1971) 

Austin, Texas 
(United Statec) 

To inveritiCate the motives 
and probloms of --cience- 
based entrep. - enour ship 

Looks at survival and 
nuccess factors- asr!, ociated 
with types of foundors, and 
the firms they form. 

35 Science-based Companios In-depth interviewE 

52 of the firms used in Unstructured, in-depth 
the Collins and !. Toorýp intorviews 
(1964) VtudY 

Facers involved In the 22 technical firms 
technical company formation 

process 

Kenya Investication into factors 
encouraging or hindering 
"entrepreneurial talent" 
in a developing country 

87 founders of businesses 
assisted by the Industrial 
and Commercial Develo]ment 
Corporation. (Comparison 

with 848 market trades in 
10 reCions of Kenya) 

Structured open-ended 
interviews 

Structured interviews 
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Table 2.1 (continued) 

(9) Definition (f) Age at (g) 'E'ducational (h) 1'revious occupational (i) Preyious company (J) Father9s 
of entrepreneur founding leyel of founder history of founder forming experience principal 

of founder occupation 

I. OXENFELDT Schumpeter "Mature" I'Laraell proportion of- 
(1943) Average ago 300 shoo manufacturers 

is increasina had owned at least one 
previous business 

2. RUBENSTEIN Schumpeter Primarily technical 
(. 1958) e. -, perience in University 

laboratories, or academic 
departments, or in 
existing technical 
companies 

YAYI'm and The owner, but Median 40 
GOLDSTEIN not necescarily yr-- (A) 

(1961) 

4- SAYIG11 (1926)schumpeter "Rather 
Includes innov- youn, -" 
ation within 25-35 yrz 
extant firms 

Iledian 11.0 yrz 
(State median 
9.3 Y-ro) 

comPlatecl 
high school: 
very much hiCher 
than national 
avera. ge whewe 
majority have 
elementary educ- 
ation or are 
illiterate 

Vost ., aer Q manual labour- 26 out of 81 had 
Oro (49) or white collar previously ovined I 
workers (22) or moro businosses 

2 /3rds came 
from 3 
professions 
"trade 
industry and 
professions". 

CN 
00 



Table 2.1 (continued) 

(e) Definition (f) Age at (g) Educational (h) Previous occupational) (i) Previous company (J) Father's 
of entrepreneur founding level of founder history of founder forming experience principal 

of founder occupation 

5. DANIELS Schumpater Average 3-6- Texas founders Data for manufacturing About 45% of manufact- Yore than 50'dý' 
(1963) 38 (Geor. -e- had an averaze only: from manufacturing urinC founders had of parents of 

ianr,,, manuf- of 2 years more or professional ranks foundod 1 or more founders 
acturin, -:, education than provious businessos, self employed 
only) GcorCiann usually in tho same (both otates) 

category of enter 
pris4 

6.9XITH and Implied defin- Typical owner had been 
CART172 ition of the formorly. employed in a 

owner of the similar corporationg 
business, not been self-employed, or 
necessarily the in Covcrnment service 
founder 

7- COLL INS9 Schumpeter Average 52 Average about 25, -!, self- 
MORT', and yr-- (A) 11 yra (slightly) employed 
UIAMLLA (men only) higher than state 19, ý, farmers 

(1964) median) 

8. DELAIIOý Say, Schumpeter, AvernCe 45 Average slightly Formed companies in About 60ýj had formed 
JOHNSON and Knight yrs (A) hicher than state field where they had at least I previous 

. 
71OODSVIORTH norm (13) substantial work business 

(1966) experience, or skills 

applicable to the 
type of, business 

0 
\0 



Table 2.1 (continved) 

Study (e) Definition (f) Age at (C) Educational Prcvio"B occupational (h) (i) Previous company (J) Father's 
of entrepreneur foundin, - level of founder history of founder forming experience principal 

, of founder occupation 

ROBERTS Schumpoter AverrIGO 32 AveraCe: 11-Sc., Primarily devolopment- 5 05, were 
and equivalent, or oriented acadomicians sel. L-employed 

(1966) Yedian 36 slightly above and laboratory 
yrs researches 

10. DRA1117,17 Schumpeter Principally some phase 1. ýost did not hnve The father 
HOWELL and of Research and Devel- previous business "in many 
SHAPIRO opment work, in, e: z. perienco except instances" 
(1966) University laboratory as research project was himself 

or industrial firm mansCors an entre- 
preneur or 
"executive" 

11. ALPANDIM "Is about 50 54ý,, had deCroe. 1! ajority had previous Over half 
(1967) years old" Very much highe_ emplo3ment in private "merchant 

than national sector in "related families" 
averaCe -where occupation" 
majority have 
only elementary 
education or are 
illiterate 

12. INDUSTRIAL Schumpeter Averace 35 30 had collece Industrial experience 
RFSrARCH Vrs decrees: 9 had of an unspecified 
INC. (1967) advanced decrees nature except 

"technical"- 

23- SMITH Schumpeter Same data as Collins, 1ýoore and Unwalla (1964) 
(1967) 
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10 The study of entrepreneurship needs a detailed case study 
of foundingg taking as its model perhaps, Gouldner's 
study of succession in a Gypsum plant* Gouldner, A*VW- 
Patterns of Industrial Bureaucrac-y* London# Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, . 1955- 

2e A useful unpublished source is Susbauer (study No. 14) whose 
I tables were a guide to the format of Table 2*1. 

YoClelland &- Winter. Ilotivating, Economic Achievement. 

This only includes English LanguaCe studies, and it may be 
that studies in other languages are extant, but it is 
interesting that no such cross references seem to exist* 
Such a literature survey is outside the scope of this study 
but it might well repay efforti, cross cultural studies 
with, say, Japan would be particularly useful* 

5- For example, Delanol (study No. 8). 

6. For example, Rubenstein, (study No. 2)e 

7- See L'oClelland. and Winter Op. cit. 
For example, see also Smith (atudy Ito. 13) and Llarris 
(study No. 15)- 

8. Chinoy, E. Automobile workers and the American Dream* 
N. Y. Doubleday, 1955. 

9. Two studies are exceptionst Smith (study Noo 13) and 
Susbauer (study ITO- 14) 

100 The relationship between social class and educational 
attainment scarcely needs further referenoeq but for U. K. 
see for example: Report of the Committee on Higher Education 
(Robbins Report) 1963. Table 4 P-42 Appendix I. 
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CHAPTER III 

The Scottish Field Work 

10 Drawing the %&MP14 

There does not exist, to my knowledCe, any comprehensive 

iisting of-the kind of enterprise in which we are interested, 

ioe, newly founded independent firms. It is obviously impossible, 

within the financial limits of post-graduate work to discover all 

now firms established in this period, and a basic initial assumption 

was made that the search should be restricted to 10OR1 and central 

government records, -on the grounds that (especially in a government 

aided development areaq, as is all Scotland except Edinbureh) sooner 

rather than later, new firms'will apply for-reCistration and/or 

sorae form of government grants It ought to be possible to derive 

a listing of firms making an initial application for government 

financial assistance, but an enquiry of the Board of Trade"' was 

rejected on the grounds-of confidentiality. The next obvious 

nource is Planning Authorities, who presumably must have records 

of all industrial and commercial PrOmiO689 from which a listing of 

new applications or applications for change of use can be derived. 

I therefore wrote to all-Scottish Planning Authorities and 

the responses are-contained in Table 3-1- In summary., 

59 Authorities were written to, of which 

52 Usable replies-were-treceivedt reporting 

, 302 "new" companies 

Consideration of these replies indicated 

. (a) The nature of the records kept by the Authorities 

I appeared to differ$ some provided Industrial Indiceal 
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others found it difficult to extract any ueeful 

information (see Table 3-1 comments). In some cases 

the. information appeared inaccurate, e. C. I authority 

reported no new firms, wherean 2 appeared in my final 

listinC and interviews were carried out* 

(b) it was not usually possible, without direct enquiry 

of the firms, to decide whether the company was 

independent or a subsidiary, 

(c) my letter requested information on firms whioh were 

"established" since Ist January, 1969, where 

"established" meant "not only those firms which have 

actually begun trading, Imt also those granted 

permission to begin manufacture who have not yet set 

upoll -This definition proved inadequate and it was not 

clear from replies exactly what was the real date of 

founding. 

For these reasons, I decided not to use the information provided 

by the PlanninC Authorities. Given the present state of recording 

informati on on new enterprises, any listing will be incomplete* 

I therefore decided to use, as my population firma which had 

reoistered as Limited Companies with the Registrar of Companies# 

This has the merit ofýbein, - a standardised list, 1-99 firms 

ooraplete identical forms, and additionally the records contain 

much information about the firmis activities and directorog which 

allows selection to be made at an early stage without unnecessary 

referonce to the companies themselves- I made an arbitrary 

decision to restrict my enquiries to the 12 months from lot 

January 1969 to 31st December 1969. 
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The information net out herel therefore, is in respect 

of companies registered with the Registrar of ComPaniest 

George Street, Edinburgh, between 1.1-69 and 31.12.69 inclusive. 

911e official numbers were from 46224 to 47158 ise. covering 

935 companies* (For comparison, a total of 24,228 companies 

were registere d in Great Britain in 1969). 1 There was one 

missinG entry, Of the remaining, companies, 5 had been liquidated 

or withdrawn by the time of recording (April 1970), and in the 

case of 14 companies, no information was available about the 

location of the registered office* A total of 915 remained about 

which the following information was readily available 

(a) the company title 

(b) the address of the registered office, and any subsequent 

change 

(c) the amount of nominal capital, and any subsequent chanae 

(d) a brieýf account of the 'nature of the, companyl a activities. 

Rle are here concerned with (b) and (d) only* The information 

con - tained in (a) appears to me to be worthlens, since the choice 

6f amount seems to be-unrelated except in the broadest possible 

sense to-the real extent of the company capitalisation. This is 

borne out by the fact that subsequent entries often vary widely 

from the original figure* Three examples (from many others) will 

illustrate this. 

(a) Firm 46309 (ship repairers) registered 6.2.69 with 

nominal capital of XIOO* this was amended on 14-1-70 

to Z900 1000. 
(b) Firm 46321 (house agents) registered 10.2*69 with nominal 

capital Of LMOO. The anntal report entered 5-3-70 Shows 
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9850 nominal, L850 paid up. 
(a) Firm 46779 (soft furnishings dealer) registered 23-7.69 

with nominal capital XIOO* This was amended on 23-3-70 

to E309000* 

(Note that the annual report of the Registrar of Companies 

published by the Board of Trade analyses now companie's 2. BIL by 
I 
nominal capital*) 

My preliminary analysis in therefore concerned with where 

the firm is registered and what it does, and a further "caveat" 

is necessary about the recordso Where a firm in "registered" is 

not always where it has its main operating promises: in particular 

we would expect Glasgow and Edinburgh to be over-represented since 

out-of-town companies often require an office in these centres for 

convenience and/or prestige@ (The recurrence of particular 

addresses aioo suggests that "ready-made" companies'are produced 

there. ) Where there has been's change of address, I-have used - 

the last shown, onso Secondly, the description of the firm's 

activities is often vague, although it was'possibli to categories 

each-company in accordance with the Standard Industrial 

Classification* 

One further example can serve to underline these warnings 

about the possible discrepancies between the officipl. records and 

the realities of the situation. Firm 46854 knitwear manufacturers, 

are registered in Glasggow, with nominal capital Of X5v000t amdnded 

later to X10,000* In fact, this company has established two 

factories on the islands of He Mat and Tires, the total cost of 

the development being estimated at X689000. 

The distribution of now company registration by Standard 
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Industrial Classification (8'90 Appendix 3-1) and by geoGraphical 

area (see Appendix 392) is got out in tables 3.2 and 3-3- 

These tables are produced directly from the Recistrar's records 

and are subject to the errors indicated above. Pdditional 
- 

statistical inforriation on these companies 8PPeare in Appendix 

There are no surprises: the Glasgow area has over half the new 

companies, the Edinburgh area over a quarter, whilst the South- 

Viestf the Bordere, and the crofting counties can together 

manage only 5'ýý, * The most important areas of activity are, 

respeotively,.. finance and business services, the distributive 

trades and miscellaneous services, with construction a poor fourth. 

Mechanical engineering clearly is the most important in the 

manufacturing sector. 

2* Selecting the requir2_d firms* The records of the 915 companion 

were examined interms of their activity and for obvious clues as to 

their ownership. All service industriest apart from computer 

bureauxiand all subsidiaries of larger, established companies were 

excluded. -This first trawl left about 180 apparently independent, 

now companies, and detailed information was obtained from the 

Recistrar's individual files: this information included: 

a) the names and addresses of - directors and officers of 

the company 

b) the names 
-and 

addresses of principal shareholders 

chanCes in the above, and changes in share capital 

accounts of trading 

From this a list of 137 companies was drawn upq the' remainder being 

largely discarded on Grounds of being submidiaries. This was a 
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recurringr problem and the present forr2 of reoords makes it very 

difficult to exclude completely such Pubuldiarioul each stage 

of the sifting- process brouGht more to liahto Of thenet 59- 

companies were chosen for more detailed examination and intorvievva* 

"Ine basis of choice wast 

a) Geographical -a wide spread was sought, but because 

of cost conrtraints a certain degree of clusterinc was 

inevitable* Goographically irolated companies were 

excluded, and thene, recrettelly included a largo 

alumininm smelter in the C*uth went *n& a Class making 

firm on the Islandis, which with hinasight Ought tO bLVO 

been included, 

b)-industrial - acsin a spread &croon industries wax souCbt, 

altboil, r-h since the whole sample was dominated by 

mechanical encineering, this Croup predocainatetl in those 

chosen for interyiewo 

c) technolocical innovation - where cluts existed on tile 

records that innovation was involved, them* companies 

were xelected automatically for further investigation. 

Letters were sent uo each firca (see appenlix. ) requestins an 

interviewv and these, -wore followed by a **lopLone Call Ono w061'. 

later. As a roeult of these enquiries, a furtLer 22 firps were 

excluded* Some of these did not -wish to Do interviewell slid 1 

: dmittel that the oompany was set up as an attempt to forest-all 

uture government le. -islntion in its particular sector. Row many 

of tho 22 were, "convenience" companies of one forLi or another I 

cannot ray, Acain, several turnoa out to be oibsidiaries. 
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Visits and intervigyAo The remainina 37 companies were 

oach vicited once, and an oxtended in-depth interview was carried 

out with one or inore of the oriCinal founders* The interviews 

were. open-ended, but I worked to an outline schedule (see 

Appendix)ý to enable some of the background data to be treated 

as pro-coded survey data. All interviews were tape-recorded and 

eubsequently transcribed. Verbatim extraoto. are included in 

Chapter 6e 

No difficulties viere ever encountered in obtaining information, 

and the main problem was in bringing tho interview to a close. 

Several intervieWees-indicated, that they found I the experience 

worthwhile to themselves, since it appeared to be the only 

occasion on which they-had spent time to take stock of their 

progress, or indeed to articulato their goalse Several provided 

extensive hospitality during or after the interview: in the 

latter case notes vere vrritten afterwards where the tape recorder 

was inappropriate* 

4* Follow lip questionnaire- 78 firms remained which appeared 

to be both new and independent but which could not be visited. 

A brief postal questionnaire (see appendix ýwas sent to these 

which attempted to obtain factual information comparable to that 

contained in the interview schedule- 39 replies were received 

(50ý4, return rate which is above average for postal questionnaires). 
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SMMMREY of contact With fjzma 

Per-entaRe 
11 Percentage Fxolvdina "Others" 

Interviewed 37 4-0 27@0 
Selected for interview but 

, not appropriate 22 2-3 16. o 
Postal Questionnaire sent 

and returned 39 4*2 2895 
Postal Questionnaire nent and 

not returned 39 4*2 28-5 
"Otkers" 798 85*3 - 

TOTAL 935 100-0 100.0 

The analysis of-the 60 entrepreneurs eiven in Chapter 6 is based 

on the 37 interviowso Chapter 5 is based on interviews and the 

replies to the postal questionnaire with some additional reference 

to the ReSistrarle records, 
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Table 3-1 New firmaýreportecl by Planning Authorities 

Planning Authority Unable 
reply 

No. now 
firms 

Comments 

Counties 

. Aberdeenshire Yes 10 

Angus Yes 3 
Argyll Yes 4 

Ayrshire yes 10 Treat ficures as approx. 
Banffohire Yes 

-: 
2 

Berwickshire Yes 3 
Date yes 2 Planning Permission only 
Caithness yes 5 
Clackmannanshire Yes 2 

Dumfriesshire Yes 
. 
11 

Dunbartonshire yes I subsidiary reported 

East Lothian Yen 12 Industrial Index 

Fife'o yes 58 Industrial Index 

Inverness Yen 

Kincardins To is Nil 

Kirkaudbright you Nil 

Lanarkshire Yes 6 "Permission to develop" 

Yidlothian Yes 25 Includes subsidiaries 
Moray and Nairn yes 3 

Orkney Acknowledgel letter, no 
further reply despite 
reminder 

Perthshire and Kinross Yes 

Renfrewshire Acknowledged letterg no 
further reply despite 
reminder 

Ross and Cromarty Yes 

Roxburghq Selkirk 
and Peebles Yes 11 Industrial--Index 

Stirling yes 14 
Sutherland Yes Nil 

West Lothian Acknowledged letterv 
promised by phone to send 
list: not received 

Wigtownshire yen 
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Table 3-1 (continued) 

Planning Authority Unable 110 - new Common-to 
reply firms 

Zettland Yes 

Larce Burghe 

-Airdrie Yes 3 
Arbroath Yes I 

Ayr yen Nil 

Clydebank Yes' 2 

Coatbridae Yes Nil 

Dumbarton yen 2 

Dumfries Yes I 

Dumformline Yes Nil 

Falkirk Yes Nil 

Greenock Yes 2 

Hamilton Yes Nil 

Inverness Yes Nil 

Kilmarnock Yes Nil 

Kircaldy Yes Nil 

Votherwell and Wishaw Yes Hil 

Paisley Yes 8 
Perth Yes 4 
Port Glasgow - 110 reply despite reminder 
RutherClen Yes 15 
Stirling Ye 13 Hil 

Counties of Cities 

Aberdeen yes 3 Subsidiaries 

Dundee Y013 1 Subsidiary 

EdinburCh Yes Nil Not development area 
Glasgow IVA Unable to provide 

information from records 

New Towns 

Curabernauld Yes 2 

Fact Kilbride Yes 52 Induetrial Index 
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Table 3 -1 (continued) 

Planning kuthority Usable No* now Comments 
reply firms 

Glenrothes No reply 

Irvine IVA Unable to give dates of 
founding: Industrial Index 

Livingstone Yes Hil Industrial Index 
EUbsidiarieo only 

Highlands and Islands 
Development Board Yes E'anufacturinG only 

(59 Authorities) Total 52 302 
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Table 3*2' ftmber-of companies rerdstered in Septland 
0 

Orderý le WeCente 2. N. E. 3. S. W. 4- E*Cent. 5. Croft 6. Bordso Total 
Coo 

6 5 6 2 1 21., 

2 2 2 1 5' 

3 9 3 1 5 18 

4 

5 2 1 3 6 

6 4 1 
.5 

7 30 4 11 3 48 

8 2 1 3 6 

9 7 3 7 1 1 19 

10 8 1 :9 
11 1 1- I -, .3 

12 9 3 7 .1 20 

13 7 3 1 2 3.4 

14 

15 10 2 3 16 

16 3 1 1 2 
-7 

17 5 3 3 11 

18 14 2 3 19 

19 3 1 4 8 

20 72 11 37 2 1 123 

21 

22 24 2 24 1 41 

23 95 22 43 3 1 164 

24 95 23 1 46 3 1 169 

25 13 4 1 8 1 27 

26 78 23 2 43 8 2 156 

27 

Total 498 119 7 -248 33 10 915 

Noteoý- This table relates to information obtained directly from 

ReCistratio n records* Certain amendments made after inter- 

viewinC and the enquiries are incorporated into table 19 

Appendix 5* 
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Table 3-3 &mber of companion by aOtivity an( area as percentage 
of total 

X. le 17-Cento 2* N. E- 3- S-vi- 4- F'-Cent- 5- Croft 6*BordF5. Total 
Order Co. 

1 0,66 0-55 0.11 0.66 Oe22 0, oil 2-30 
2 0*22 0.22 0011 0-55 
3 0098 0-33 0111 0-55 1-97 
4 

5 0.22 01,11 0-33 0.66 
6 0-44 0011 0-55 
7 3.28 0-44 1,. 20 0-33 5.25 
8 0,22 0.11 0-33 0.66 
9 0-77 0-33 0-77 0011 2#08 

10 0*87 0.1.1 0.98 
11 0011 0.11 01,11 0-33 
12 0.98 0-33 0977 0*11 2.19 
13 0-77 0-33 -0-11 0*11 0*22 1-53 
14 

15 1.09 0922 0-33 0.11 1-75 
16 0-33 0011 0011 0.22 0-77 
3.7 0-55 0-33 0-33 le20 
18 1-53 0*22 0-33 2.08 
19 0,, 33 0.11 0*44 0.87 
20 7.. 87 1*20 4-04 0.22 0-11 13-44 
21 

22 2.62 
. 
0-22 1-53 0.11 4-48 

23 . 10-38 2-40 4-70 0.33 0-11 17.92 
24 10-38 2-51 0-11 5-03 0-33 0-11 28-47 
25 1-42 Oo44 0-11 0-87 0011 2-95 
26 8952 2-51 Oe22 4-70 0-87 0*22 17-05 
27 

Total 54-43 
. 
13-01 

. 
0-77 27olO 3.61 1.09 100.00 

Reference 

1 Board of*Trade Journal. -20th hay 1970. P-1387- 
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CHAPTIER IV 

Thg Foonomic Backr-round:. The Scottish Foonomy-in 1962 
and after 

The entrepreneurs whom I have studied made their decisionc to 

found now companies in the context of the prevailing economic 

environment of the late 1960se This chapter sots out to sur-marice 

what that environment ZIA: in a very special way the economy of 

Scotland is no longer what it was in 1969, nor a simple continuation 

of the trends of 1969, because one-event has produced a masaive 

discontinuity, has moved the economy of Scotland onto a new plane of 

activity, and that event was the discovery of north sea oil. This 

chapter makes little mention of oil, because -noneof the entre- 

preneurx were concerned with it, indeed virtually no one in Scotland 

thought of oil in 1969: we are therefore dealing with the very end 

of the pro-oil economy of Scotland, 'In a sense we are also lookinC 

at the undistorted picture of the Scottish economy, at its underlyin&P 

structural problems which even 20 years of oil boom may not solve, 

if such GýOoulation-is permissible, Certainly in the sense that 

Scotland bears many of the hallmarks of a colonial economy subject 

to economic imperialism. "and that the exploitation of oil is 

largely a "foreign" based. operation, one could arcue that the 

undistorted picture of 1969 is a better one, quite fortuitously, 

for the examination of the context of indi&Anouo entrepreneurship. 

I would like-t6 beCin witb an oyerview takon from a basic text- 

book on the Scottish economy 
1 

l-which I cannot better*. 

"The main conclusion which we can draw from the evidence 
is that Scotland presently stands in rome ýanger 

of reverting to the same position of $poor 
relation' to EnCland and Walex as existed for some 
time in the past# There are those, indeed, who would 
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urge that Sootland has never been anythina else 
thrOuChout the whole of the 20th century. Yet, 
there were indications during the 1960s that the 
pozition was chancing* Particularly over the first 
half of the decade, the Scottish economy appeared 
to be makin. r- tip some of the ground previously lost 
to the rest of the U*K9 Industrial"production rose 
more rapidlyq earnin3s per man employed in industry 
increased relative to those in the national economy, 
and there 

- 
was a distinct reduction in the unamploy- 

ment rate* Ilost important of P, 11, chanCes were 
beGinning to occur in the structure of the economy, 
with a greater emphasis being placed on emersin, -, 
science-based industries whilst older, traditional 
trades were allowed to rnn down. 

Viewine the entire decade in retrospect, however, 
it is difficult to be so encouraging with regard to 
future trends. The growth of industrial production 
began once more to lag behind the national averaae 

over the later 1960s. Yore significant, the 
numbers actually in employment stagnated between 
1958 and 1968 and the rate of unemployment again. 
rose to disappointingly high levels* Income per 
head inlOWCotland, an measured by the Inland Revenue 
returns, has fallen as a proportion of that in the 
U. Ke since the mid-1950s, It hags been the influence 
of factors such as these that has, in part, 
determined thoheavy lose-of Scottish population 
through net niaration* Almost the whole of the 
natural increase was offset by the net lose of 
population experienced by the Scottish economy 
during the 1960xo Clearly both *pull' and 'punk' 
factors have been at work in determining the rate 
at which people have left the country* Probably the 
most important aspect of the latter has been the 
countryle industrial structure. This has changed 
markedly, as we shall see in the next chapter, over 
recent years* Yet, the change, as noted, earlier, 
has not been accomplished swiftly enough nor ban it 

-boon sufficiently comprokensive. to absorb Us labour 
displaced by the contraction of certain of the 
staple industries. Given-a slack. labour market, a 
proportion of that labour has sought to find improved 
opportunities beyond the confines of Scotland. " 

We munt now fill out this overview by looking at the structuro 

of the oconomy and the way that structure is changing, by looking 

at the components of potential Crowth and in particular the human 

resources, and tho inves tment in research, and finally bk lookinC 

at reCional policies desiGned by central Covernment to alter the 
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basic xtructures and promote Idesired' Crowthe (Appendix 4 

contains additional basic economic indicators for Scotland). 

The Stru ph 
2 

. ucl=e of the Scotti PconoMY r 

The S*ottish economy has long been characterised by its 

commitment to a relatively narrow ranGe of industriesq coal 

mininC, iron and steel, shipbuilding, engineering and textiles, 

that in the staple trades on which its early industrial prosperity 

was founded in the 19th century, Scotland's industrial problems 

stem from this fact, since it was unable to secure any diversification 

in the face of foreign competition and the development of substitutes 

for the products of its traditional industries, Yore importantly 

perhaps$ the picture has changed little in the last 50 years despite 

strenuous efforts especially durinC the 1960's to broaden the 

industrial base* We have therefore a situation in which there 

exists on the one hand an unfavourable industrial structure, and on 

the other hand a relatively energetically pursued reggional policy 

designed to encouraC-e changes in that structure* This-is a period 

then of transition, durinC which new growth industries such an 

electronics, vehicles, and telecommunications have to replace the 

older styles: unfortunately there is no evidence that the rate of 

replacement is fast enouGh to compensate for the decline of the 

older industries, and Scotland is under-represented viz-a-viz the 

rest of the U., K* in terms of the Growth industries* 

The following two tables should make this picture cleare 

Table 4-1 Civen the employment structure of both the Scottish and 

U. K* economics for 1968 (see also table 5.26 which relates the 

incidence of new founain, -z to these data). "A larger proportion 

of Scottish labour is committed to such staples as shipbuildina 
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and marine engineerinC, and textiles, precisely those sectors 

in which output has declined or staCnated in past years# 

Correspondingly, Scotland has obtained an inadequate share of 

the youncer growth industries-nuch as vehiolesq and chemicals 

and allied industries* This dependence on traditional sectors 

agrain finds reflection in the hiCher proportion of Scottish labour 

devoted to primary and extractive industrys Herea total of 5, -5 

per-cent of the labour force is e., Iployed as opposed to only 4-0. 

per cent in the U. X, 

Table 4.2 is an attempt to be more precise about the level of 

imbalance in the industrial structureq by the calculation of 

,, location quotientst, for each industry. Where the value of the. 

quotient is creat6r than 1, - 'Scotland has a týore than proportionate 

share. of a, particular industry* Where it is less. than 1, then 
I 
the 

converse in true* 
4 

rlyhis table is particularly useful in indicatinC 

Sc . otiand's deficiency in more modern forms of manufacturinC, motor 

vehio les,. chemiemlov aircraftt electrical machinery and so on, 

C that is in those sectors which have L,; rown most in the UsKe economy 

mince 'World War II 
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Sector U. K. 
Employ- 

Scottish As per cent ment as 
Fmploy- of Scottish per cent 
ment Total of Total 
(000) (per cent) (per cent) 

Agriculture, Forestry and FishinG 68*1 3e2 1.8 

Minin. - and Quarrying 49-5 2 -3 2.2 

Yanufacturing: 749*2 34-8 37-8 

Food, Drink and Tobacco 104-0 4-8 3.6 

Chemicals and'Allied Industries 34-5 1.6 2*2 

Lotal Vanufacture 47-5 2*2 ! 2,, 5 

Engineerin- and Electrical Goods 187-0 8-7 9-9 

ShipbuildinC and L'arine 
Engineering 48-0 2o2 O'q 

Vehicles 

Textiles 

Paper, Printing and Publishing 

Other Eanufacturing Industries.. 

Donstruction 

Servicest 

Gas, Electricity and Y. 'ater 

Transport and Communications 

Distributive Trades 

Insurance, Banking and Finance 

Professional and Scientific 
Services 

Miscellaneous Services 

Public Administration and 

38-8 1.8 3*5 
93.2 4-3 3.2 

58-7 2-7 2-7 

137.6 6.4 9-4 
198*8 9*2 7-0 

11087.3 50-5 51-0 
32*8 

. 1-5 
-1.8 

154-9 7o2 6.9 
274.3 12-7 12*2 

47-9 292 2,9 

275-4 1298 11-7 
177-0 8*2 9-3 

Defence ' 12590 5.8 6*2 

Totall All Industries and Services Rtl52o9 ioo*o . 10000 

Table 4.1 The Structpre of,, the Sootti. sh and U. K. Economies by 
Laployment. 1966 

-- 
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Category 
003 Fishing 

002 Forestry 

001 ACriculture and Horticulture 

101 Coal hinina 

102-109 Other YininC and Quarrying 

118nufmct uring Industry 

415 Jute 
239- Other DrW, Industries 

273 ExPlODives and Fireworks 

370 Varine 'Enaineering 

419 Carpets 
vii Shipbuilding and Earine Engineering 

338 Office Eaohinery 

370 Shipbuilding and Ship Repairina 

417 Hosiery and Other Knitted Goods 

341 Industrial Plant and Steel Vork 

214 Bacon curingo Meat and Fish Products 

312 Steel Tubes 

X Textiles 
ill - Foodl Drink and Tobacco .I. 

211-r213 Graint Bread and Flour, 
-Biscuits 

414 Woollen and Worcted 

339 Other Yachinery 

313 Iron Castings, etc* 

xv Paper, Printing- and Publishing 

384-385 Locomotives and Railway Track Eq 

xiv 

311 
V 
Vi 

364 
xiii 
IV 
271 
xi 

Other Yachinery 

Iron Castings, etc* 

Paper, Printing- and Publishing 

Locomotives and Railway Track 'Equipment 

Railway Carriaaes, Wagons, Trams 

Timber, Furniture, *too 

Iron and Steel 

Yetal Yanufacture 

FnCineerinC and Electrical Goods 

Radio &nd other Electronic Apparatus 

Bricks, Pottery, Glass, Cement, etc* 

Chemicale and Allied Industries 

Chemicals and Dyes 

Leather, Leather Goods ana Fur 

Location 
Quotient 

3-3 

2.6 

0.8 

005 

11*2 

4-4 

4-4 

3-1 

2.8 

2a 

2: 8 

2*6 

1*9 

1 09 
1.9 

lo6 

lo4 

. 1-3 

lo2 

1.1 

lei 

100 

140 
1,0 

100 

0.9 
0.9 

0.8 

0118 

0.8 
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CateZory Location 
Quotient 

XII Clothing and Footwear 0-7 

383 Aircraft ]ý'snufacturinc, etc., 0-7 

361 Electrical Yachinery 0 .6 
VIII Vehicles 0.6 

Ix Yetal Goods, Not Elsewhere specified o,, 6 

381 1. otor Vehicles Ifanufacture 0-5 

Constru ction 

Service Industry 

xxii Pr ofessional and Scientific Services 1.1 

xx Distributive Trades 1.1 

xIx Transport and Communications 160 

XXIV Public Administration and Defence 1.0 

XXIIII 
_Yiscellaneous 

Services 0.9 

XVIII Gast Electricity and Water 0.9 

xxi Ineuranc-el Banking and Finance 0.8 

Table 4 92 Location Oiotients for Scottish Indiistry. 1 968. 

De spite this rather unsatisfactory situation, it is clear that 

chan, r,, es have been taking place, and indeed that employment-based 

statist ics such as those given above mask certain Crowth sectors 

unless industries are broken down not into main order, but into 

minimum list headings. However, to begin at a macro level, Table 4-3 

gives the overall picture of employment changes over a5 year period, 

which indicates firstly the rapid grovith in female employment (in 

the period 1959-69, tho number of women actually in work increased by 

12 per cent, while males in employment in the same period declined by 

5 per cent7), and secondly, the decline in primary and extractive 

industries, uncompensated for by increases in the manufacturinm cector. 
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1963 1968 
Yale and Vale and 
Female an Female as 
per cent per cent 
of Total of Total 

Vale Female Fmployaea Male Female Employees 
(0ý00) (000) (per cent) (000) (000) (per cent) 

Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fishing 82 13 4-4 59 9 3*2 

jining and Quarrying 72 2 3-4 48 2 2.3 

Manufacturing 498 236 33-7 507 242 34-8 

Construction 180 9 8-7 189 10 9.2 

Services 555 527 49-8 529 558 50-5 

Total Employees 19387 787 10000 19332 821 10000 

Table 4-3 

-The next table sets out to identify those industries which are 

expanding, and those which are declining in terms of employment. 

Note that this says nothing about outRUt in fact two industries 

which are declining in employment terms (metal manufacture and 

chemicals') are among the most rapidly expanding in terms of outputq 

because of increasing productivity& 
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ExpandinU Industries: 

EnCineering and Electrical Goods 

Food, Drink and Tobacco 

Tiober, Furniture, etc* 
Bricks, Pottery, Glass, Cement, etc* 
Paper, Printing and Publishin, -, 
Vehicles 

Clothin, -, and Footwear 

Other lianufacturinC Industries 

Declinin, g Industriess 

Shipbuilding and Varine Engineoring 

Textiles 

I! etal 11-I'anufacture 

Chemicals and Allied Industries 

Leather, Leather Goods and Fur 

Metal Goods Not Elsewhere Specified 

Increa: e or 
Decrea a in 
Emplo. yment 1960-8 
(000) 

+30.6 
* 5.4 

* 3.9 

+3. .6 
+ 1.6 

+ 100 

+ 0-7 

+ 0*2 

-20*8 

-16*1 

-10,18 

- 209 

- 0-7 

- 0-7 

Total Yanufacturing 5-0 

Table 4-4 FoploZnent in Yar'-Ufacturing -Tndvt; try In Focotland. 3,960-8.9 

As indicated above however, these main order headin, -, s often mack 

the real picturee In the 'vehicles' industr IY fOr ex&mPleg an expansion 

of 12tooo in -the labour force of motor vehicles manufacture was 

almost exactly offset bya decline of similar proportions in employ- 

ment in railway locomotive, carriage and track production, This 

illustrates a major problem of this period of transitions the Crowth 

industries havo to run hard merely to stand mtill: they have first 

to make up tho loco caused by declining industries before they can 

contribute to a4:, -recate growth* 
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Efforts to redress the gtri. lotural imbalances foreign ovrnerghip 

Given the xtructure described above, and the need to compensate 

for the decline of old staples by the deyelopment of now Growth 

inductries, two strategies are availables 

a) to encourage indiaCnous fi=s, drawing OA native enterprins 

, 
and capital resourcese Such a strateCy is reflected in the various 

reCional policies discussed below, end whose effects will be 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. when the experience of 

the entrepreneurs 'her. e studied will be C; iven. 

b) to encourage outside interests to bring capital and enter- 

prise into Scotlanas The poct war Scottish eoonomy has in fact 

received a much nooded impetus from this second sourcew althouCh 

exact quantification of the extent of such assistance is apparently 

difficult- Johnston et al suagOst, ýIan a rou!; h approximation we may 

say that investment by foreign girms may account for between 12-1- and 2 

20 per cont of annual capital expenditure by inAuxtry in Scotland* 

ForeiGn firms hnve made a very importnnt contribution to-the growth 

of imployment& AraLnet abackgrornd of virtual stagnation in 

egRlonaent. foreign coripanies have- provLded over 100.000 now AObs 

in Scotland mince the war*" 
10 

Table 4-5 cives the overall picture 

of foreign investment in "Scotland, 

'Ayrnover InvestMent Fmglokýzent 
Source No. of Firn. a JIM-Y-- - (EM) (000) 

North American 85 247 162 61 

En, -, Iish 140 219 119 38 
Furopenn 3 7 7 3 

Totall all sourcOz 228 473 298 102 

Table 4-5 Fore i., fln- Owner ship in Scott i vh_I', &njjf #ic tVring. 1266. 
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Perhaps most significantly, the industries in which this 

foreign investment tends to be located are the very Crowth sectors 

which Scotland needs - electronics, business machines and computers, 

aero engines and vehicles* This is particularly so in the case of 

-American investment, wh ich has been expanding rapidly: by 1968, 

American. ýcontrolled business accounted for over 10 per cent of 

total employment in Scottish manufacturing, for 12 per cent of total 

outputg and for an estimated 27 per cent of the country's manufactured 

exports. The-indirect effects on tho'coonomy in terms of demands for 

now skills, and for subcontracted products, as well as the 'hidden' 

features ouch as licencin, - arrangements with indiaenous firms, makes 

the "Americanization" of Scottish industry an increasing reality, 

(and indeed the frequent references to thinL-: o American by the 

entrepreneurs h67. jo, studied shown the extent and depth to which 

American influence has spread), Acain, one is speaking. of the pro- 

oil days, and the evidence cumrantly available suCaests that foreign 

based companies are taking the lion's share of the business Conerated 

by oil exploitation, rather than U&Ke (includin, - Scottish) comp anies. 

A recent survey by the Department of Industry 
12 

Given the following 

data 
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With regard to the now units, the survey reports "although 

a full analysis of the ownership and origins of t1jene plants has yet 

to be undertakent it is clear that some represent a diversification 

of established Scottish industry into activity relatinC to the 

offshore, oil markets. A much larger n-ambert howeyert represent 

newcomers from outside Scotland, ioeo from the UoSoke and from other 

parts of the U#K.,, 
14 

The long term picture therefore is one in which Crowth sectors LA 

of the Scottish economy have been dominated by foreign investment 

and enterprise, either at the expense of, or because of a lack of, 

indigenous efforts. 

Indi, ators of scottish economic activity_(See also Appendix 4) 

It is suC-L; ested15 t1int the"structure of production in a region 

constitutes one of the major determinants of th 0 10Y&I Of income and 

hence of effective demand in tl,, --t re,, -ion. In turn, - the volume of 

demand will dictate the level of economic activity. oo(so) ... a reCion 

with decided structural advantai: ex will, over time, Cain in 

prosperity.,.,, e Once started, such a process can become self- 

reinforcingo with factors of production such as labour and capital 

being attracted in from outside the reL: ion. This was typical of 

Crowth, for instance, in tho Ilidlands and South-l"ast, of England* 

For Scotland, we should expect to find, of course, almost the 

converse of the position outlined above. " 

Evidence for these Ratements comes from the otatistios for 

unemployment, inductrial earninCs and mi, gration. 

a) Unemplo; aente Since the interwar period Scotland has con- 

rgistently had a rate of unemployment significantly above the national 
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average, and in particular has suffered a heavy incidence of 

cyclical unemployment derived from its dependence on heavy industry 

and capital goods manufacture, 

catezoý-v Scotland Great Britain 
(per cent) ( per cent) 

, Agriculture, *, Forestry & Fishing 

hininC and Quarrying 

All Manufacturing Industry 

Total, all Industries and Services- 

4-3 

5-0 4-0 

299 Is7 

3&5 2,, 2 

Table 4-7 Unemployment rates in Scotland. 196816 

Yoreover, Scotland has an unfavourable 'mix' of Industries, 

as indicated previously, which means that even if the unemployment 

rates for the'Scottish and U-K, economies were the same industry 

by industry, Scotland wollid still have a high total rate of unemploymento 

b) Indlistrial earningge Unilst a high rate of unemployment has 

a significant influence or! effective demand, it in important to look 

at earnings rates for those in employment* In fact, although growing 

recently at a more rapid rate, the level of induitrial earnings in 

Scotland has remained consistently lower than in Great Britain* 
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Scotland Grgat &itain 

CatNmry Average Percentage Average Percentage 
weekly growth of weekly growth of 
earnings earnings earnings earnings 

1960-68 1960-68 
so do Bd 

Traditional Ind"striels 

Shipbuilding 502 8 85 485 5 73 
-Iron & c, 't,. l 497 9 67 501 2 51 

Hosiery &, knitwear 404 11 65 472 10 59 

Growth Iniustries 

ChemicaIx. & Dyes 476 10 75 484 8 65 
Electronic Apparatus 519 11 63 443 11 60 

L'otor vehicle 
manufacture 465 4 65 546 5 44 

. All-ifanufacturing 458 . 11 70 472 4 59 Industries 

Table 4.8 Ave 
Sco 

or 
8. 

"The level of earnings in traditional industries in Exotland is 

significantly lower than in the 'growth' industries. Moreover, 

apart from shipbuildingg earnings in Sootlandta traditional trades 

are relatively lower than in their counterparts in the national. 

economy* qj18 There is evidence however of a narrowing of wagre 

differentialml given the higher growth rate of Scottish earnings, 

c) migration. One of the most significant features of Sootland's 

economio development during the 20th century has been the not locs of 

population experienced throuC. b. miE: rationq which has steadily increased 

since the second world war. To put it in an international context, 

between 1961 and 1966, Scotland experienced the highest rate of not 

emiGration in Western I-Alrope apart from 11'alta., (see VaP 4-1 19 
and 
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Yap 4.2 20), Yigration . has clearly been an escape route for 

labour in both the traditional and the expanding industries in 

Scotland* Both pash and pull factors seem io. have boon operat ingt 

the staple industries have pushed surplus labour elsewhere, while 

biCher earnings mouth of the border have been sufficient to pull 

labour out of even the expanding industries* The not results are 

clear, a further loss to the level of aggregate demand* 

Table 4-9 is a nummary of these economic indicators to put 

Scotland in context with other U. K. reC: ionst its relatively poor 

position is obviouso 

Average 
annual Average weekly 

. 
Average miCration, earnings of male 

ýUnemploy- 1961-66 manual workers in, 

ment rate, (- . long manufacturing 
1959-69 +- gain) inclustries as of 

0000 U. Ko average, 1969 

I 
United Kingrrdora 290 100.0 

Nor th 3.6 - 7-1 99-7 

Yorkshire and 
Humberside 1.6 - 1.0 93.2 

Yamt Vidlands 1-4 + 8-7 95-7 

East Anglia 1-4 +1109 91.9 

South-East 1-3 +2098 104-5 

South-Viest 1.9 +24-6 95-8 

West Widlands 1*8 + 7-1 96.8 

North-West 2*2 - 5*7 96.8 

Wales 3-3 + 1.9 102.0 

Scotland 3-7 -38-8 97-4 

Northern Ireland 7-3. - 6.9 85-9 

21 
Table 4-9 Some indicators of Regional DiUarity in the u. K. 
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1', 'ap_4.1 Net Yigration from and within Scotland. 1961-64. 

6 
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Yap 4.2. ITet rif,, ration, U. K. 1961-6. - 
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COMP'Ononto or Gro, #Ytbt ralýital for_Mation and R. anj D. 

Given Scotland's relatiVelY poor Po8itiOn viz-a-viz other U-K# 

. re, gions, it is important to consider now what potential exists for 

22 
improving the situation. Johnston at al examined the existina 

(rather sparee) evid 
/ 
ence on capital formationg economies of sCalet 

and advances . in knowledge in ý, cotland and come to the tentative 

conclusions that in terras of capital formation, i. e. investment, 

SI cotland is , at least on a par with the country. as a whole". whilst 

in terms of economics of scale "there is no evidence to suggest, at 

any rate from the early 1960m that f: cottish industry is inefficient 

by national standards*" However, advances in knowledae, which is 

of particular relevance to this study of entrepreneurship, appear 

to be restrictod, if one uses It* & Do stati. -, tice as indicators of 

the growth of knowledge#, ( The unproven relationship between It. & Do 

expenditure and economic L: roivth is outside the scope of this --'study). 

Ulmlt proportion of U. K. R. & D. e. %pencliture relates to Scotland 

appears not to be I: no-.,, n. What is known 
23 

is tho location of v. ajor 

Ro & Do entablinhmonts (Table 4-10), which cleanrly shows Scotland's 

relative lack of such facilities* It in further suC., gestea by 

Johnston at al 
24 

that the 7&2 per cent share of total research 

establishments is "almost certainly an overstatement of the money 

spent and the numbers employed on R. & D. It may well be that 

Scotland commands only around 5 per cent of the nations It. & Do 

resources, both human and financial. " 
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Private Sector 

Industrial 
firms 

No, per cent 

Other 
private 

establishments 
No, per cent 

Research 
associations 

Koo per cent 

North of 
England 35 4-9 2 2oO 1 292 

Yorkshire and 
Humberside 46 694 3 2.9 8 17-4 

North West 79 11-0 4 3.8 2 4-4 
Idest Midlands 82 11-4 2 2#0 5 10.8 
Fast hidlands 40 5-5 - - 6 13-0 
rest Anglia 14 . 1-169 5 5-0 1 2.2 
South East 325 45-2 79 77-4 20 43-4 
South V; Ost 40 5-5 2 2.0 1 2.2 

N. Ireland 7 1-0 1 2*2 
Wales 11 

-1-5 2 2eO - - 
Scotland 41 5*7 3 2*9 1 2*2 

United Kingdom -'720 100 102 100 46 100 

Public Sector 

Universities 
Government and All research 

establishmonto polytechniez establishments 
ITO* per cent A70. per cent No. per cent 

North of 
Fn. -land 5 2*1 5 6.2 48 4--l 

Yorkshire, and 
Humberside 6 . 2-4 8 9-9 71 5-9 

North West 14 5 *8 8 949 -107 8.9 

viest rialands 9 3-7 8 9-9 106 8.9 

East I: Jdlands 4 1-7 5 6*2 55 4.6 
East Anglia 16 6.6 2 ý-4 38 302 
South East 133 54*9 22 27-1 579 48-6 

South V; est 12 4-9 5 6.2 60 5-1 
N, Ireland 5 2.1 2 2-4 15 1-3 
'gales 5 2.1 8 9#9 26 2.2 

Scotland 33 13-7 8 909 86 7*2 

United Kingdom 242 100 81 100 19191 100 

Table 4*10 Location of Reseor ch establishment $ in the U. K. 
-1968 
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Clearly, research activity has become located in one region, the 

'Oouth East of Eng2and, to the detriment of all other regions 

includinS Scotland* Whilst one could not compare the London area 

to the "acience parks" of the U. S*A. (such an alona Route 128 in 

Yassachusetts mentioned in Chapter 1), clearly'that area provides 

the industrial, academic and cultural environment in which highly 

mobile research staff wich to live and work, and one could conclude 

that -cotland lacks such attractions. Two factors are worthy of 

consideration however; firstly. that, political decioions covern 

research location in the large public sector, and Scotland has not 

been especially favoured in this regard, and secondly, as Chapter 6 

will show, ýdcotlsnd does have the "risht" environment for some 

highly qualified personnelt and the threat of removal from Scotland 

to the South East is itself a determinant of entrepreneurial activity* 

In terms of the Scottish economy, however, there is a otrong 

indication that further investment in Il. &- Do, together with its 

related spin off, would be beneficial in growth terms* 

Fuwan Resources. Basic population statistics are C-Iven in Appendix 

4 and reference boo already been inade to the continuing problem of 

, emigration from Scotland, which despite a high rate of natural 

population increase has lei to a, very low rate of actual population 

growth. l'oreover, emi[: ration has larCely concerned those in the 

fertile age groups, which has led to afall in the not reproduction 

rate'in recent years. 

One aspect Of the demouraphic structure which particulEl'lY 

concerna us berýa io the proportion of t1bicli level" manpower in 

Scotland* Tablo 4AI shows that in ag6regate terram, Scotland is 

rather less well represented in torme 01. administratorop managers, 
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4 professional and technical workers (61%) than England and Vales (VO- 

Scotland England and Viales 

Number Per Number Per 
cent cent 

Order No. XXIVs 

Administrators and Managers 

Order N6& XXVt 
419950 ill 6oi, 16o 1-7 

Professional and Technical Vorkers 188t760 - 4-9 14809090 5-3 
Self-Employed, Employers,, Eanagerz, 
Foremen and. Supervisors in the 
followinL- categoriest 

Primary Industries (I ana 11) 61t830 1-6 3829320 1.1 

Order Nos, III-XVIII: 

I'anufacturinC and Construction 67,150 1-7 754,210 291 

Order Nos, XIX to XXVID 

Service and Other Industries 132,450 3-4 1055sI70 5.2 

492,140 12 -8 59 472,950 15-4 
All other workers 11827,710 47-216,12219520 45-4 
Economically inactive aced 15 

or over 1,5519010 40-034t0039770 39.2 

Totcl Population aged 15 and over 3t870,860 100.0 35 9 698 9 240 10000 

Table 4-11. Ifich level mmnpower in Scotland. anl Fnf: land and Viales in 

1961 25 

The role of London at a governwental and commercial centre is 

usually j; iven as a reacon for this imbalancet head offices of 

I. -ar, ge industrial concerns as well as bovernmental ministries and 

other public bodies are often located in London, and the career path 

of those-included. in the "hiCh level" Categories seems drawn as by 

gravity to tbi5 centreo Regional policies discussed below may even 

have added to this situation, since Scotland can be seen an somewhere 

to set up a branch factory where actual manufacturing is done, 
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attractin, -, employment pre: aiuiao, but leaving the manaj; erial, research 

and marketing functions at a headquarters outside Scotland, 

Nonetheless, on an international scalep Scotland like the UoK* 

26 
as a wholeg does have a good stock of high level manpower and a 

well developed educational system able to maintain this stock* 

(For instance, Scotland haz always offered proportionately more 

University placesq with 9A- per cent of the U#K& 

population, Scotland provides over 16 per cent of places in British 

Universities). 

Regional Policies Given the p±', viojislýr described imbalances in the 

industrial structure, the need to introduce new industries, and the 

need to stem the flow of emigration, it 16 not surprising that 

efforts have been made by Central Covernment encourage the location 

of new enterprises in Scotland* The upecific meaaures introduced 

are described below, but in Coneral terms they ca n be said to be 

attempts to achiove ono or more of the follo-ainc economic or social 

goals 

a) the &melioration of high unemployment by emphasis on 

employment-oreating- financial incentivese 

b) the creation of new towns to achieve slum clearance in the 

main conurbations and permit the reduction of population concentration 

in the Clyde valley 

c) the creation of 11growth points" with transport and lal>our 

facilities attractive to industry. 

Theorien of induxtrial location, from Von Thunen and Alfred 

Weber onwards have stressed transportation and labour costs as 

deterninants of optional locationg and Clark's ''index of Potential" 
27 
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(which is really-an inae-% of accessibility) emph&Hises scotlanals 

dizadvantase in geographic terms because of her distance from the 

London-BirminSham axis* Regional policy ih broad terms can be 

seen an part of a strategy to compensate industry for this "loss', 

of comparative-advantaSe and'encourage the movement of firms away 

, from prosperous areas to the less prosperous ones* However two 

studies queotion this in relation to Scotland* The Toothill Report 

of 1961 
28 

included a opecivl study of comps. rative transport costs 

for indi, -inous and imuiLý-rant firms, and concluded that such costs 
29 

were of little overall sicnificancee Cameron & Heid studied 

companies which had considered locating in Scotland but had then 

Cone elsewhere. Their list of factors which appeared important in 

site selection are civen in table 4.129 Their findinCs on transport 

costs are broadly similar to those of the Toothill Report, except 

that they found most coopenies were as much concerned with loss of 

revenuelaa of inorcased costs: they were worried about losinc 

customersG 

Ranking Factor 

1 Supply of trainablo labour 

2 Acceccibility to main markets 

Local authority co-operation 

4 Transport facilities for goods 

5 Good local manaCemont/labour relations 

Fully Berviced site 

Ready built factory 

8 Accewsibility to linked producers 

Factory rents 

Attractiveness of local environment for 
transferred key workers and executives. 

12 Tranoport facilities for peri; onnel 
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Ranking Factor 

Accessibility to main suppliers 
Local technical educational facilities 

Co-operation from local locating agencies 
16 High productivity of local labour 

Not mentioned 
by any, firm Low local labour rates 

I 
Table 4,12 Factors in site Selectiono3o 

This list of factors is aloo important in terms of the high number 

of apparently subjective elements which enter the location decision 

process, Let us now see in what ways government action has had a 

bearinC on this processe 

Policy Phaels. a) 1945-60 The basis of post war policy was the 

Distribution of Industry Act (1945) and its later amendments, which 

established Development areas (the Clyde basin, Dundee and Inverne SS/ 

Dingwall) in which the Board of. Trade could establish factory sites 

and provide the necessary services, and make grants. Prom 1950 

onwards, all new industrial developinent was controlled by the issue of 

"low (or refusal to issue) Industrial Development Certificates. A 

town buildina at East Kilbridep Cumbernouldt Glenrothes, LivinUston. 

and Irvine alco dates from this periode 

By the late 1950s contraction of industries such as -coal Laining, 

textiles and shipbuildinU led to the threat of hiCh unemployment, 

and there wa, s a chan, -e of policy, demi, -ned to counteract this, whioh 

eXtended the boundaries of the now r&-named Development Districts. 

b) 1960-65. Growth Pointsis By the early 1960ag more juccling 

with boundaries within whioh assistan3c could be Civen, was seen to 

be inadequateg and political pressure built up especially in N. E. 
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E'nCland, and Scotliand for a chnngs of policy. The Toothill Report 
31 

published in 1961 challen, -. ed the employment-based existing policies 

and recommended the creation of areas of growth - areas which by 

virtue of their geographical location, communications facilities, 

development potential or established industrial baseq offered the 

32 best prosper-ts for cenerating economic crowth These 

recommendations became accepted Covernment policy in 1963, when 8 rich 

Crowth areas were propo-ýed - the 5 now towns, plus Vale of Leven, 

North Lanarkshire and Falkirk/Grangemouth, Development Area status 

was to apply to these areas irrespective of their unemployment levelog 

and a series of financial measures including free depreciation 

againrt tax liability were introduced, 

c) 1965-69. The Labour Governmcnt's Inductrial Development Act 

(1966) produced a further major change of policy', in substituting 

Invostment Grants for tax allowances. Almost the whole of Scotland 

(only exceptinC the Froployment FxcbanCe areas of Fdinbureh, Leith 

and Portobello) vine deciunnted Development Area stmtus, and grants 

for machinery, Wildings, and later trainin-v were introduced. The 

Regional Employment Premium system was introduced in 1967, which 

Cave a cash sum to Cuploye re in respect of each full-time worker. 

It is in this climate of widespread direct assistance that the 

firms here- studied were not up., 

d) Pont 1970 cllanEegs. Vilithin a yarnr of the establishment of 

these firmst howeverg the Conservative Government had swept away 

the Investment Grant system and replaced it by depreciation 

allowances. ýhe 1R. F. P. wan also Given notice of witbdrawal, but 

the Industrial Training Uystw, - was extended. . 
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The Effecto of Policy 

It would appear that the effects of these changing policies 

cannot be evaluated in terms of benefit to Sootlandg although the 

actual monies involved can be quantified* (Tables 4-13 and 4-14) 

To put regional incentives in perspective, about I per cent of 

Britain's resciurcen are applied to regional policiesq and Scotland's 

share is of the order of one third of 1 per cent* 

1963/4 196516 1967/8 1968/9 
1960 !, ct:, section 2 (km) (zm) (xm) (EM) 

Factories on industrial estates 1.6 2-7 4*5 2,9 

1960 Act: Section 3/1963 
Act: Section 2 

BuildinO, grants (at 25 per cent of cost) 1-3 6.0 7.2 6.6 

1963 Act: section I 

Plant and machinery crants, 
(at 10 per cent of cost). 0.8 2.1 0.8 0*1 

1960 Act: Section 4 

General purpose loans. and Crants: 

Loans 10-5 4.6 445 7-0 

Grants 0*2 0*1 o. 6 007 

Total under abovo Sections of Acts ý49,4 15.6 17.6 17-4 

Scotland as per cent of Great Britain 47-7 36.8 38-0 31.6 

Table 4-13 Financial Aspintance to Scotland unier Local FwployMent 
33 

J 
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Scottish Total 
Development -Development 
Area Areas 
(km) (f; A) 

investment Grants 58-4 (25) 190.8 (84-3) 

negional '-rmployment 'Premium 40 100 
S. F. Ts additional payments 10 25 
Local F[aployment Actq Crentst etc., 17-4 54-9 
Other 20 3-5 

Total 128-3 374*2 

scotlanci ao percentsco of Groat Britain = 34 per cent. 

Table 4-14 GovernQent-j'onistance to Ind stry. 1968-9 #34 

Conclilsion, # This brief summary of certain aspects of the Scottish 
I 

economy is siven to emplinsise the need which exists in Scotland for 

the encouragement of innovation and now enterprise, both from 

outside but alzo especially from withint One might expect, in 

view of the policies Just outlinedt to find stron_r, responses amoncst 

the new firms Dtudicd: chapter 5 IvIll larCely dispel such notions* 

One miL; ht expect evidence of a "leadin:; edge" of new industries 

amongst the foundings: auch evidence is sparse* Chan_Pes in 

Scotland's economy seem exoE; eno"sly engendered, and indeed a 

question to bo raiced in -Lbe final section is why native enterpriEe 

ceeLIS SO lackin. -o 
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Reforencen 

Is Johnston T. Le, -Buxton N*K,,, YaV, v Do StiEUcture and Grow1h 
of -the Scottish Ecoriomys Collinso London and Glasgow 19710 
ppe 69-70- 1 have used this text extensively throughout 
both this ohapter, and Appendix 4- 

Opecit, Cbapter 4- 

3- Ibid. P-77 

4e Ibid* P-77- The method of calculation is given at ibid p*98. 

5. Source ibid P-76 

60 Source ibid P*79 

7- ibid pp- 80-81* 

8e ibid p*80 

90 ibid p*82 

100 ibid p. 86. Their emphasis. 

11, Sep for example$ "The tragodk behind oil euphoria" SundaX 
Times 22 June 1975 P-529 which quotas an Aberdeen study 
suggesting the U*K. share of the oil hardware market is a 
more 32V',, and criticising the "chronic under-investment and 
unwillingness to take risks of British industry"s 

l2e Department of Industrye "Oil related employment in Scotland"t, 
Scottish Foonomic Bulletin Noe 7- Febo 1975o PPo 8-43o 

13- Ibid pelOs 

14o Ibid plle 

150 Johnston at ale, opeoits p*90* Soo also A*J. Brown* The 
Framework of Regional Economics in the United Kingdomo 
Cambridge, University Press. 1972 especially p*98* 

16, Ibid po91 

l7e Ibid P-93 

l8e Ibid- 

19. Scottish offices The Scottish Economy 1965 to 1970. A Plan 
for expanoiono Hol'. S. O. Cmnd 2864* Edinburgh 1966, Po3- 

20, A#J* Brown* opt-cite p*257o 

21o G. Hallett, Ps Randall, E. G,, V, 'ýsto Regional Polioy for Ever? 
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Institute of Foonomic Affairs. London 1973- P#80- 

. 
Sources Central Statistical Officeq Ab_Xtract of Regional 
C statiaticov No., 69 '11-M. S. O., 1970- 

22o. Opocito, Chapter go 

23- Ibid. See RaJ. Bunwell and E. W. Lewis* "The Geographical 
Distribution of Industrial Research Activity in the UoKoll 
Regional Studies* No* 4- 1970 pp*297-306- 

24- Ibid po213- 

25o Ibid p*227o 

26, Ibid p*22go 

27o Colin Clark* "Industrial Location and Economic Potential"* 
Lloyds Bank Review* No* 82o October 1966, pp. 1-47- 

28o'. Report on the Scottish Fconova-yo Scottish Council (Department 
Industry) 1961. T-Tbe Toothill Report) 

29. G. C. Cameron & G-L, Reid* Scottish Economic Planning and the 
Attraction of Industry Oliver & Boyd. 1969. 

30- Ibid* 

31* Opocito 

32. Johnston et alo opocito P-321-2o 

33- Ibid* P-331o 

34- Ibid* Pi,, 7ure in bracket is the extra 20 per cent payable in 
Development Areas and in included in the main figure* 
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CHAPTER V 

A-picti')re of the Scottish entrepren!! Ur and his 
firm Ilue 

This chapter sets'out to answer two quentions: 

a) what are Ahe characteristios of the founders of the 

firms studied (and how do these characteristics compare 

with the findinas firstly of other British'studies ofý 

Imanagers' in industryg and secondly of the studies 

of the founding prooess referred to in Chapter 2)? 

b) what are the characteristics of the firms themselves? 

As indicated in Chapter III, the source material is taken from 

Interview transcripts and from-the replies, to postallquestionnaires. 

In the-interview no attempt was made-tb administer a formal survey- 

type questionnaireq but within-the open-ended framework of the 

interview an attempt was made to complete a schedule of background 

information, the answers to which could be treated as pro-coded 

interview data* This method (if such it is) produces less than 

complete sets of datag it is not totally systematic, but it does 

allow the 'free flow of response from the interviewee with the minimum 

of interruptions For example, an open question oil the effect of 

founding on the founder's private life enabled me, inter alia, to 

'code' for marital status, and number of children, without asking 

a series of formal questions - Are you married? How many children 

do you have? - which could well appear inappropriate in a discussion 

of the founding of firms. 

Comparativo data for Britioh manaGerm, where it exists, are 

takon from the followina 8 studies; 

1. Clemonta (1958 )2 a otudy of 646 Imanaaers' in the Eanchester area 
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2, Clark (1966)3 a study of 818 'managers, in the Yanchester area 

3- Nichols. (1969)4 a study of 65 'directors' in Lancashire. ' 

4- Sofer (1970)5 a study of 81 Iraiddle level executives' in 

South East FnCland 

6 5s Dalgleish (1970) a study of 120 small firms in S. E. Scotland 

6, Pahl (. 1971 )7 a study of 86 Imanager. ol from various reCions 

who attended courses at CambridCo University 
8. 

7- Boswell (1972) a study of 64 firms, of which 30 were controlled 

by the oriL: inal 'founder' 

80 Birch Yacmillan (1972)9 a study of over 1000 British Institute 

of 1-lanagement members, 

This lint emphasizes the paucity of. Scottish data, althouGh there is 

ongoing renearoh at Aberdeen, 10- 
due for completion in 1976, which 

should shed liCht on managgerial mobilitye 

S-ection A. The Founders 

It is useful to beCin this picture of the Scottish entre- 

preneur by examining those areas on which most comparative data 

exist: ace, social class information and educational attainment. 
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1* &e., The following, table 5-1 Ziveo my data on Scottish 

entrepreneurs in COI* 1, with composite data from 4 other studies 

for comparison in Colo. 2 to 5 

-Age 

colsýl 

Pres-stud y 

i. 7 I 

Col. 2 

Clark 
11 

jr 'j" 

Col- 3 

Clemento 
12 

N 

Col- 4 

Pahl 13 
Col- 
Bo mae 

M. 

5 
1114 

under 3.0 8. 17-3 22 2.6 27 1 4 ý28 32. *5 9 32*1 

30-34 9 -19-5 72 8.8 ý163 
: 

25 2 18 28-5 

35-39 9 19-5 161 19-7 30 34-8 

40-44 5 10.8 134 . 16-41 223 34-5 17 19-71 9 32.1 

45-49 8 17-3 -129 15-8 
, 

1 

50-54 3 6-5 122 . 14 9 1 186 28-7 11 12., 7 

55-59 2 '493 107 
: 

13 1 2 7-1 

60-64 2 4-3 61 7-4 47 792 
65+ - - 7 

TOTAL 46" 99-5 '-815 ' 99-5 646 99-7 86 99-7 28 99.8 

Yean 38-9 - 46.215 46.0 38-0 16 37-0 17 

Table 5-1 Ace distributio 

The overall distribution of the age of the Scottish entrepreneurs 

matches reasonably well the studies by the PahlB, and Bos. vell, and 

particularly in terms.. of-the high representation of the under-40s, 

and in terms of similar mean ages. This is not surprisings Pahl 

and Pahl were especiallyjnterested in the mobile manager, and 

mobility im a feature of the. early careerl whilst Boswell was 

concerned with founders and vie have seen from Chapter II that 

relative youth is a very common feature of all the founders previously 

studied. The studies by Clark and Clements both include a hiGher 

proportion of older managerso It is tempting to sugCest that there 

is a whole continuum of managers in which there in mobility and 
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activity at the young end and stability at the older end, and 

that whereas the data of Clark & Clements represents the whole 

rance, my own data, and those of the Pablo and of Boswell 

represent only the younger, active area. T, vo factors in my 

data caution against this sugCestiont however* Firstly, there 

are a significant number of 'older' entrepreneurs who had been 

blocked in promotion and who then became active, and they are 

discussed, in Chapter 6, Secondly, my data do not-show a clear 

picture of the innovators as very younC men* Indeed if we 

classify as 'innovators' those entrepreneurs whose prime reason- 

for founding concerned invention or the application of an 

invention, their ace distribution is as follows: 

under, 30 31-35 36-40 
. 
41-45 46-50 

212 It 7 

Table 5*2 

The moan here is 36, only sliGhtly below the mean for the 

whole sample. 

If %ve further include in our classification as 'innovators' 

those entrepreneurs whose first stated reason for founding was 

to meet a market Cap, 
187 

and whose second reacon was invention 

or the application of an invention, 
ýhe 

followinC aCe dis- 

tribution resultsS 

Ap-e 

Below Mean Above Yean 

Non-innovator 13 10 
(23) 

Innov ator 59 
(ý4) 

2 
Table 5-3: x 0-79032* 

11 - 37 

sic = 0.3740 
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Here the relationship is in an unexpeoted directiong in 

that the non-innovators appear more often in the Below mean 

age category than Above-mean age, and vice-versa for the innovators* 

2 
The X test implies this is in fact not significant, but tables 

5.2 and 5.3 should caution. us against a too ready acceptance of 

the alleged relationship between youth and innovation. (Chapter 

6 examines individual cases in more detail)- 

Reference to Table 2.1 (col. f) in Chapter II will show that 

my data ir, however, broadly comparable to the previous studies of 

foundine, 7 of which reported the mean ages of founders to be 40 

years or lesse 

2* Social class background 

Vost previous studies have produced data on the social class 

of their respondentsq usually in the form of the occupational back- 

ground of fathers* There is no common framework of classification 

for direct comparisons across such studies, and I have therefore 

presented my own data in table 5-4 both in terms of the Registrar 

Generalts classification of occupations, 
19 

and in terms of the 

classification propounded by J9 Hall and D. C. Jones, 20 
since the 

other data can often be re-analysed into ono or other classification. 

Hall and Jones divide occupations into coven broad groups: 

I Professional and high administrative 

II Yanagerial and Executive 

III Inspectional, supervisory and other non-manual: higher Crades 

IV 11 11 It It ; lower grades 

V Skilled manual and routine grades of non-manual 

VI Semi-skilled 

VII Unskilled* 
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The Registrar General's classification is broadly similarg 

using a slightly less comprehensive 5 categories: 

Hall Jones classification Registrar Generals 
classification. 

Grades I (Professional) 

(ranacerial, Supervisory) 

IV 

V 

VI IV vii V 

(Skilled manual and 
routine white collar) 

(Semi-ckilled) 

(Unskilled) 
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Most interest is shovin in managers and founders whose 

fathers came either fron the higher occupations, or from the 

very low occupationag isee from either the upper classes or 

the working classem, Table 5-5 is therefore a mummary extract 

of the extremes of table 5-4- 

I 

Per Cent in each 08tomory 

Present Clemonto Clark Nichols Pahl Boo-aell 
study 

Re., istrar General's 
Classes I and 11 72-4 48 42e5 75 42 56.6 

Registrar Generalln 20 8 13-8 37 6-7 
classes IV and V 

Table 5-5 Father's ocoupation-jupper and lower bands onlLj 

The most salient point emerging from examination of the cooial 

backgrounds of managers and founders, which is confirmed by all 

the studies, is that the Upper Classes (Classes I and II of the 

Registrar Ge noralla classification or equivalent) are very heavily 

represonteds Clark I 
suggests 

21 
that managers appear to be 

increasingly drawn from Classes I and II, and my ovin data at least 

confirm that there in no marked reduction in the representation 

of these classes* 17here my date do differ nignificantly is in 

the high proportion of entrepreneurs whose father's occupation was 

semi- or unskilled, Classes Mand V. 

The age distribution of those entrepreneurs for whom data is 

available on father's occupation is as follownt 
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Entrepreng3ars age 

Below mean Above mean, 

Classes I and II 

Father's occupation 10 

. Classes IV and Vý 

11 = 21 

Table 5.6 AZe of entreprone"r by father's oactipation. classes 1.11 
IV and V only. 

. 
Clearly one can only infer broad trends from such a small samplet 

but the figures could sugaeat that older entrepreneurs are more 

likely to come from upper class backgrounds and that younger entre- 

preneurs can be drawn from lower class backgrounds as well as higher 

ones, which M! X imply *bat founding is booomin, - a relatively 'open' 

route for cocial mobility, However, further data on Scottish 

mobility patterns is require(I before one can begin to consider 

such a statement. 

- if we now turn to the first occupation-of the entrepreneurs 

themselves (an indirect measure of social class background) we obtain 

the folloviinC distribution in table 5-7, with 2 previous studies 

for compnrison. -- 
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Col, I Col. 2 Col- 3 
Present study Clark 

22 Acton 23 

First occuj2ation 

I. Apprenticeehip 
. 15 41.6 17-5 21 

2s Yanual 2 5-5 7-8 

3- Clerical 2 5-5 26.8 30 
4s Laboratory assistant - - 15-0 4 
5e Technician or drauChtc- 

man 2 5-5 16.9 28 

6s Salem 1 2-7 3*9 3 
7* Trainees 2 5-5 7-9 11 
8. Profoosional 9 25oO 2.2 3 
90 Yanagerial 1 2*7 le7 

Unclassifisa (ass* Forcers) 2. 
1 

5-5 
1ý 

11-36 
. 

99-5 

Table 5-7 First occupation 

Again the pattern which emerges from the present study is one 

of extremes, with first occupations either traditional working 

clams - apprenticeship, manual, or upper middle class - professional, 

managerial* Clark suggests it is possible to cateaorise the first 

occupation according to the advantage it confers in career 

progress, ie. categories I and 2 No Advantage, categories-3 to 6 

Limited Advantage, categories 7 to 9 Advantage. Table 5-8 showa 

this distribution. 

Present study Clark 

(Percentagos) 

Ito Advantace 47-1 25-3 

Limited AdvantaCe 
. 13-7 62.6 

AdvantaUs 33*2 

Table 598 Advantageoils or non-advantageous beginniW,. s 
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Again the pattern of the present study is clear, (and 

quite different from Clark's findings) in that the entrepreneurs 

either had an advantageous or a disadvantageous beginning, and 

few entered clerical, sales or technician jobs: indeed one can 

summarize by saying "either apprenticeship or profession". There 

is little difference in terms of age: 

No advantage 

Litaited advantage 

Advantage 

Below mean (39) 

47-0 (16.8) 

17.6 (6590) 

35-2 (17-9) 

Clark's 24 fiCures 

0 

Above mean (39) 

57-1 (29*1) 

7-1 (61-4) 

35-7 9-1) 

in brackets) 

Table 5-9 Advantagemin or non-ndvantageous beginninL: s by age 

Note that there does appear to be a trend in both Clark'n 

figures and ray own for younger managers/founders to be less well 

represented in those occupations conferring no advantage, and for 

younger mnnagers/founders to'be slightly more represented in 

limited advantage occupations. This may reflect changing occupational 

structures, or the effects of increased educational opportunity* 

I have information on one item which other British studies 

have not covered, namely the extent to which there is a family 

back, ground of ownership of business concerns, which again is an 

indirect social class meeisureo Table 5eq Cives this distribution: 

where the entrepreneur's father or brother had experience of 

ownership, this is categorised as 'strong', and where some other 
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relative (usually uncle) is mentioned, this is categorised as 

tweak' 

f clý 

NO 0 26 59-1 

Yea, Weak 7 . 15-9 
40-9 

Yes, stronoo 11 25-0 

Table 5*9 Family tradition of ownershi]2 

This finding is contrary to most other atudioo of founding (see 

Chapter II, table 2.1 column J) which indicate that the majority 

of founders are sons of the self-employed or business owners. 

Obviously the fact that many entrepreneurs came from viorkina, class 

backarounds'in important heres 

Registrar General$ a 
clasps 

I and II 

Registrar Genoralto 

class 

IV and V 

Famil, y tradition'of ownership percentsees 

No tradition 26.9 23-0 

Some tradition 46.1 3-8 

11 - 26 

Table 5.10 

In summary, the rocial class background of the Scottish 

entrepreneurs I studied shows a clear dichotomy - either they came 

from workinC class background. 99 and themselves vient into traditional 

working class occupations, or they were from professional, upper 
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middle class backgrounds and went into professional occupations 

themsilvese The distinctive feature of my sample is in fact 

the high representation of workinG class backgrounds* 

Educational Baak. gEoundis 

Table 5-11 gives the distribution of the educational 

qualifications of the Scottish entrepreneurs, and Table 5.12 

the age of completion of full-time oducation. 

Post Graduate degree 

Degree 

University Diploma 

H. N. C., U. N. D. 

0 N. C . 
G,, C. E* 'A' level 

G. C*E. 101 level 

In-service (profoosional) 

In-service (non-professional) 

if 

3 
6 

3 

7 

4 

4 

12 

N- 41 

Table 5-11 Highest Educational qualification achieved 

At-e 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

20 

21 

23 

N 

7 

7 
6 

6 

1 

2 

2. 

IT=31 

7-3 
14.6 

7-3 
17-1 
9,8 
2-4 
2-4 
9.8 

29-3 

100 

3*2 

22.6 

22.6 
19-4 

19-4 

3*2 
6.5 

3.2 

100 

Table 5*12 Age f"ll time ediicntion com-plotecl 
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A striking feature of the educational background of my 

sample is its applied, practical nature (tables 5-13 and 5-14)- 

(r-ven some of the degree qualifications were "sandwich" courses, 

with a strong applied element. ) 

Type of Edlication 11 % 

Applied 33 71-7 

Theoretical 13 28.3 

46 100 

Table 5-13 Education Type 

Apprenticeship 22 51-2 

Hot served 21 48-8 

11 43 100 

Table 5-14 Apprenticeship served 

Nor should it be thouCht that it is the older men who contribute 

mont, to the picture of the 'time served' practical entrepreneur. 

There is in fact no discernable difference betweon those above 

and below the mean aae. 

Apprenticeship 

Apprenticeship not served 

Table 5o15 Apprenticeship by Age 

Below mean Above mean 

10 10 

89 

11 - 37 
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Age 

Applied 

Theoretical 

Below mean Above mean 

17 5 

14 5 

11 = 41 

ýable 5*16 Education type by age 

yet despite this practical emphasis, there is alEo a sianificant 

minority of founders who have university experience, ies 29.3'i', ' 

have a degree, post craduate qualification or university advanced 

diploma. (A small number additionally attended university for 

less then a full course and did not actually receive any 

qualification: about 
1 /3rd. of all my sample therefore have had 

some university experience, which compares with other British 

atudies shown in table 5-17)- As noted previoucly, some of these 

degreen are Isandwich' course qualifications. 

Percentage of 
&aduates among 

sample 

Present study Act6nl-. Clements 

29-3 19 25-4 

Clark 25 
Dalgleish 

26 

35-1 14 

Table ý*17 

The studies included in Chapter II (see table 2*1 col. g) also 

refer to the relatively hiCh educational status of their subjccts, 

and this is especially marked in the case of innovators and 

technology transfer enterprises. As will be clear from Chapter VI, 

the amount of innovation amongst my sample was low, and the type 

and level of-educational attainment of these Scottish entrepreneurs 
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may go some way towards explaining this, In the few oases 

where the entrepreneur wasessentially an. "ideas-man", and where 

his prime reason for founding concerned an invention, then the 

importance of a theoretical education is clearly evident, as 

table 5-18 shows, 

Lug of education 

Applied Theoretical 

Prime reason for founclin 

"Ideas-man" 4*5 11-4 

Othors 65.9 18.1 (Percentaces) 

44 

Table 5e18 Education tyRg by 'ideas-men' and others 

It is also worth noting that almost all the entrepreneurs had 

undertakon short courses either arranged by their former employers, 

or at local technical colleges and Universities, both in their own 

time and as part of thoir Ceneral professional development, It 

would appear that this ItoppinC-up' process is normal for much of 

industry, but I have no detailed data on the nature of ihe cours - Soo 

However, about 10% of my sample had undertaken courEes (eso. in 

commercial law) which they felt hnd assisted them in the. actual 

foundinC processo 

I do not have detailed infornation on the content of the coursen 

which the. entrepreneurs undertooko but a check was made on ýwhat may 

be called 'knowledge of formal business practice', i. e. elementary 

accounting, marketing and personnel practices, or some knowledge 
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of economics, or of office procedures* It in perhaps not 

surprising that Just over half had mi - oh knowledE; e (table 5-19) 

in view of their previous varied occupational experienceno 

N 

Knowledge of formal business practice 27 50-9 

No knowledge 26 49-1 

11 -53 100 

Table 5-12 

However, it is interesting that thoso entrepreneurs who viere 

in some way involved in innovation (i. e. whose firat reason for 

founding was invention, or whose first reason was a market gap 

and whovo cecond reason was invention) were the ones with little 

businesc knowledge* 

knowledge of biininess 
p, ractice 

knowl2jýLe Ho knowledca 

Innovators 6*2 31-3 

Ilon-innovators 37-5 25.0 (percentaces) 

N- 32 
2 

corrected X. 4-09- sit: - - 0-04 

Table 5.20 Busineop Icnowledre amono innovators and non-innovators 

In view of the relatively high number of entrepreneurs who had 

formal business knowledge, it is important to as7k, whether they are 
27 

professional managers in a Berlian sense. 
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A Yory sitlPle indicator of such PrOfeasionalierm is member- 

ship of one of the. professional institutes associated with 

management (9ogo British Institute of Yanagement). Table 5.21. 

ind. icatesa relatively low membership rate amongst my sample, 

below that reported by Ifichols 28 
for the "Northern City" survey. 

Present study Nicholm 

11 % 

Blouiber 12 28.6 37 

Ilon-mewbor 30 71-4 63 

N- 42 100 100 

Tablo 5.21 Yomberiship. of Proferinional association 

In summnry, the entreprencurs I studied tended to have 

practical rather than theoretical educational backgroundog with 

the exception of the few innovators., Apprenticeship in very 

commont amongst both young and old* There in a significant U 

minority who have university experience, but this al-o tends to be 

"applied"* Half the entrepreneurs had knowledge of business 

practice and almost all had undertaken "toppin, --Up,, short courses 

during their careers. Only just over a quarter were members of 

professional bodies, 

Georra hic features 

The distribution of the. 1969 registered companies is given 

in Chapter 1119 tables 3.2 and 3.3. The distribution of the firms 

for which interview data is available is not given, since it 

reflects my ability to travel and there was no attempt to stratify 
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the sample to reflect the population distribution. However, 

certain geoeraphical features can be reported6 Firstlyq in 

view of the frequent references in the entrepreneurial liieraturo 

to maZZinali&O I attempted to discover the place of birth of 

my sample, with special reference to non-Scots* The followinC 

distribution occurs: 
I 

Place of birth N% 

Scotland 36 73-5 

U. K. outside Scotland 8 16*3 

Outside U*K* 5 10.2 

N -'49 100 

Table 5*22 Place Of birth 

It is perhaps zurprisinC that such a large proportion of the 

entrepreneurs (26-V-, ) are "non-native", and when one includes 

several of the Scotc-born who founded in an area -far -removed from 

their place of birth (e. g. born in 1.7cstorn HiChlands, founded in 

FdinburCh) then isome support for the relevance of mareinality can 

be seen to oxiste There is however, only slight evidence that 

marginality in this sense is a feature of the innovators, as 

dofined earlier; table 5.23 shows that whilst almost half the 

innovators viero non-Scots, only a quarter of the others were born 

outside Scotland. The sample is small however, and the results 

not vianificmnt statistically* 
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Non Innovator 

Innovator 

Place of birth 

Scotland mitside Scotland 

16 

94 

33 

Table 5*23 Place Of birth of innovators anci non-innovators 

The second geographical feature which im notable is the fact 

that in almost all canes the foundinC was in the immediate locality 

in which the entrepreneur lived. Only 3 of the 60 entrepreneurs 

f (5c, ', )' were involved in a chanGo of address an a direct consequence 

of foundince . Location, an vie shall see in Chapter VI is an important 

factor, and not simply a passive one, which in several canes exerted 

a stron- influence on the decision to found. Indeed foundin- is a U 

clear strategy against managerial mobility. 

5, Timo-basia of founding 

It is. a feature of the founding- process that many now enter- 

prizes beCin life an pnrt-timo ventures, with their founders con- 

tinuing full-time employment clocwheres Over half the ontrepreneurs 

I studied were of this type. 

Full-time 

Part-time with other paid employment 

Part-time 'with other Diroctorchips 

11 

29 

18 

13 

60 

48-3 

30-0 

21*7 

3 
51.7 

100 

. 1. Tablo 5*24 Time Basis of Foundinr, 
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The reason for this-distribution is simply economics the 

firms are too small to support full-time founderst at least in 

their early stages* (Dalcleirill's study of small Scottish firms 

indicates that "the usual number of directors in charge of these 

companies, was three-: two full-time and one part_time., 129 Even 

in well-established concerns, therefore, the part-time director 
I 
is a common feature). It is interestinc to note also that those 

founders concerned with innovation are more likely to be part-time, 

which may indicate the level of risk involved* 

Time-basis Of founcling, 

Full time Part time 

Non Innovators,, 16 7 

Innovators 21 37 

Sig - 0.01 

Table 5.25 Time basis of founding by innovators find non-innovators 

Section D. The Firms 

The statistical tables on which this section is based are 

contained in Appendix 5- 

1. The nature of the activities undertaken b-v the firms reEistered 
in 1969 

Reference has already been Lande in Chapter III to the goot: raphical 

distribution of now corapnnics by activityt (sea tables 3*2 and 3-3), 

which shows a hnlf of the registrations from the Glaýlaow area, and 

a further quarter from EdinburCh. The caost import%nt activities 

are finance and business services, with manufacturinZ: industry 
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accou nting for under I tenth of all registrations, these again 

being heavily concentrated in the central belt# Appendix A5,1 

shown that my own sampling has been from thore activities which 

are under represented in the whole distribution of companies 

(sege 6197V, of the entrepreneurs were associated with mechanical 

engineering, which produced Only 5*5-, '. of new company registrations)* 

The following data in this chapter relate therefore mainly to the 

manufacturing sector, andnot the whole population of 935 registered 

companies* 

One can ask whether it is possible to relate the incidence of 

now foundings'to existin6 economic activity, in an attempt to 

assess whether changes are taking place in the industrial-structure. 

(Chapter 4 has already described'the extent of imbalance in the 

Scottish struc tureq and the need for a shift away from the old 

staple manufaoturess it also showed the extent of governmental 

reSional policies designed to help the process of change, either by 

assisting outside industry to, move into Scotland, or by encouraging 

native enterprise)* Clearly such an assessment is complex, and 

requires data not presently available, for instance mortality rates 

for both existing and now companies* Obviously if mortality rates 

were high, say, in now companies, then even large numbers of 

registrations would not alter the industrial structure appreciablye 

V'Iat we do know is that lose than 200 manufacturing companies were 

registered in the year under studyt and these were predominan*ly 

very smalls this does not suggest to me a thriving growth'of natiye 

enterpýise, especially when it is remembered that real new enterprises 

form*a minorityl amongst English and foreign based as well as Scottish 

subsidiariese 
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However, as a crude measure we can rank industries in iorme 

of their share of employment, and also in terms of their replace- 

ment now registrations* Declining industries oucht to exhibit 

low registration rates, and growth sectors high rates. Table 

5@26 Cives this information, and presents a mixedL picture. It in 

certainly true that new registrations in primary and extractive 

industries, in shipbuilding and in textiles are low. but there is 

no compensating high rate amongst growth sectors such as chemicals, 

electricals and vehicle manufacture& Further, whilst the 

registrations in service sectors are high, one notable exception 

is in professional and scientific services* It was suggested, inter 

alia, in chapter 4 that firstly Scotland had a good supply of high 

level manpower, and secondly that one consequence Of foreign-based 

expansion'was a tendency for the deoision-making and research 

functions to be located outside Scotland, often at the company head- 

quarters in London or in America, The paucity of, new company 

r6aintrations in the professional and scientific services presumably 
A 

reflects this second factor and has long term implications for the 

first one, probably in terms of what is popularly called a "brain- 

drain"s 

seetor 

I Agriculture eta* 

2 Uning & Quarrying 

3 Food, drink etc* 
495 Chemicals, etc* 
6 Metal manufacture 

Employment in. that 
sector an % of 
SOOttiSh tOtSI 

1968 
3*2 
2-3 

lAs. 8 
4-8 
1.6 

292 

U*Ke employment New registrations 
as 5 of U*K* 19 69 
total 1968 

108 2*4 
2-2' 0-7 

.UA 21.6 
3.6 1.9 
2.2 0-4 
2o5 0-4 
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1198*9 Yngineering 
Electrical goods 8-7 9-9 8.1 

10 Shipbuilding 2*2 0.9 009 

11 Vehicles 1.8 3*5 0-3 
13 Textiles 4-3 3*2 1-7 
18 Paper, printing, 

etc., 2,7 2*7 2*0 
1ý914915 
16,17919 Miscellaneous 6-4 9-4 5-9 

Services 12.21 51.0 61.5 
21 Gas, electricity, 

ate* . 1-5 118 - 
22 Transport 7.2 6.9 4,6 
23 Distribution 12-7 12*2 28@5 
24 

-insurance, banking 2.2 2.9 18.8 
25 Professional 

services 12,8 11-7 2*4 
26 Viscellaneous 

services 892 9-3 17.2 
27 Public 

Administration 5-8 6*2 - 

100 100 
. 99-4 

Table 5., 26 Now company regiotra+. Jone coepare4 to existing levelg 
0ý eoonomio_ aojjvj*3r, 

30 

When one takes into account the very low level of technological 

innovation which I discovered amongst the entrepreneurs, the picture 

of declining industrial acIivity becomes depressingly clearer. 

2. 
. 

Size of compenies,, As one would expectq most companies -were 

smalle Table 15-3 indicates thatelmost 90% were under 2 years old 

in terms of actual activity when the enquiries were carried out* 

It in not surprising therefore (table A5*4) that over half the 

companies for which information is available had 10 OmPloyeen or 
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loss., Howevert nearly a quarter had 20 or more. employees, which 

shown the potential rate of growth available* (And growth is 

clearly an important feature of these companies, 88ri, of them 

expecting it in the followinC 12 months - Table A5-13)- 

Number Of founders and Directors. (see table A5-5)- 70'p' of 

the companies for which data are available (which includes all 

the manufacturing companiez) have 3 or less directors* It in 

rare for companies to have more than 5 directorso The pictire for 

founders in slightly different, in that 9Cý', have 3 or less, and 

only I case had more then 5 founders* The difference can be explained 

by the fact that companies begin with a small number of founders and 

take on more directors, especially financial directors who are 

'sleeping partners', as the company. growso Many of the companies 

for which information on directors was available were not in fact 

brand newt independent companies (see table A5*2)o 

4ý, Problems associated with founding Table 5*27 makes it clear 

that tho provision of capital and of marketinc were the chief 

problems* Skilled labour supply was important to some companiesq 

whilst the provision of unskilled labour was not really a problem* 

The stress placed on marketing. is important, since conventional 

wisdom assumes that capital provision is always the most difficult 

problem to surmount. - 
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Týrovjpjon of Provision of Provision of Yarketing 
skilled 

LEMP-7 
unskilled 
1A 1)our 

capital 

Fxtent of Problo m 
Very Important 19 32.8 5 8.6 26 44-8 24 40.7 
Fairly Important 12 20*7 6 10-3 13 22-4 18 30-5 

Not important 27 46.6 47 81*0 19 32.8 17 28.8 

I N- 58 100 N- 58 1()() N- 58 100 X- 59 100 

Table 5*27 Problems associated with founding 

% 

Founders private sources 55 91-7 

Commercial Banks 2 3-3 

Others 3 5-0 

X. ýO 100 

Table 5*28 Vajor source of capital 

Table 5o28 suggests that capital provision came in fact from the 

founders' own resources, and the role of the commercial banks is 

surprisingly unimportant* It would appear that my sample were 

% 

Hopeful 23 48-9 
Indifferent 22 46.8 
Obstructive 2 4-3 

X- 47 100 

Attitude C)f co; omeroial banks Table 5-29 

P, rvd'U0A1 kehq with knowledge of techniques of production, who 

had enough local contact to provide capital, but who lacked, and 

presumably were unable to buy, marketing skills. As we shall see 
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in Chapter VIq ideal partnerships neem to bays been formed when 

one founder. was a technical man and the other a sales, or at 

least administrative specialist* 
I 

It is often held that the business environment is harsh for 

now enterpriseng and much government-sponsored assistance has been 
31 

developed, especially since the Bolton report on Small Firmov in 

1971- Even at the time of enquiry (1970-71) extensive assistance 

was available to industry, as we saw in Chapter 4, in the form of 

financial inducement ouch an investment grants* Yet picture which 

emerges from my data in clear - half of the firms had no contact 

with central Government at all,, almost half had no contact with, 

local Governments a quarter of'those who replied found central 

Government bodies either indifferent or obstructive, (and over 40% 

found local-government indifferent or obstruotive)9 and we have 

just seen that less. than half found the commercial banks helpful* 

(Tables A59119 A5*12), The simplest way of explaining Ahia 

situation is that government and financial institutions did not 

appear to understand the real problems and day-to-day issues facina. 

the new companies, Voreover and quite understandablyl in the 

absence of le, -al and accountancy skills in these companies, the 

entrepreneurs were simply. 'hot on the same wave length" an the 

Unistries and Banks, 

Conclusions This ohapter has set out, largely in tabular and 

statistical formg a picture of the Scottish entrepreneur and his 

new firm# It is a picture of practical men, rarely innovators 

and often from workinS class backZrounds, struggling in what seems 

to them a hostile institutional backgroundi creating small, but 
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Crowing companies in the context of Scottish industry which is 

declining- but which to them offers the prospect of survivalg 

growth and above all independence and autonomy. The next chapter 

will attempt to put flesh on the bare bones of this picture. 
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CHAPTER Vi 

A picture of the Scottish Entrepreneur from interview 
ta 

It seems appropriate at this point briefly to address some 

problems of methodoloGy and exposition. The previous chapter has 

in effect produced a picture of the 'average' Scottish entrepreneur, 

by reference to aggregated data., Such a picture, I would claim, has 

its relevance in particularg sPecified contexts (e*g. to state what 

percentage of entrepreneurs received Covernmental assistance is 

important in the context of the prior discussion of regional economic 

policies), However, I do not believe that an understanding of the 

nature of entrepreneurship will come from such sources, nor could 

Emch an understanding be gained even were the data to be collected 

and analysed in a more 'rigorous' fashiong e9ge within the framework 

of a search for causal generalioations amongst hypothesised 'variables$* 

Abstracted empiricism is no part of my sooiolocical imagination* 

How then can I present a 'picture' of the Scottish entrepreneur? 

Ify data consist of transcripts of recorded conversations, and it is 

my intention to'present extractog as far an possible verbatimg 

accompanied by my interpretations, which I take it that the reader 

will understand by reason of hisTiby and the entrepreneurs membership 

of a common lanCuaCe community* I am therefore suggesting that the 

reader*s access to the entrepreneur be the same as mine, via every- 

day_processes of intuitive understandintrv through linguistic 

communication: that the $validity' of my interpretation rests on 

veratehen, or more correctlyq hermeneutic understanding. 
1,1 

am 

aware of Zimmerman and Pollners' 
2 

distinction between the social 

world as a topic for invostigation and as a resoureg for analysis, 
4 
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and my emphasis in this chapter is on the latter. 
-The 

entreproneuref 

accounts are "treated an untutored descriptions of $what happened' 

in a setting whose features are uniformly and non-problematically 

a. vailable to (the entrepreneur, myself) and the reader alike.. 
3 

Similarlyt my imputations of motive should largely be taken as lay 

45 imputationeg except where specifically identified, 

1. The reason tor- founling 

I begin this picture of the Voottish entrepreneur by examining 

the responses to my questions about the reasons for founding their 

companies. I have identified certain patterns in these responses, 

and therefore pregent the data in terms of the following categoriest 

1. innovation 

2. Perceived market gap 

3- Expressed need for independence* 

These categories are most certainly not mutually exclusive, and 

indeed elements of all 3 are found in several canes& Nor is the 

second category a reason or motive in most cases, but rather an 

opportunity for founding which subsumes other reasons. None the lessl 

the force of "because its there" wax strong enough in several canes 

to warrant a separate examination, The-categories therefore are 

for convenience of exposition, not to delineate reasons for founding, 

Because of the wide range of activities, and reasons, Table 6*1 

is presented an an approximate summary. (The "names" civen are 

fictionx to prevent identifioation of individuals). 
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i) Innovation and "Ideas-man" It, was made clear earlier that 

when drawing my sample for interviews I specifically sought 

instances of innovation, and indeed innovation ban always been a 

key element of Any discussion of entrepreneurship, It in 

therefore surprising that my interviews revealed go little innovationt 

for many of the entrepreneurs the only novelty was nelf-employmente 

This lack of innovation is especially marked in the field of 

technological developments, and if there in a Route 128 phenomenon 

in Sootlr-nd I certainly didn't find it. (This of course simply 

confirms the economic data on the country's industrial structure 

and its poor performance (Pace the Americans ) in developing now 

noience-based industries)l Of the 33 companies listed in table 6.1 

there is one sinCle cane involvinb, the popular view of the inventor 

llspinninU ideas out of his entrails"I there are two cases of 

university-based research opin-offfil- one case of industry-based 

spin off$ and 5 cases of"Inecondary" innovation, e0ge companies 

established to meet known demands for existing products becoming 

involved in innovation at a subsequent stage* On the most generous 

definitio'n of innovationthis gives us 9 out of 33 in's sample 

biased towards the discovery of innovation, (To be more pessimistic, 

I began with 935 now registrations, and discovered amontrat them 3 

technolooical spin-off companies), Whatever else one can say about 

Scottish entrepreneurship in 1969, any reference to their oonatitut- 

in[: a 'leading edget of development would be falneq and we must look 

for otber motives, other foroes at work, 

None the less, the innovators I did discover provide 

interesting materialo Firatlyl the inventors this man was a senior 

civil engineer workina on large contracts all over the world, until 
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struck down by illness which forced him to "retire', to a small 

public house, which his wife ran. Following a successful operation 

however, he was able to resume a fairly normal life, and his 

inventiveness led to his designing a machine for removing prawns 

from their shells (prawns being an important local commodity). 

The chain of events leading to this development is interesting: 

his pub is on the quayoide of a small fishing port, and when certain 

repairs were being made to the fish quay his advice as a civil 

engJneer was soughte This gave him contacts amonCst the fisheruen 

and he was able. to introduce a few mechanical improvements into the 

local prawn factorys he also discovered that labour costs on 

removing shells were high which prompted him to investigate other 

methods. At the same time, through a personal interestin golf 

he invented a device to help golfers place their feet correctly 

in relation to the balls his golfing friends introduced him to a 

local professional who in turn obtained sponsorship for the device 

from a golf magazine. I asked him about other products be had in 

mind 
6& 

Rosp. The trouble with me iag I've got 101 thinCs. o.. 
I meant the way I've lived has always been to 
say, s,, various machines, I mean, various 
specialised bits of machineryg we're always 
mucked about with bits of equipment in the line 

of business I was brought up in *so And this 

means of course we i-, cre always sort of plunging 
into the unknown to a-certain degrees And I 

always found I was pretty successful at it. 
You knowq getting an idea and developing it, 
and it coming off - for Otherpeoples So I 
thought, well, why should it not come off for 
myself? 

Anil later,. in response to my question about the futures 
I 

Reap. You know the sort of things I think about? I 
think about things like buying up a fishing 
boatq Ving out in the sea there, sucking# 
going after prawns, and *, o and usinC idea; 

6" 
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that you'd read in other places and incorporating 
them into ideas of your own, I mean, there's 
one live thought about prawnso The Americans 
have tried it$ you discharge electricity into the 
seabed whi6h forces the prawns into the water 
where they are easy to catch with nets* I 
wouldn't do that* I'd use a giant vacuum cleaner, 
using an air lift pump - no moving parts* Discharge 
the electricity, then suck them upe 
See, when a boat trawls, it covers an area and 
when it pulls its note up it known tbere are prawns 
in. the area, but doesn't know exactly where* If 
you come and suck them up, you'can monitor exactly 
where they are. Why cover a knCe areao These are 
the kinds of thing- I think about. 

There are 3 preliminary points I wish to make about this biography 

and extract* Firstly, the importance of the social milieu. The 

ideas which this man had, arose and could only have arisen, out of 

his contacts with others, andýtheir problems. Secondly, the 

relationship which exists between old experiences and knowledge, 

and new problems (and futuro intentions). It was, suggeisted in 

chapter I that the view of knowledge which sees it as ? bits' which 

are capable of transmission in the technology transfer process is 

only partly true, and that it is'agents carrying within them whole 

stocks of knowledge as part of their personal histories, who ar. e 

the carriers of the transfer* The two points are clearly related: 

the milieu providez the problems which "old" knowledge is tested 

against* (Notice the idea of the "vacuum cleaner" for prawn fishings 

I presume that constant monitering of work in'progress in a feature 

of the engineer's technical world view - Pouring concrete, driving 

piles and so on involve measurement concepts such an rate of flow, 

which can be related and modified in terms of the goal in view. 

Fishing like other gathering aotivities does not employ such ideam. 

"To trawl" in a unit of activity which is measured at the end* 
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Fishermen simply would not think of monitering)6 Thirdlyq there 

is the hint at the end of the first extract-about independence, 

which we shall return to very regularly. 

Bofors gi-iing further consideration to those pointst let us 

look at the companies I have called "spin-off", Firstlyg Payload 

Systems Ltdo, which, manufactures scientific instruments* My very 

first questions about the nature of the company producel the 

f o. Llowing: 

Respe, Now my own science is astro physics and in 
particular space astro-pbysios. This means that 
at an early age I was confronted with a lot of 
technical problems@ I was one of 2 founder 
membera in 1961 of a study group (at the 
scientific institution where he is employed). 
At that time we couldn't get anybody to build 
the rocket payrolls that we wanted. I went to 
the States in 1962 and the problem existed there 
too# But because of the way the States is 
operated therets lots of little jobbing firms, 
I came back here and had to get involved in 
technology - not because I wax desperately keen 
tot. but because there wax no other alternative*. 
F'ither we got involved or we didn't do the 
science. Two years later we were still faced 
with the problem* People just weren't interested* 
"Welre doing very well, thank you*" aThey didn't 
see the need for any new type of instrumentation* 
Then we started spending 80 per cent of our 
budget on American instruments, which we then had 
to modify* ýIn 

1965 we started contacting the 
Repse of British Companies and pointed out that 
their equipment was twice as expensive as the 
American. It became obvious that British firms 
weren't 11doing their homework. " So I began to 
think - you know, this in the germination of the 
idea, in 1967, about - well, we were doing this 
thine so well, and people were saying, "By jove, 
thats just exactly what we want' -I began to 
sound out, to see if there really was a need. 

NOW, having decided that there is a saleable 
product then you have to get the guys around 
you. Thin in where you have to be fairly careful 
in choosing people that blend well . (Describes 
his discussion of the problem with second director 
wbilst on a scientific mission abroad ). I had a 
word with Terry about this because he was now to 
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the science and had met the problems first hand. 
So we talked it over, and thought, well, lots 
got together and see if we could form a companye 
Terry's speciality - he is a mechanical engineer 
by training, but he's Cot a strong bent in 
cryogenics and vacuum physics -, so thin looked 
excellent* I'm a physicist, fairly all round* 
Mechanical mang vacuum physicst cryogeniose 
Obvious man we needed next was somebody whose 
speciality was electronics, and thats the 3rd 
director of the company and he's electronics, 
pure and simple. (So we had a solid team) and 
more importantly welve all worked togethere 

The company has begun to manufacture not scientific payload and 

monitoring instrumentation in the first place, but modular instrument 

psokages designed for use in education and research laboratories, 

i. e. what they regard as an immediately saleable "broad and butter 

line", whilst responding to requests for the more speoislised astro- 

physios equipmento 

Againt sorae preliminary comments are in order# Notice the 

importance of a social milieu, in this case a tight knit scientific 

community which provided problems the founders were forcOd to solve 

for themselves, and which ideas they could then sell within the 

community. The milieu of one scientific establishment 
I 

also provided 

the blend of different skills and experiences required to solve the 

production as well as the conceptual problems. In Chapter I there 

was reference to Barth's notion of spheres of value, with boundary 

exchanges diverted b, y entrepreneurs to their own benefit. This case 

provides interestina examples of the interplny of such spheres of 

value - scientific knowledgev production knowledae, economic 

resourceog within the Inichet of apace astronomy. For instances- 

I'm in a pretty privileced position. I serve on a 
lot of (European and U*Ko) committeen* This gives 
me an insight into (both sides of the instrumentation 
problem). ( 
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YeG. S. ) DO you regard your full time Job as a sort 
Of safety not? 

Respe 1. Nog I don'to The reason why . *. * personally e-te 
its the access to the information* IoC*F. Ce 
thrust it almost down olir throats - "its a &: ood 
thing that you donst leave there'ell Because 
we've Cot to Got all this information from 
somewhere. Say you don't Est the Journals 
well, Me got them all* As a company we probably 
couldn't afford that and the public libraries 
don't cot theme 

Rasp., 2, P There's another thinS which is a bit dirty, 
Another trick of Jim'so He puts his other hat 
on - he's the "Science Research Council man" 
and he gets the Reps. in who work for rival 
companies and says 11thats very interesting, how 
do you do that? " Ile gets the working drawings 
and every damn thing* 

Reap, I* Well, its all business, isn't it? (lauChs). 

So the milieu is crucial* Secondly, we have again the way in which 

the transfer of ideas is not simply via 'bits' of knowledGe (althouCh 

reference to the journals shows we cannot ignore that aspect) but 

by blending together an an organic team various past experiences 

and knowledge, Thirdly tbe. idea of independence in there but in 

a relatively muted form at least in the early stages of forration 

to which the above extracts relate, Fourthly, there is the clear 

perception on the part of all the founders of market gaps, ise, 

commercially exploitable opportunities for those thinas they were 

forced to invent in the process of their 'normal$ work* Finally, 

some reference has to be made to the penetration of American 

industry into the industrial. structureg a feature we shall find is 

constantly recurrinc. 

Lot uri now look at another spin-off company associated with a 

University. This company which produces optical and laser 

accessories was founded by 2 lecturers in the followina way. They 
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began as consultants, responding to work provided through their 

University Industrial Liaieon Organisation, but became disillusioned 

with this because they were not being paid enough nor was the scope 

wide enouaho They originally intended settinC up a conrultancy- 

only businems aimed at the needs of small companies, but they were 

pre-empted by the Ministry of TecbnoloCy and another University who 

set up such a unit. 

Respo So, (both of us) are sort of business minded 
people, if you like, we did think on commercial 
linos, had long discussions about this. over beer, 
sort of thing, and the next thing we thougbt of 
would be a.. was - its difficult to know which 
is the cart and which in the horse in this sort 
of thing, but we were buyin, - optical equipment 
for University Research and we detected that 
there were very few British firms in this field, 
manufacturinZ: specialist optics, and in particular 
very few firms involved in the manufacture of 
ancillary equipment for laser physics. (Only one 
other firo makinC accessories). So again we 
conducted a sort of survey asking people in our 
knowledae, vihat their impression of the situation 
was, and there was a general feeline that the 
equipment was very highly priced because it was 
rated to the American market, which oat* different 
set of values to our own* The other thing was, 
that about the same time (we discussed a very cheap 
way of CettinC subcontracting doneg through govern- 
ment training- centres). And we came zvoross this 
sort of thing a*. * gained experience of working 
with this sort of thing in our University work, 
so ,* the other thin- was that we useJ to talk 
Iong and loud and in a sort of disgruntled way 
about how our labour government was spending our 
money in the form of industrial supporto And it 
did occur to us that there really were terrific 
opportunities at that time to met upo 

V*GeSe You said that you $came ! ---cross' subcontraotingg 
when you started optical instrumentso Vibst do 
you mean by @came ýýcrozsl? 

Resp. In connection with University work we occasionally 
had to put jobs out which couldn't be done in the 
University workshops* To that extent I was 
familiar with the technical resources of the area* 

In response to questions about their products, I was told that they 
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were previously concerned with lager applications in mechanical 

engineerin, -,. particularly in holography in connection with metal 

stresses. They had done work with another university on stress 

in the QoF,,, 2. turbine blades - 

Reap* Now the equipment for thin sort of 
, 
work in just 

not availablet and one of the items that we're 
most pleased with is directly aimed at this sort 
of notivityo (Good response from certain 
institutions and manufacturers). Another device 
that we're a... no, backtrack a little bit on** 
the first 3 things that we produced were lbog- 
standard' - we're not proud of them, they are 
things that other people make,. things that are 
not of particular merit In themselves but they 
are basic equipment for holocrapby. 

ý) 
This 

was over trial run, to see if we could do it, and 
we could, ' so we went on to more ambitious things@, 
(Describes differential micrometer for use in 
electronics industry). These are the 2 things 
that we're eager aboutq the holographic plate 
mount and the differential micrometer. These 

are the thinýgs which nobody else makes, and we 
think that we've made not a bad job of them. 
This is (laughs) being honest because we're not 
really proud of the first things, but they were 
an exercise* 

I hope these Iona extracts confirm the pattern which seems to be 

arising, and which was contained in the comments on the previous 

case, However, one further feat-are should be remarked upon herej 

since it becomes very apparent from now one This is that the real 

innovation often comes after the company has been set up ani some 

bread and ýjjtt_er activity already established. So we have astro- 

physicists producing first a series of educational instruments 

before Coing on with their hiL: h-vacuum specialiscas, and optical 

physicists producins7 run of-the-mill laser ancillaries before 

venturine. into their real innovations in holoeraphye There is 

probably an element of caution involved$ all these cases so far 

discussed have been part-time venturese The ones which follow are 
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full time, and the safety not is not regular employment but a 

successful first product, 

Such a situation is well exemplified in the next came, which 

is an industrial spin off* The founder explainst 

Rasp* Well we starie. 1 making a'thermostatically 
controlled parafin-fired greenhouse beating 
system, which is basicallyt in aimple-terms, 
a development of the normal greenhouse heater 

- you know, the type that has a wick and you 
have a little control things 

I was workinC for a company that was making 
electric greenhouse heating and (they) said 
to me that there would be a demand for an oil 
fired heater which didn't'require electricity 
at all* So we not up the company to do this 

- that was the first produote And this employs 
a precision restrictor to motor the fuel into 
the burner, which is in fact just a very tiny, 
accurate halo* We found that there in a demand 
for these in a technology called fluidics, 
That was the second product, 

1!. G*St Vilen did the second product come in? 

Reope When I was developing the heater I met a Rope 
from a company who made nylon tubing and he 
said there were a'number of small fittings 
which could be used with small tubing which 
had been developed for. tbe fluidics tedhnologye 
So I learnt of fluidics while I was developine 
its Now it seemed to me that if fluidics 
expanded like electronics would have done, then 
there. would be a need for a fluidio-restrictor, 
which is the equivalent of-an electronic 
resistor* As I've developed a couple of 
restrictors for the heater, it seemed to be a 
good idea to me to produce a range of 
restrictors, with different sized holes, so we 
did simply that, 

M*G. Se You said this is essentially a 'precision hole'? 

Reope It is in fact a watch jewel. 

II. G. S. How who does the manufacture for this? Do you 
do it? 'I 

Reaps No. Ws buy the watch jewels from Switzerland 
in fact. All we do is grade them. But it took 
us quite a long time to make the rig, to grade 
them aocuratelyo 
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M, G. S. These aren't made for the purpose that you're 
using them? 

Reap. NO, no* They're for watches 
They have to be accurate to 6 microns, which 
is pretty tiny* That again was a lucky 
discovery because I'm interested in watches-, 
and clocks, (The room in which the interview 
took place contained 7 clocks including 'grand- 
fathers')* I thought there may well be a 
component, a standard component, available to 
watch makers which would be small enough to 
meter the fuel. I went along to a local watch 
and clock materials dealer, and cot some bushes 
from him, some brass bushes. These were too 
big, so I went back and said "Surely there must 
be something else thats smaller" and he said 
"what about jewels? " so I got some jewels. 
Anyway, I managed to fit these into. the little 
brass housing and they did meter the fuel at 
the right rateo This was the early development 
work on the beater. So we already had the test 
equipment and were produoinC them for the green- 
house heaterso All we had to do-was to find a 
market for them* 

So it wasn't so muoh a different product as a 
different marketing technique? 

Reap@ Thats, righte It was an ideal second product 
because we were already makinC theme 
Just one other thing about the future - through 
this digital pressure guage (his. third product) 
I was introduced to this annethetist who said 
that there's a demand for a pressure guage to 
constantly monitor blood pressureq and apparently 
this is a problem which has remained unsolved 
for years, but I don't know, but fluidic 
techniques may well be applied to it, and 
perhaps nobody who is conversant with these 
fluidic techniques has had a goo This is the 
next thing that I'd like to have a go at., 

I have left out of thin account an important aspect of the reasons 

behind the foundingg namely a desire for independence (since I shall 

be returning to it later)t but it is interesting. that given the 

spur to cc it alone, and given an initial problem arising from 

previous employment, the solution to that problem, and a whole 

range of subsequent developments into new technoloCies, comes 
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throuGh what I can only describe as the creative Juxtaposition 

of ideas normally disparate - the need for "small holes", the 

knowledge from his bobby that watches contained components with 

such holes, and the ability to make an analoGue between electronics 

and fluidics which suggested an additional market for such "small 

holes"., 

These four cases contain the stroncest elements of innovation, 

but other instances were found, which I want to consider because 

they will show the extent to which the tentative comments made above 

are generalizable* Firstly, a firm which I have called "Highland 

Eachining Ltd*", which is difficult to place in any single category: 

its founder is certainly another ideas man, an we shall see, but the 

company as it is presently constituted exists to meet perceived 

market gapse Briefly, the'founder had a chequered and varied 

career - apprentice engineer, Air Force navigator then instrument- 

maker, after the war self-employed as service engineer, . (and also 

ran part-time a small tropical-fish-import business), then into 

NoCoRe an a fitter and during. a period of 15 years rose to be 

tooling analyser for production engineering, then to a Tool & GuaGe 

company which was aoiling, in which he progressed in just over a 

year to be chief engineer, works manager and finally Managing 

Director., Several things seem to have happened in 1968 which he 

can't place in order of priority - he became involved in some 

production problems involving 3-dimensional work for which be 

designed new machinery; he became increasingly disillusioned 

with the. larce company environment; and a friend bought a sculpting 

machine which wouldn't workt and which presented similar 3- 

dimensional production difficulties* What is certain is that he 
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left bin employment, and solved the friend's problems in a montht 

they set up the company to produce the opecial machinery which 

was shipped to London and is now operating an a completely separate 

unit from Highland Machining Ltdo, which became previously 

concerned with "broad and butter" subcontracting metal machining 

aimed at a market Cap which the founder had long known to have 

existed# This complex and varied picture perhaps reflects the 

nature of the founders interests, 

M. G. S. Can you say something about these ideas? 

Resp. Yes- Firstly there is the 3-dimensional 
reproduction system* 
Now this covers man; r things, its a complete 
now technology. It started out purely in 
sculpture, but in actual fact I was after 

.a very much broader field* And this now 
does everything. from coin making to 
artificial limbs manufaoturce . But this in only one patente I have then 
another one which we're workin, -, - on at the 
Womentg () its a complete new system for 
the control and monitoring of blood trans- 
fusion or saline drips And this is also a 
new development* Its a veryq very cheap 
method of Civina a warninC to the nursing 
staff in an intensive care ward* 
Another one we have is a fliCht control 
system which we aren't too far on with* 
But this is mainly in my head& Some of 
it's on drawings, but I haven't gone too 
far into that one. 

It is important to know how this man became aware of the problems 

on which he is now working$ the 3-dimensional one arose out of 

his previous employment; the medical device arose from personal 

experiences during several periods in hospital; and frequent 

business trips to London by air wbich ended in landinC delays 

caused him to consider fliCht control problems* The following 

exchanges seem particularly valuable in unaerstanding the process 

involved. 
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Respe See that unit there. (Yonitoring device, small 
circuit which fits in palm of hand)# Now I had 
an electronics team and I gave them exactly 
what I wanted done, and how it was to be done. 
They produced we two massive great boxes that 
no-one in a hope in hell could put into a ward 
beside a beds It was so good it was unbelievable. 
It was monitoring everything but the time of day. 
But you see they got so complex that they forget 
the basics* And because I'm a fairly o. o I'm not 
a well educated bloket with the result that I've 
6ot to got something that I've got to understand, 
and be very simple* And I've discovered that the 
simpler I Go, the better my ideas become. 

1!. G*So Now, the other question that arises is this* If 
you had these ideas whilst you were in employment, 
did you do anything to get your ideas put into 
practice through your existing employers? 
What about the 3-dimensional tool? 

Reap. No., no. Because this wait completely out with 
their field. And I had decided to leave them 
anyway because they were very, very much behind 
the times, They Just had absolutely no idea of 
an expanding marketj and because they were in basis 
11 textile company* They were completely unsuited 
for engineering thought. 

L! *G*S# You didn't think of transferring to a company which 
was perhaps already in the field? That would 
welcome your ideas? 

Respe 1110.1 didn't give it that much. thoughte I 
am a very independent person. 

II. GoS. so at some stage tben you decided that you would 
set up your own company to tackle these ideas? 

Respe I hadn't this in raind originally, I must admit* 
I merely was disgusted with the Scottish industrial 
scene* 

The nature of this disgust can await further discussion* But I 

think other features are worth comment. Firstlyl the allegation 

that new ideas are foutwith' or 'unsuited to' a particular industry 

SUCCOsts a compartmentalization of technical knowledge inimical to 

innovation, and-which is based on the closed perception Oi what are 

and are not rolevant 'problems', (My previous reference to the 
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techniques of trawling wbioh exclude ideas of continuous monitoring 

seems borne out exactly here), Secondly, here in a man who does 

not compartmentalise his own knowledge, but rather uses disparate 

experiences to create new solutions. Thirdly, the resistance to 

letting someone else produce his ideas* This theme of independence, 

and its converse the reluctance of existine organinations to accept 

innovations, is one I shall be returning to time after time* But 

wbilst the above extract is fresh in our minds, let us briefly 

return to the Greenhouse heating company founder: 

MeG. S. When you had the idea for your greenhouse heater 
did you not think of developing this within, the 
company you were working for? 

Resp. No* I don't think. that normally happens. (laughs) 
I, think 

1100050 Vlell, did youtry and do anything else with the 
idea apart from setting up your own company? 

Respe Not I had tried to introduce other ideas in the 
company in which I was working and nobody was 
interested. You see the reasonn people set up 
oompanies aren't to =ke money, generally* Thats 
not the reason. I mean it certainly wasn't my 
reason* Not that I can clearly define one's 
rearons. You know roughly what you want to do 
and you're not quite sure why* Now the people that 
I'd worked for had set up their own company 10 
yearE ago, 1960o They. hadn't set up the company 
to manufacture other peoples' ideas, and make a 
fortune out of other peoples ideas* So any ideas 
that I had were either no good, or they just 
didn't like 'am. I'm sure that must happen, 
pretty well anywhere*- And anywayq my job was a 
sales manager, it wasn't anything else* 

(What about sellinc, " your ideas elsewhere? ) 

Rasp* One in a bit reluctant to sell one's own ideas. 
If it were someone else's idea, you'd have no 
hesitation*. But its note 

(Notice, in passinc, bow compartmentalisation refers to ormanisational &A 

position as well as to the definition of relevant problems - the sales 
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manager is not expected to come up with technical ideas). What 

seems to be clear however, and I could support this with similar 

extracts for the other cases we have considered, is a certain 

possessiveness about idea'se Given the antagonism of theme 

entrepreneurs to large scale organisations, which I shall demonstrate 

in due course even if it has only been briefly hinted at so far, and 

given the perception of gaps in the market, it is hardly surprising 

that they founded now fircas in preference to any other method of 

putting their ideas into practice. 

I now want to move on to yet another "ideas man", this time in 

the textile industry, whose will re-inforce many of the 

points already made, and which introduces another feature which is 

common to many of the companies studiadq namely dual leaderships 

in which 2 or more persons divide up between them the various 

activities to be performed* It will be remembered that the astro- 

physicists each had an area of specialismg, but together this still 

only comprised the technical part of the operation* They had to 

learn accounting, marketing and so on for themselves# A more 

usual solution to the problem of covering these varied activities 

is the one presented by the next case, tbe, textile engineering 

company, in which one partner was the tecbnical-(dogign, production) 

man, and the other was the commercial (sale 9. finance) man. I 

have been suggesting up to now that one feature of-the entrepreneurs 

is their ability to break out of compartments, and it may seem 

paradoxical that they allegedly parcel out I the 'funo I tions' of the 

firm. The paradox is more apparent then real. For day to day 

purposes there is -a division of labour, but there is; considerable 

overlap as well* In the case in point, it is the technical man 
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who has the overseas contacts (after many years selling machines) 

through which mmrketinC can be donet bit with the obvious 

assistance of his commercial partner who is in the travel business* 

The "Scottish Textile FngineerinC Co., Ltd*" produces specialist 

machinery for finishing knitweare The technical founder has worked 

'in 
textiles all his life as a design engineer and as a technical 

representative, He worked for 3 years for an American garment 

finishing company but left because of what he desoribed as 

business sbarp practice - the Americans licenced production of a 

sweater finishing machine which sold world wide: they wanted more 

than just royalties when the market got big, and they broke contract* 

He wax out of work for several months during which time he designed 

the machine on which the company is now based* After trying to 

interest other firms to back him (but 
- again the possessive streak 

- he was not prepared to relinquish any of his independence or 

freelom of action), he persuaded his 'commercial' friend to join 

him: -they had apparently talked for many years of one day settinC 

uP their own company togethere The following extract shows yet 

again Ahe-importance of being able to draw on wide experience, to 

blend together different skills in order to"produce the innovation., 

Resp. 1 (Commercial), 
9. Viell you see this machine is 

based on 20 years of experience as a designing 
engineer - not 20 years-as a designing 
engineer but 20 years combined with the knitwear 
trade and engineering experienceo 
Bob has been right through the Eill on associated 
items connectel with knitwear, in the shape of 
laundry. heavy laundry equipment, drying. -*. 

Resp* 2 (Technical)* And dry cleaning., 

Respe II would say be's the only bloke in the country 
with'the combined knowledge. ' You see you have 
skilled engineers who can design a machine, but 
they don't know the knitwear trade. Or the 
problems associated with it ee.. How on paper 
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you can make zomeVhing theoretically perfect, 
when you apply it to the knitwear it doesn't 
work, its like makinS whiskey, there's a little 
thinc to it. 

1! *G. S* But you know both sides of it? 

Reaps 1. Ile known both sides. 

And can bland them both togethero I see. 

Reap* 2* You could appýy tomorrow all over Britain for 
somebody expert in finiphing knitwear, an& 
there's nobody* Its all the hand iron, taking 
about 5. minutes to do a garment. This maohine 
of ours can do 2 per minute, comfortably* 

There in algo a lot of development work being done on another 

innovalionj a specialised knitwear tumbler drier - apparently the 

industry uses adapted laundry equipment which in not xatisfaotorye 

In the come of both innovations, then, market gaps are clearly 

perceived. 

-, The penultimate case involving an element of innovation in in 

electronics, and it also concerns a design ongineerl who founded 

"Northern Electronics Ltd*" to manufacture miniturised relays for 

electricity supply industry. I shall have more to say about this 

company at a later stage since the immediate cause of founding was 

concerned with the limits of progress for the entrepreneur within 

a large national company* However, the product around which the 

company was formed is certainly. an important technological 

innovation, in that it is a hi. -h voltage adaptation not produced 

anywhere else: indeed the entrepreneur actually invented it 

whilst working, as chief engineer for the large company, who were 

unable to Uet it into production because they found the manufactur- 

ing-problems too greato Vihen they and he parted company, it, was 

agreed that he should try to manufacture the relay and, with over 
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X309000 of their backinG, he has sucoseled in overcoming the 

difficultiesq mainly by inventing certain new jigoo This man 

had previously worked in another large national company as product 

engineerina manager$ which involved puttina other people's ideas 

into practice. Mis then is a direct spin off company in the 

, 
Route 128 mouldl except that here innovation itself was simply a 

convenient product and the prime motivation for founding concerned 

the entrepreneur's attitude to potential career development in his 

former employment* 

Finally, another 'ideas-man' with a stron, -, desire to be his 

own master, who because he was a good craftsmen was able to take 

small zubcontractina jobs whilst still employed full time as a 

shipyard electrician* He then obtained a more substantial contract 

for 'work at a power station site and he was given leave of absence 

by his employers, His taste of freedom decided him to become self- 

employed, and within a short time a friend in the shipyard had 

introduced him to the stores manaL; er who in turn explained a 

problem they were facing. Briefly, the problem concerned welding 

connectors, which join together the lengths of electric cable the 

shipyard welders carry around with them# (They may be working 500 

or more feet away from a power source, and since they cannot pull 

that amount of cable after them, they carry it in, say, 100 foot 

lengths, Joined by connectors)* In the past, copper wire was used 

but this was being stolen as quickly as it was introduced, so the 

shipyard changed to aluminium, Unfortunately, this resulted in 

technical difficulties since it is difficult to link other metals - 

such as the usual brass connectors - to aluminium, and a lot of beat 

and corrosion is Ceneratede This man did some experimental work, 
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whilat livinC on the proceeds of the power station work, and 

solved the connector problem., The shipyard placed orders with 

him, and be founded the company to meet these* 

Did the solution take a lot of working out, or 
was it obvious? 

Reap. It was obvious. Just a question of finding 
simplest form and also taking, account of the 
ienorance of electricity of shipyard welders. 
(The connectors are bolted to withstand rough 
handlinC). Ily experience in the shipyard helped. 
Aluminium has special properties, I know that 
from my apprenticeship dayso And some reading. 
No one else seemed to bother with the problem 
and thats why no-one came up with the answer* 
Perhaps they didn't realise it would be so simple. 

A feature of many of these cases has been the multiplicity of ideas 

and products within one company, and this man is a further example, 

He has already used some of the money from sales of the connectors 

to buy a lobster-fiohin, - boat on the west coast, and he in 

negotiating a partnership with a local landowner there for tourist 

facilities to encourace sea-fishinCs they intend to buy several 

boats in due coursee As in previous instanceaq a bobby has provided 

knowledge of a fresh set of opportunities, 

Summary 

I have tried to grade the above extracts in such a way that 

they each introduce now features whilst re-inforci ng previous 

commentse I am trying to build up my picture in the fashion of a 

jiesaw puzzle: to continue the analogy, we now have some of the 

edge pieces fitted in, but important corners are still to be 

discovered* This in therefore a useful point to see what we have 

Cot Eo far. 

(1) Tho importance Of tho Locial milie-m has been stressedo 
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Very often we are dealing with 'closed worlds' which provide u 

the problems, the skills, and the people, 

(2) At the same time, the entrepreneurs appear to be non- 

compartmentalisede They cross tile usual boundaries which surround 

each specialized activity$ they often have varied backarounds 

and world views taken from several areas, 

(3). They often produceinnovations by being able to use 

knowledge from one area of activity for problems in another areas 

They are carriers of one set of experiences into a different set 

of problems: they tbemzelves are aCentx of change* Their ideas 

are often simple, and they may come from what other people might 

regard as non-work areas of their lives, cogs their hobbies. 

The entrepreneurs exhibit a possessiveness about their 

ideas, which because of their attitudes towards large organisations 

(to which %ve shall return)$ ensures that they will opt for 

independence rather than try to at their ideas nut into practice 

through existing enterprises* 

-jhey often concentrate at first on economic independence 

by producing viable L: oods after i7hich they turn to developing their 

new ideas* 

(6) One man rarely has all the experience required for economic 

success, and dual le adership is a common featureo 

The influence of American industry is noted by the 

.0 entrepreneurs in two respectol it is aggressive, and it in 

sucoessfulo It may well have entered their consciousness as a 

model and as a challenge. 
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ii) Perceived market GaP-9 

In about I third of, all the companies, the chief "reason" 

given for founding involvea simply the perception of a market gap. 

I havo said before that the existence of a gap represents an 

opportunity which enables other motivation to come into play, 

But I did find instances where the founders were left with little 

option but to respond to the gap, that is in cases where their 

former employers went out of business* These are probably extreme 

cýzest so let us look at 2 of them first. "Fire Sprinklers Ltd*" 

is a jobbinC service for fire sprinkler systems, and that service 

in itself new, because the sprinkler business is in the hands of 

large companies who manufacture and install, and who undertake 

repairs and. alterationss But notice what the founder sayst 

Reap. Basically, a firm puts in a new sprinkler system* 
Then 2 or 3 years later it makes adjustments to 
its layout, say it puts a now office in. All 
the sprinkler syztem has to be modified, because 

of fire regulationse ]Vight beonly.. IL50or- X100 
job* Yain sprinkler companies will do it9 but 

when it suits theme If they're chasinC a X1009000 
contract they are not worried about X100 worth of 
work for a previous customers This in where we 
come in. - we can do it quickly* ýjhnreas it may 
take several months for a large sprinkler company 
to get the job quoted and started, we can probably 
-et it all completed within one month 
So our speciality is speed* 

This then is the market gap, But how did they find it, and what 

decided them to start on their own* 

Respe OriCina 
* 
llyj I was employed in (larce Fire .1 

Protection firm) for 15 years, They went into 
sprinklers 5 or 6 years aso and I worked on them 
for 3 Years- In June 1969, the week before we 
were due to co on holidays, people from the south 
came up and said they were packino in sprinklers 
high level decision, This left myself and my 
partner very much at a loss to know what to do 
with ourselves., V1'e had both been working for the 
same firm - he had been there about 4 years# I 
bad originally started on sprinkler installation 
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and wr-r, then works manager for the factory making 
up the pipework and fittings, doing purchases and 
so on. (Partner) was on installation$ the 
supervisor doina all the installation work* 

We went away on holiday not even knowing if 
there was a job to come. baok to. Vlook- before we 
went, the 11, 'anaCer and assistant manaCer of 
(employers company) bad said to us 'why don't you 
start your own company? ' , '., a talked'about it on 
holiday because we knew it was a big atop. ", Is 
didn't know then but these 2 people were also in 
the process of setting-themselves up, and they, 
took over an agency for sprinklerE which (the 

company) held from a Dutch. firm, 

They decided to work the notice given'to them, received their 

redundancy paywentog and started lookinC for orders - the first one 

coming from a customer of their old employers, Tbere'has been 

steady expansion since, and obviously their speed of response is 

what their market wants., This entrepreneur has not entirely 

relinquished his hold on the resources of big previous employer 

however his 2 brothers and his father still work for this company, 

and are available on a lmoonliChtinCl basis for evening and weekend 

works And he still gets equipment from this firm: 

Rospe Also we had to be sure of our supplies - it's a 
tricky business. Several people have tried (to 

Go independent) and cot their fingers burnt, The 
way we have Cot in has been an exception rather 
than the rule - because we were already in the 
thing. Fortunately, the chap who was sprinkler 
manager (- ) and who took out the agency, grow 
up. just a few streets from, the wife and me in 
Belfast I so I know hita personally apart from 
business* So we'd a lot of things in our favouýr. 

They alco, via his father, borrowed a_ lot of equipment from. the old 

firm until able to purchase their'own*,, ". In su=ary, thenj, this- 

foundinC wan prompted by a policy decision of a large English 

company to abandon their Scottish operation,, which left'the soon- 

to-be-entrepreneurs threatened with unemployment or,. a moveg or both, 
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and which also left an even larger market Cap. The large company 

has remained an important (benevolent) resource in terras of old 

customers, redundant maohineryg and supplier of labour. VIat is 

also interesting is that having established one company and seen 

it Crow, the founders have started a second one to produce welded 

componentx, in partnership with yet another ex-employee of the 

original EnClimb company* (To my knowledge therefore, the policy 

of this English firm to pull out of Scotland has led to the 

formation of 3 separate now companiesl and the turnover of just the 

One I have described was more than 930,000 in the first 12 months 

of its life)* Chapter 2 referred to the reaular occurrence of 

multiple foundingg in other studiesq but I only came across 6 

instances among 60 entrepreneurst and the above case was the most 

extensive. 

A similar situation gave rise to the foundinc of the "Jig and 

Tool Cot Ltd*", except that here there were 4 founders, 3 of whoca 

worked as tool makers for a small Jig and tool firm wbich went 

bankrupt,, The fourth founder was an insurance broker who 'did' 

the firms wages on a part-time basis. 

IIsG*S. When did you all come togOther? 

Reap* le (toolmaker). It was pure chancev really* 

Rasp, 2* (insurance). These 3 had been talking about it. 

Respe I* We had been talking about it. We know the business 
was goini.: down. (Respo 2) knew it was going downo 
Ve talked about it, the 3 of us- (we were going 
to do it on a small scale but Reap, 2) suagested 
we look further into it, to find out if the finance 
company would lot us carry on the payments so we 
didn't need delx)oitse "J'a took over 3 maebineso 
Lots face it$ we were Just tradesmen, and not used 
to business. There's no doubt (Reap* 2) helped use 
Ve learned all our mistakes from (previous employer). 
Ve were the first lade he started. The experience 
was invaluable. There was just (Respo 2, another 
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founder, and the PreviOugil-OMP10YOr 9 who was 
out half the day) and we ran half him business6 
We learnt h_Ix mistakes. 

If we except the ineurance broker, who was familiar with commercial 

practice, and who had his own business already, the founders were 

reluctant entrepreneurs, but once the decision'was made to start a 

new company. to 'pick up the threads' after the bankruptcyg' they 

obviously became totally committed to it, and found the previous 

experience of 'half running' the business very useful* 

In the previous cases, parent companies retired from the scene 

leavinC, in a more or less benevolent fashiong certain resources to 

be taken over and used. I now -want to Cive an example of a now 

company which'has a-similarly benevolentýrelatvionship with a 

thriving, *large firmt in fact which has a symbiotic relationship 

with its "Central Structures . Ltd, ". are a light structural steelwork 

fabrication company, making, such things as ladders, canopies, 

fitairways etc, for industrial plante 

Can you go back to the beginning and tell me who 
had the idea to found the company and what the 
original steps were? 

Respo Our idea was so-* The 3 directors of this company 
are executives or directors of (ABC Ltd*), and we 
felt that there was a certain class of work which 
was not financially viable as far as (ABC) were 
concernedo 

r*G*S* Do (ABC) do the same kind of construction work? 

Respe Yes, but of a very much heavier nature* They might 
be dealing with 36 inch beams where'I start shuddering 
at 12 inch ones, 

119G. 5- so you all work for them? 

Reapo We all work for them. And we decided to start 
another place, where we know there was a nucleus 
of work there, for us to do, as well as taking work 
from other contractors. So our attitude was, 
well we're as well subcontractin- it to us, as 
subcontracting it to any other enCineerinG company 
in Scotland. 
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11 *G. 5 
_So 

this is really a pubsidiory of (ABC Ltd#)? 

Respe No. That in the only tie-up between (ABC) and 
Central Structures Ltd* The fact that 3 of us draw 
salaries from (ABC). 

Is there any conflict between you and the other 
company? 

Rasp* Oh9 they're quite happy about it, for the simple 
reason that I have to take Jobs for (ABC) which can 
be divided into larCe components and small components* 
They can only make a profit on the large onese We 
can take the small ones and make it profitable because 
of our low overheadso. 1-79 subcontract small items from 
(ABC) and thereby enable them to be profitable on the 
whole Jobe 

I raised next the obvious question of Wby ABC did not simply set up 

a now division or direct subsidiary to cope with this end of the 

market* The first reply was that there was no skilled labour in the 

area of the main company's site. 

1!. G, S. Could (ABC) still not have built out here? 

Reap* That again involves capital and spreading your 
wings too mucho They already have various subsidiary 
companies, and my own feeling about that was that 
they were stretched far enougho 

So there was a gap in the lower and of the market, 
your employer didn't want to move into it, and you 
know labour was available here* 

. 
Who really 

started the idea going? Visa it any one person? 

Reap* I think it was a general (ABC) have an executive 
committee* The people involved here have all been at 

(ABC) a long time - I've been there 20 years* So it 
was just one of those things that came out over your 
pint of beer at night, sort of thing, 

Clearly we are here dealing with entrepreneurship of a different order 

from all the previous cases discussedt This is not a matter 

innovation, of putting ideas into practice, Nor yet of salvaging 

someone else's failures* This seems to me to be a straightforward 

case of altering the organisational structure of an existing 
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enterprise, in spite of the legal and accountancy fiction to the 

contraryo '1101hen I disclose that one of the founders, A, is also 

the 'As of ABC Ltd#, the true nature of the link becomes clear. 

What I am suggesting is that here is a large companyt already 

diversified into several areas of activity, wishing to fill a 

market gap which has become obvious to its executives because they 

are having to subcontract work out to the companies* Instead of 

the usual remedy of creating a new product division, it spawns a 

separate company away from the main site, with its own autonomy 

(although the left hand always known what the right is doing because 

the same people are involved in each company, and of course the 

years of experience, technical expertise and contacts are available 

to the "now" venture). if thin were an-isolated case, we could 

invoke the notion of idiosyncratic behaviour on the part of the 

founders. but it is not isolated, as the following'2 cases show* 

Firstly, "Fngineering Prototypes Ltd*", whioh is a small 

precision engineering company making prototypes and single pieces 

of work such as valves and bearings for local chemical process 

plants. The founder established his first company, in general 

engineering, in 1960 and it in his main activity: however he in 

opposed to large scale organisations on-the grounds that "the 

rules change somehow" when a company exceeds 50 or so employees, 

and he has therefore dealt with expansion by the simple expedient 

of settin, -. up new, "independent" ventures as "satellites,, of the 

main operation* Engineering Prototypes Ltd, in one of three such 

companiess Ile claims that the people who actually ran these firms 

have complete autonomy, although I was unable to check this* 

Secondly, 1,. small Batch Engineering Ltd. " is almost identical to 
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the previous 2 cases, The founder owns a meaium size engineerinG 

companyq which discovered that it could not offer a full service 

to its customers, for instance could not cope easily with 'small 

runs' and 'one-off' pieces of worke To fill these gaps, 2 

satellite companies have been formedg one of which is "Sm8ll 

. Batch Engineering",, Again, complete . autonomy is claimed* At 

I 
this stage, I do not want to draw conclusions from the discovery 

of these 6 satellites, because it in too small a number to generalise 

from* However, they will assume greater importance, I believe, when 

I look later at other examples of the reaction against large scale 

enterpries. 

So far I have looked at ways in which market gaps were brought 

about by the demise of an already existing enterprise which then 

provided a seed bad for its successort and of m. arket gaps which 

thrivinG enterprise recognized and chose to fill by establishing 

'satellite' compani: s which had their own freedom of action, In 

these oases, there is a good relationship between the established 

cOmpanY and the newcomer. But examples were found where such a 

relationship. did . not exist, 

The first exampleg "Control Engineering Ltd*" which manufactures 

instrumentation anoilliaries for air conditioning and related systemog 

parasitic on a larger"oompany withoui that company'being aware 

of the situation*, 

Reap* ýVitbout. mentioning names, I'm employed: as a sales 
manager for a company manufacturing air conditioning 
equipment* You cannot sell individual 
thermostats by themselvest its much easier to sell a 
system, in most cases you have a control cubicle* 
Now the company I work for doesn't make the cubicle, 
doesn' t make the control panel, it subcontracts, and 
eventually it evon stopped doing this so we bad to 
find another source* It seemed a profitable line 
of business to make the panels ourselves. 
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V-, 'e decided the beat way was to spawn a companyd 
Limited company Offered more privacy. 
It helped to sell the temperature controls for 
our employers, If we hadn't had a. source of 
supply of panels, we certainly wouldn't have sold 
some of the schemes. This justified it morally* 

Viben you the Cap in the market didn't you consider 
Coin,,, - to your employer and doing this within the 
company? 

Rasp* No, Yy employer is 
little contact with 
foolish to restrict 
even mention of the 
"unpleasant circums 
tied. As it is, we 
which we would have 

based in I'anchester, I have 
theme It would have been 
oneself to one employer, And 
idea may have triggered off 

tances"s Would anyway have been 
have done some outside jobs 
loste 

M. 'Ges, 1.7hat has been your employer's response? 

Respo Well, I'm the one who orders the equipment, as area 
sales manager. All they know 

, 
is I'm getting it from 

"Control Engineering"* I have got quotas from 2 
other companies for the equipment we make, and they 
are far more expensiveo Initially it was all above 
board -I Cot quotations from the other suppliers, 
but we were cheapest. 

I . 1here is clearly an uneasyness about the ethics of the situation 

this entrepreneur finds hi mself in, altho m ugh he is legally rightq 

and probably extending his employers business# The remedy for this 

unease which he is presently Considering is to leave his employer 

and devote himself full-time to his new company& 

Reape I think if I was starting again, I'd like to think 
I'd take the plunge and go in it properly* I 
really would. I would probably have to be kicked 
into it. I'm terribly cautious* I'm frichtened 
to death of not making enough money in the first 
few months in order to keep my standards up. But 
really and truly what I think I want is a kick up 
the backside to force me to start full-time on the 
company. 

These sentiments found echo in the other $part-time' companies and 

seem to indicate the existence of a orisio-point which has to be 
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resolved in the light of knowledge about markets and so On& 

Since my sample is of limited companies-onlyl it is understandable 

that not many examples like the last case &roses if the sampling 

had been wider the picture may well have been different* 

Finally, I would like to describe a situation where the founding 

is prompted by the perception of a market Cap whilet 4the founders 

are working for an existing enterprise, which they leave in order 

to compete, directly with their former employer, i, e., where the 

relationship is competitivee 11V-elding Alloys Ltd. " is such an 

example. (Previous descriptions of "Scottish Textile Engineering" 

and "Highland Maohining" contain similarsituations, an do several 

other companies not quoted)* In this caseq the 2 founders worked 

for, an. American company marketing specialised welding equipment, 

They knew there was a good market in Scotland but their employers 

were obviously more concerned with their-. Fnglish business., 

Reaps I did try to make suggestions when I, was working 
for the American firm but they didn't want to knows 
They were an OX, firm, but I didn't agree with 
all they did - they didn't need to bring in foreign 

--ow materials* The UsSs firm wouldn't not up a Glen, 
officel despite our attempts. I would probably have 
stayed if they'd let us not up a Scottish offices 
I used to worry about how much better it would be 
with a Glasgow office, 

Despite the obvious risks, they set up their own company* The total 

turnover of the only 2 companies in this business in Scotland (the 

American, and a smaller German one) was about Zl-k million per annura. 

Yielding Alloys achieved E80,000 in their first year and overtook 

the German company* This then is yet another example of the extent 

to which a company's ex-employees can bite into its business* 

(Beo aCain the Route 128 data on this point). Yet in this case, 

it need not have happened if the would-be entrepreneurs had been 
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Civen a degree'of autonomy by their previous employer. We shall 

bear this in mind, along with the "satellite issue, when looking 

at the final set of reasons for founding, the desire for 

independence. 

11'arket, gaps, which are opportunities for founding (or Inicbes'), 

come to the knowledge of entrepreneurs in a variety of ways* Some- 

times they are forced upon reluctant founders through the bankruptcy 

or withdrawal of the parent employerl sometimes they are seen 

from within a previous emploXment situation and acted upon iKL$her 

surreptitiously or in open competition* In a few cases the gap in 

perceived, by the owners of already existing enterprises, who 

establish autonomous natellite firms to take advantage of it. 

Technological innovation in rare in all these cases$ but they can 

offer something now -a speoialised, or fast, or flexible serviceg 

which appears to be related, at this stage of their development at 

least, to their small size. 

(iii) Need for Independence. 

In over half of the cases I studied the responses to my 

questions about the reason for founding contained references to 

independence, to being one's own master, to "going it alone" and 

similar other everyday expressions implying autonomy over ones own 

actions* The reasons behind this search for autonomy are varied, 

and it in difficult to place them into neat categories* There 

are however 2 sets of reasons which recur frequently. 

a) a realisation that further individual career development 
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had been blocked; 

b) a desire to remain in Scotland and a reluctance to be 

transferred elsewhere* 

As in the case of market gapog these situations often provided 

an opportunity for founding, or rather a aptir, to the achievement 

of an independence which had lonG been dreamed of. My questioning 

usually failed to elicit why independence was so important, and 

explanations usually came back at me either in personality terms 

("I'm that sort of person") or as biographical description (III've 

always wanted independence")- These were presented as self- 

evident and final truths, incapable of further analysis* Here are 

four typical responses, 

1. Resp. I've always thouCht that I wanted to go into my 
own business. 

11 #G*S What do you mean by "always"? 

Resp. Since about *. * since oeo 21 1 suppose* It seemed 
to be a good idea but therenever seemed . *. to be 
a satisfactory possibility.. I'd considered it 
once before -I was going to make wrought iron work, 
and then another time I was going to make go-carts, 
but these neyer Cot further'than the embryonic stages 

2 lie sp Ohq I think one always likes *, 99 well, some People 
don't perhapsq but I've always wanted to work for 
myselfl I don't like working for other people. The 
more experience I got the more I began to realise 
that somebody else was takinC 5 per cent of my 
effort, I didn't see why I shouldn't take 5 per 
cent of somebody else's effort, eventually* I've 
read all these articles about why people start up 
business - there's a certain achievement in hayinG 
something of your own* 

Y, G. S . Its no't just monetary? 

Its not monetary, its nothing to do with that* 
You have a freedom of action - if you make a balls 
of it you've only yourself. to blame. Vy present 
employers are a shambles -I could clear them out# 
With our own company we can do what we want to. 
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At what stage did you do something positiYe about 
settina up the company? 

Resp, It happened when another member of (my present 
employing company) was brought in to assist me. 
Ile expressed a wish to go independent, to start 
up his own business. The idea Called, we were 
both interested# We talked about several businesses 
we could start but always came back to the one that 
we knew* 

So really you were looking for a means to become 
independent* AnythinC really. 

Resp. Yes. 

M*G. Se What sort of business did you look at? 

lie Bps Firstly chalets in the highlands. I have a house 
up there and so saw some of the potential. ( 
Also hardware - screws, * nuts, bolts. Partly 
because I have contacts in these fields. Ranged 
pretty wide# Also jarment industry, because I had 
in fact worked for 2 years in that industry previously. 

Reap- Oh. I've been thinking about it since I was 18* 
I've thought about it -in the way of buying a lorry, 

and doinS it alone buyin, - an ice cream van. 

1-1 G. S. Vihy? Whats the attraction? 

Reap* I feel there's a great lack of this in this countrye 
People are too content to sit back and let others 
do the thinking for them, I mean,. they're gifted 
with a brain and a mind, and they don't want to o. ee 
they just ee.. let it go staGnant, they are not 
prepared to work on its 

M. G. S V. rould you say in your previous job you weren't 
being . *# stretched? There wasn't enough oballenae? 

Respo There wasn't enough challenCe, nos I would say that* 

If these accounts do not help much in understandinC what the uotive 

for independence is at the level of the individual, they do at least 

point up the essentially sociological context of entrepreneurship, 

the requirement of an opportunity, a niche, whose perception is 

dependent on such featurez as occupational biography, ranCe of 
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aoquaintanoex, class-based world views (such an the residual 

protestant ethic contained above). These accounts also indicate 

a kind of latent, entrepreneurship whiob-has lain dormantg for 

many years in some casest and which may be widely distributed 

in the population as a whole* Lot us therefore examine in more 

detail the two sets of factors which appear most commonly to have 

been a spur to action. 

a) Blocked j2romotion-, I shall have more to say in the concluding 

chapter about the notions which our culture contains about "getting 

on$$, and would simply state here as a given that progression through 

an occupational oarearg with clear perception$ of 'up' and 'down' 

is 'normal' and that various measures of self and social esteem 

are related to this movement* In particular, movement 'up' implies 

(but may not in fact crant) greater power, greater autonomy, 

greater intellectual demands and greater esteem. Secondly. we 

have to invoke the idea that our culture bas stamped every member 

with the imperative 'upwards's 7 Given this scenario, we can now 

look at-those instances which I discovere d in which movement upward 

was no longer possible, and where foUnding was an acceptable 

alternative strategy. Firstly, the case of "Forth Chemineering 

Ltd*", which is a consultancy based firm in the chemical engineering 

field, whose founders had both worked for, and parted company from, 

a large American-controlled local chemical plant. 

Reap. To go back in historyl and discuss the personalities 
invol I ved, and the basic thinking behind the 
establishment@ (Started off with family business, 
which amalgamated with the OBI group, which was 
in turn taken over by ISI. Corporation of New York, 
which proceeded to introduce modern business 
methods). live been technical director of (IBI) 
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group* It was, I suppose, in ones way of thinking, 
and I tbouCht, wel)., I'd like to have a bash on my 
own, and I did not agree with some of the 
fundamental policies - there was a concentration 
on equipment, standard equipment, an opposed to 
what I'd been concerned with, which was large 
processes and project engineeringe As I said, 
I left there too 

MoG*S* Was there some threat to your position there? 

Respo I would say Bog yese 

M*G*So Vlore you thinking of the future when you decided 
to Cc italone? 

Respe Yea, I could see myself being shunted up an 
unused siding shall we say. My colleague took 
the same decision 4 years earlier. 

So this man clearly saw that not only was there to be no further 

promotion within the Group, but he. was . to be left to stagnate: a 

situation which manifested itself as follows 

lt4-G*S- Does being your own boss affect, your personal life? 

Respo I'm used to. working long hours UP to 14 a day 
with (. #Bl) Group, until after 

ýthe 
Americans took 

over) and especially latterly when I felt I hadn't 
a full job to do, I found myself looking at the 
clock, something I'd never done before* One-of 
the reasons for leaving,. in fact, was that I 
wouldn't face the rest of my working life like 
that* Since I started on my own, I've worked 
hours, never even look outside, quite engrossed* 

But the actual reason for founding is something he cannot give,, nor 

has he needed to provide an explanation of his Actions be fore: they 

simply made sense to him* 

MIX. So Vihat was your link with (your partner)? 

ReSpe (Ile stood up to the Americans for 2 years then 
left), I've known him personally for 20 years. 
Vi*eld talked in-the 'past vaguely about doing 
something, He actually aid something, got busy. 

'41y did I link up with him? I never really 
thoucht actually why, It seemed to be the right 
thing to do. I suppose basically I'm a cautious 
sort of person who always wants back-up personnel, 
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Yy second example is more complox but contains similar elements 

to the previous case, especially the 'take-over', of which this 

founder underwent 3 experiences* The company is "Newtown Pressincs 

Ltd*", a sheet-metal fabricators* The founder, after service in 

the regular army, 'Joined a Sheffield firm of wire-drawers, as their 

Scottish sales representative* Ile discovered that there was a 

demand for chain link fencing, so together with a friend he started 

a firm to manufacture it, usin.,., his main employer's wire* 

Reap. It all went well until my employers bought a chain 
link firm in En, -land, and there was a clash of 
interests, which meant I had to declare mine., I 
think it took them about 3 hours to tell me to 
jump in the Forth, which I did with some alacrity. 
I soldiere 

'0f 
another 4 Years with the chain 

link firm, 
' 

ýieaiedorrivals 
of my previous employers' 

brouCht out a firm in Paisley in direct competition 
to me* However, I became linked with another steel 
supplier in Coatbridge and Imoved my manufacturing 
plant over to them, to out down transport* Then 
the Coatbrid, 7e firm was bought out by my first 
employers* This was leavinC me out on a limbq which 
was when I met (my co-founder). 

7,!. G*St So this came alon&, at an appropriate moment? 

Respe Yes. I wasn't looking for shoot metal work, but 
The profit: motive came into it, quite 

n,, aO; 
urally# 

I decided I could make enough money to 

repay me 969,1 thouCht "I'll build a business and 
I'll try to get young chaps around me, and at the 

end of the day I'll fade out of the picture, leaving 
the financial side of it *, *a become Chairman of 
the Company or tomething like that*" -Come, up once 
a wonth, you know* Thats what really motivated me, 
I think* Plus nay age, which meant I would be 

retired in a couple of years or so and I didn't 
fancy that. 

This man seems to have been plagued by threats to his position, and 

his move into a different industry is understandable, indeed he 

seems to have been forced out of his previous works notice however 

the additional factor of early retirement which he was reluctant to 

accept, 
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My next example, 1111'etal Fabrications Ltd. ", -wbich in also a 

shoot-metal fabricators, has a founder with clear ideas about 

career progression* He came from what he describes as a 'humble' 

background, and he traces his progress from a "good influence" 

to which he was exposed after leaving school; this was a Glamgow 

Corporation Youth Club, where he was introduced to I'drama and so on. " 

He says he Cot the idea there that he didn't want to live all his 

life in a"Iroom and a kitchen". (Ile can still visit his old echool 

friends who live in the -wame bnildings, and who, he says, cannot 

Cot out). His career progression was good, in view of his origins* 

After a5 year apprenticeship, and 5 years as a tradesman, he worked 

for 10 years as a production engineer, -becoming in . 1965 assistant 

works manager (in a factory-with over 560 workers). At-tbis point 

he realised that all the senior positions in the firm were occupied 

by men youncer than himself and that there was no future for him, 

He couldn't, as he 9ayzj get further up the ladder. His response 

was-to find 2 bickers, and jointly they founded a sheet--metal* 

company., This was'successful for 3 years, when it had grown in 

sixe to over 120 employees* Thenýthe 31 dir - eatore "couldn't see eye 

to oyeq and we parteloll Ile found himself out of a job, so be 

repeated the process all over again, but this time with a backer 

who took a'minority nherebolding, His reason for haying his own 

company is simple, and to him self-evidentt he has all aspects of 

the business at his fingertips, and it is the natural progression 

of his career* 

"Steel Holdinas Ltd*" a fstockliolder which specialimes in low- 

grade steel, provides a further example of the way that perception 

of a block to further progress acts am a spur to seek other 
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strategies for 'getting onto The founder worked as an engineer 

with the 3ritish Steel Corporation for 30 years, latterly an part 

of a team set up to establish a continuous galvaniBing plants 

Progress on this slowed and he realised it was to be 'shelved's 

his salary was static and he felt if be were to progrese. he 

must ch&nL-: 9 direction, 119 therefore joined a personal friend who 

had his own steel stockholding business, and who offered him a 

higher salary than B*S. Co For 11- years he learnt the stockholding 

business, and then when he realised there was no chance of his 

ever becomina a director of his friend's business, he founded his 

own company to meet what he now knew was a market gap. It is clear 

that he had long wanted to become independent, and he is in 

business "for peace of mind, haven't a host of officials to go 

through*- Sorry I didn't do it 10 years ago*" 

One of the companies to which I have already referred in the 

contextof innovation, 1111ortbern Eleotroniom Ltd*" which manufactures 

high voltaCe relaye, provides an interesting variant an the 'take- 

over' theme* The founder worked as product engineering manager 

for a large Enalish electronics firm until 1966, when he moved to 

ano. ther eimiler. company as enCineering manaaert a position which he 

described as "the stage of limit of normal promotion in a large 

company, other than promotion to director level, which is at the 

dead endell-Then the company was taken over by hies previous employer, 

,, ement were the men I had and he found that "the new top mana. 

chopped down when I was there. " Pis action in resiCning in 

understandablel and he says that for 6 years he had been looking 

for just such an opportunity to become independents 

I have presented the last 3 cases in, terms of brief synopses 
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gploply to re-inforce the argument that a wish, even a vague, 

unstated wish, to become independent can become a reasonable 

strategy for "getting on" when other career lines are blookede 

These examples also show how important the 'take-overt situation 

can be in stimulating new ventures by creating apparently hostile 

environments around the would-be-entreproneur's existinS career 

, lines 0 

b) Desire to remain in Scotland. There were half a dozen companies 

which were founded not as a consequence of blocked career 

possibilities, but rather because the entrepreneur was offered 

promotion bu-k that promotion involved a move away from Scotland. 

The strength of feeling, expressed in these oases may not come 

through in the cold print of transcriptas I can merely-say that 

the threat of moving apparently produced emotions normally associated 

with career failure, such as reaundancy. By definition, these 

entrepreneurs are successful men ana their decision to plunge into 

the uncertainty of now-ventures is perhaps more striking than is 

the case of someone unable to make progress in his chosen career. 

Moreover, one could cummarise their resistance to removal in the 

cliche' "quality of life", 
8 

which may well have been an under- 

estimated feature in the work hitberto undertaken on managerial 

mobility and reCional economic planning# 

All tho examples are quite unambik: uous, and exhibit the 

clearest of all the motives which were expressed to me* (I don't 

think- this group 'was wore articulatet or self-conscious: the 

clarity of the statements seems to reflect the sharpness of the 

decisions). Howeverg I have chosen a complex case involving 2 
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founders, as the first illustration, *because one founder, the 

respondent# exhibits clearly the feelings alluded to above, 

whilst other f actors' ref erred to in previous sections are also 

presento The firm is "Western Circuits Ltd. " a printed circuit 

board manufacturer* The respondent had worked for an aero-engine, 

manufacturor as an encineer for almost all his working lifeg and 

his father was a director of that company. He began to suffer 

what lie calls "large oompany-itio" at about the same time that his 

co-founder was independently discovering a market gap* Perhaps 0 

more correctly, the co-founder who worked for a large tele- 

communications firm became associated through normal buninexz 

activities witli a photographer working for a subsidiary of the 

respondents company; together they realised that a gap existed in 

the market for printed circuits. Surprisingly they prepared 

documontation for the parent oompany suggesting that it moved into 

the -ap, but determined to do it themselves if all else failed, 

Their idea wan rejected, not surprisingly, and they turned their 

thouChtm to the acquisition of capital. 11'eanwhile, the respondent 

bnd taken steps to set up a marketinC aGency and bad resiCned bin 

emploýmonts 

Reap. I was; leaving. 1, saying cheerio to everybody, 
doing the round 8, and (the photographer who 

,m 
he 

know personally) mentioned the idea, which 
seemed better than the other idea I had* I 
wýi in middle management at (the aero-ongine 
plant), site manaser at a factory* Ify. next 
promotion was either going to be to. the main 
factory in the Yidlands where I'd already 
worked, and I didn't want to V there again, or 
I was going to go to the main Scottish factory 
whore I knew too muoh of the internal politics, 
and know that my job there was not Coing to be 
all that exciting, or I'd end up in Timbuctu and 
I'd already worked in Timbuct-d (laughs) and I 
didn't really fancy any of the alternatives that 
I thought were going to be open to met (We had 
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Just moved to a country property) and we very 
much liked the property that we lived in, and the 
idea of goinE to Timbuctu or the Yidlands did 
not appeal to us at all, having found a place 
that Ruited us ideally* Yoving away from Scotland 
wasn't attractive at all. 
I knew a lot of the (aero engine company) manage- 
ment structure and personalities involved, I 
didn't like what I saw* It all came to a bead in 
. 1968 when I definitely decided to get out on. my 
own - it was to be a marketing company* Looking 
back now the marketing thina would have been a 
failure - it was better to remain within the 
technical field, even if a different technical 
field to my previous experience. 

A remarkably similar picture emerges from my second example,, "Clyde 

Computar Services Ltd. ',, a data preparation company. Briefly this 

is an independent company having many of the features of the 

loatellitel-companies previously referred to in that it has'inter- 

lockino directorships and financial backinC from an established 

(eng-ineerina) company which I shall call "Clyde Encineering". 

Respondent 1 in the followinC extracts in .a director of Clyde 

EngineerinC as well as co-founder of Clyde Computer Services: 

Respondent 2, the other founder (Freddy) previously worked for a 

larCeq multi-national computer companyt which I shall call IIII. N. C., 11 

I. T. G. So Can you tell me about the reasons for setting up? 

Wellt the reasons for that were that. **. * we saw 
an opportunity ... we have been friends for many 
years and although we were on different sides of 
the fence for a long time .. ** an opportunity 
presented itself which together we felt we could 
ooe make use of* There is obviously a requirement 
for the type of thinC that we're doing, and also 
the'situation as far as Freddy was concerned was 
that he &t some sta, "e would have to leave Scotland 
and he didn't want to. We live very happily 
(here) and its because of that that we cot our 
heads toCather and we ... we started the thing 
off with the backing of týe main board of directors 
of (Clyde Encineerinc). 

K*G-s- It was sugCosted that in'effect you had reached the 
(to ROSP. 2) top of the tree in thin area, and that you would 
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perhaps have to move out* Was this the real 
moti'vation for setting up the company, or was 
it this awareness that there was a potential 
market? 

Reap& 2* No. No* There's always been a'desire in 
fact lots of people 'have this desire to run their 
own-show, more than they 

, 
can do with a large 

corporations Irni2a I was getting a lot of sitis- 
faction personally from being, you know, Scottish 
area manager for 11M. N. C. " and a fair degree of 
autonomy because of the geographical remoteness 
from London which is the head office operation, 
while that was the case, nevertheless there was a 
desire to got out, and you know, run your own 
show, and you know, start some enterprise that 
would have some future and could grow and employ 
people directly* 

M*G*S. So this has been a long term ambition? 

Rispo 29 Surel yes. 

MaGOSS Have you previously not up another company?. 

Reap& 2a NO* 

MoGeSe Or have you always been an Organisation man? 

Reap, 2s Always been an Organisation man* 

EaGeSe Phen did the idea start to be more than ýust a 
vague idea? When did I you start to pin thin down? 

Reap* 2* 1964- 'Its been a long term objective to set up. 
this kind of things' 

Further exchanges elicit the infor I mation that he was concerned with 

the manufacturinC side, of the ll*N*Co operation in 1964, and there 

was then a change'of policy in the company, to move back to being 

mark eting-ori ent ed 

Resp. 2* Well, I settled downg and said, O#K*q YOU know, 
ambition is satisfied at the present time in terms 
of an entry into marketing management, re-entry 
into the computer marketing sphere *9o 

()... 
2 years I would say of relative see stability if 
you like, consolidating myself within M. N. C. and 
within the Scottish area and the idea then began 
to formulate itself of, you know, the move out, 
and this sort of thing* ( 
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M. G. S, Was there any, sort of final spark, final event 
that sparked it off? 

Respo 29 Ohl I think that *#*a you begin to, you know, 
look for different things which are not concerned 
really with business opportunities* There was a 
family bereavement, you know, and that was 
significant to a certain extent in terms of the 
way we were set up. We*had then to decide, as 
Jock said, you have to docile whether you are 
Coing to leave Scotland and go into the big 
corporation, or stay in Scotland* A family 
bereavement and the events surrounding that in 
factv helped to make up my mind that I wanted to 
stay in Scotlanle That'was one thing; another 
thing very simply was that Jock and I had been 
talking, well been on holiday and we'd been 
talking and you know it began to become clear that 
we could in factq you know launch thin operation 
and make it xuccoodo ( 

(Later)Resp, le Vie travel frequently to London for example# I 
wouldn't live and work in London for all the tea 
in China* I mean, 

(we, 
honestly, lead a most 

satisfactory life bere)v We have everything we 
could ask for, except decent weathirv right? 
Vielve got 4 golf courses. I meang Freddy -ot 
not only Freddy and I vo the rest of, us, the men, 
any of us &e. * I can so home, got changed and be 
out sailing in half an hour. I can be on'the 
golf course in 10 minutes* 

IS *G. 9 Who wants to live in Surrey (laughs)- 

Reap. 1. Well thato it. And we can still, within reason, 
park our cars* We enjoy a happy social life. I 
open& 5 minutes getting here in a morning. I could 
walk if I wanted too Many of our friends down there 
as you know. spend an hour and a half each day, and 
they can't even got room to drink their pint of beer 
and sat their sandwich at lunch time* 

I have included extensive passages from the interview because this 

case seoins to epitomise much of the founding process - the importance 

of friendship linksg of interlocking business relationships 9 both 

legal and personal; the influence of non-business life and its 

events bereavement, "quality of life"I a feel ing of unease 

about larCe organisations and a desire to go it alone whenever a 

suitable opportunity is perceived* The following example, from a 
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quite different part of'Sootland, though curiously in the same 

field of data processingt will re-inforce these points. The 

firm is "Cardpunch Ltd*,, 

MeG*Ss And what led up to the founding of the buoinesx? 

Reap* Frustrationg I think m inlys In moroýprsotical 
terms, I was for 27 ye: rs with (a major Scottish 
insurance company) in charge of mechanical , 
accounting* About 3 years ago, and contrary to 
prior understandings, the firm's merger (with a 
larger V&X# insurance company) began. to, lead to,, 
wholesale transfers to (England).. In fact the 
firm had been misleading us since 1961', though 
its Probably slander to say so* Y 

I was, supposed to go down with them (to'a good job), 
but for various reasonog domestic mainlyq I decided 
to stay in Edinburgh, which at 45 years'of-ag. e is, 
probably a bit screwball* 

I decided to buy a sweetie shop out of my handsome 
golden handshake. But I took cold feet at the 
last minute I didn't want to dish out dolly 
mixtures after a life of'pbones ringing, heatic- 
office, otce () But. I diAn't want'to move - 
kids in school and so on. So I abandoned the shop 
idea and was persuaded by a friend to take a job at 
(a tyro factory) an operations manaGer for their 
computer* I stuck it 10 months, longer than mY 3 
successors* I decided I had had enough and set up 
in business on my own, It started off really 
tb. rop, -h putting an advert in the paper saying 

. 
"too old at 44" or something and one person 
answering it asked me to set up a punch bureau on 
his behalfe (After long frustrating negotiations 
I decided to Co ahead myself 

In actual fact. its contrary to my very nature, 
because I have depended for years on security as a 
background to everything I do, and there is 
absolutely no security, its one of, these jobs 
that I never, in a month of Sun4aysq, thougbt I, 
would have done voluntarily.. 

There are other oases which could be quoted which paint very similar 

pictures, but I want to end this section with "Control.. Eneineering 

Ltdo"q the venture of one of the unsuccessful, entrepreneurs whom I 

interviewed. (Perhapm I should, qualify the objective to s. ay that 

he bad been redundant at his previous employment as chief instrument 
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of attachment to-the. local community, not suoh'evident emphasis 

on the non-work sphere of the entrepreneurs' lives, except of 

course in the case of the innovator whose 'hobby' provided the 

locus of his inventiveness. Such attachment to non-work communitiesq 

and to the physical environment which makes those communities 

possible (which in practice means a non-urban, non-industrialised 

environment), may represent a "sphere of value" in Barth's terms, 

a value which can be maintained by strategies such as new venture 

founding. 

c) Antagonipm towards large orsanivationg. I now wish to examine 

what seems to me to be a common theme amongst almost all the 

entreproneurs. I interviewed, and which underlies the kinds of reason 

for founding described so far in this chapter# This theme I have 

identified as antagonism towards largel complex organisations, and 

which contains the following characteristics (tboucb no single 

entrepreneur exemplifies oll these elementsi the antagonism I am 

suggesting can be represented an an, ideal-typical'anti-kireaueracy). 9 

i) Complex organinationis amphasise, for the majority of their 

members, means rather than ultimate ends, they are coverned 

by instrumental rationality and contain long means-ends 

chains* Anti-bureaucraoy emphasizes ends, and insists on 

short means-ends chains in which the decision maker can see 

the consequences of his own actions, 

ii) Complex organisations emphasiss impersOnalitY Of r8latiOn- 

ships, and onforce. cowplianoo through impersonal rules, 

tnti-bureaucracy empliamises personal commitment to ends, 

Iii) ComPlex Organisations plaos responsibility on the individual 
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within the limits of and in terms. of his organisational 

rolo. -Anti-bureaucracy places responsibility on the 

individual in terms of all bis social roles. 

By definition thorefore anti-bureaucracy imPliOs small, face-to- 

face communitien with a strong moral order* Praoticallyq in the 

business environmenty organisations based on these Principles are 

custoraer-orianted, flexible and fast in response to change, and 

"honest"o 

I want here to present evidence in oupport of these statements 

(in the context of the previous extracts. conoorninG the reasons for 

founding)t and to delay final comment until the last chapter* 

extracts are arranged. uncier. the following headings 

i) The decision-making prooesst means and ends* 

ii) Community spirit* 

iii) Quality. 

I. 'he decislon-making RrOO968: means and ondse. The following 

extracts will I hope Cive some idea of the attitudes of the entre- 

preneurs to the decision making processq and their alternative 

solutions to the problems they identify* 

1# "Forth Chemineering Ltd*" 

Reaps In the old days it was more like a family business. 
You could bring up an idea at the board. mesting, 
got it through the Re & Do committee, get an 
immediate decision for expOndituregevaluatione 
But the Americans, crumbag used to frustrate me 
terribly. You would present a reporte, Then you 
had to Cive a 10 year projection of the. return to 
the company of something that was very nebulous. 
And they tried to quantify in great detaill 
somebody's idea of putting up a plant or a project 
or a process* And by the time it bad gone'throughý 
all the bloomina committees *. ** and we were 
controlled through the Furopean operation which was 
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located in Basle* Staffed by accountants. 

2* "Engineering Prototypes Ltd*" 

Re'spe Its not I think so much the desire to be independent, 
its the fun that one gets out of seeing the results 
of one's decisions come back so quickly to you& 
You make a decision in (large company), it could be 
3 months before all the other people make their 
decisions and agree to your proposalog or whatever 
it is and you get the chance to do something about 
it, and perhaps the effect of the thing altogether 
is even immeasurable at the end of the day, so you 
just think you've done a good jobt but you're not 
really sure. Whereas hereq the pipeline is very 
short and utterly clear* Some people like thiog 
other people don't* Other people are happy in some 
bia &ýroup set up where they don't really want their 
decisi ons to be seen, either to themselves, or - 
anybody elseo They like the comfort of*anonymity if 
you like. (laughs)* Its not a question of power 
complex, there were never any feelings of that. It 
wasn't a striving for power, or final holding of 
responsibility at all* My thrill in running the 
small business in seeing the effect of one's own 
decisions coming back so quickly. And having 
therefore the opportunity to change them, and modify 
tbemg and reach the beat ultimate. 

11I. GeS. Could it be that in setting up a satellite structure, 
you are giving this same-thrill if you like to other 
people? 

Reap* This is it* 

"A-1 Engineering Ltdoll 

Respe I 'Wouldn't say that Lthought "I must be my own 
boom'19 Its just that when one in one's own boom, 
one **** wins or loseo,. or succeeds or fails, by 
one's own decisions - you know that if you succeed, 
its 

, 
through your own efforts; you know that if you 

fail its your own faults There are so much fewer 
frustrations from having to do something which you 
think is not right, I suppose thats inevitable 
when one works in an organization, and not at the 
top* 

I try to delegate as much authority and responsibility 
as possible, so that people who are working in the 
business make the decisions themselves, and will get 
the same satisfaction from a good decision being 
right, as I do* 
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"Flootro-Chom Lido" 

Reap@ It comes back to this this Is *here the buck 
ends- But this in probably one of the best 
thingst yet one of the hardest things, 

Did you not have this responsibility in your 
previous jobT 

Respe W0119 You had a degree of responsibility, but 
there was always someone there you oould. pass it 
Us Or *-a you know, aocept someone elsels 
decision. You didn't have final responsibilityo 

E. G. S. Thats importýntt is it7 

Resp. I think it is. In the job satisfaotion it is* To 
know that you can make a decision, and sea it 
through, whereas before, althouch you made decisions 
and you. had responsibilities, someone could dictate 
your responsibilities and your decisions to you, in 
other words it wasn't Zour ideas you were 
proliferating, but someone elsels. 

5. "Highland, Ma0hininir Ltd. " 

Reap. You always had to acceptother people's rulings. 
Now alrightt an I sayl I did eventually build my 
own $niche* as it were, but so** no eo. * in these 
very large companies, you become then a numberg 
you don't become an individual* () it's 
completely inhumane In actual fact they dampen 
down ideas* They don't want them, because it goes 
against the #&. 9 the system* 

You see, what happens in a large organisation 
is that if you've got aclever young devil down- 
stairs, the departmental head gets a bit worried, 
because he sees the bloke downstairs getting, ready 
for his shoes. ( 

.)-I mean, I would be quite 
happy here if someone's already lininC up for my 
shoes in this place. Jolly good luck to him 
because I can Cet on with other things* But these 
people, they don't look at it that ways they look 
at it, damn it, I'm goinr- to be out on my ear, and 
in big companies this is exactly what happens. 

11, G. S. So you think a big company breeds a certain type 
of man? 

Reap. I do* I don't think a good tsene o 
I believe this, that if a man is in a large company, 
for more than 5 io 6-year a0 that man's mental 
processes are retarded# ( 
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They become so indoctrinated with the pystem 
they begin to slow down to the speed of the system, 
And -I don't think theta a good things 

M#G. s. If you're going-to grow very much here in the next 
5 years, does the same danger eoe occur here? 

Reap* : It could, yen. But I've already taken the steps 
on this. Here we have 3 individual buildings, 3 
separate unitsý( . 

)* Now each of these has their 
own departmental head, and eventually, if need be, 
these will become 3 companiese 

"Payload Systems Ltd*" 

Reap# WeIll I'm project scientist for these payloadst 
and rightly or wron. - ,, 

ly I've had a lot of frustrated 
science* Because I've known how, it should have 
been done, and if you like, you've **so 2relve all 
got bosses, and they're 611 receptive* Now it 
turns out that you say something, and its din- 
regarded, and 6 months later its revivedlas a now 
idea# Now thats pretty frustratingt everybody 
has it, and here we have an example. where our 
ideas *. so we can discuss them and put them int, ý, 
immediate operationg and we can see something 
tangible, This is very healthy* Its a safety 
valve almost in a way, 

79 "Clyde Computer Sorvices Ltd. " 

Reap* 
-I think you might be interested in our projections 
for oraanisation for the future, because this 

-again in in line to a certain extent with the main 
board's thinking, and our intention in fact is to 
split tbs. services into subsidiary, autonomous 
companies and appoint general management who will 
have profit participation in their own particular 
companies. 

Vihy are you doing this? 

Reap, The reason why we're doinG this in to attract the 
right sort of individual* And to give the right 
kind of individual the real incentive you know, 
to grow his business profitablye ( It is one 
of the main attractions that this kind of smallisht 

. 
growing company will have versus some of the-big 
giants with their tremendous technical backgroundo 

MGS By giving them autonoray and equity? 
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Reap, Yes* 

M 4, G* SI wonder which is the more important of these? 

Reap. Autonomy, I would think. 

I hope that these comments convey adequately the antagonism against 

"the system", aaainst the (necessary) procedures of the large 

companies they had all worked ing and that their comments have helped 

us to understand more clearly what the desire for independence 

involves. Notice also the references to some form or other of 

delegation - that having found a truth they wish others to share 

in itt or perhaps more pragmatically if being independent engenders 

commitment in themselves, a doze of it won't do their employees any 

ha=1 What is perhaps more interesting is the way that ideas about 

the problems of size are actually (or potentially) translated into 

ideas about orannisational structures (the "satellite" solution). 

This leads on naturally to the second set of extracts, which are' 

clearly statements about such things an commitmentb 

ii) Community spirit* A common phrase used in the interviews 

was "a happy familY"p and with only one exoeptiong every company 

reported good labour relationse Vihat came over was an attitude to 

employeev which saw them an whole persons, rather than an impersonal 

factors of production* In many cases ths entrepreneurs were using 

other people's labour In order to benefit themselveng or put their 

ideas into practioe, but I am sure they saw this as a co-operative 

relationship rather than an exploitative one# I suppose it could 

be argued that there is evidence for a kind of latter day "noblesse obligele 

Perhaps the metaphor of feudal responsibility for one's followers is a 
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relevant one. Certainly one was civen the impression that these 

were happy, sociable firmo. to work ins .1 did not interview any 

employees however. ' (There were no references to suoh*pbenomena 

an high labour turnover, absenteeism or disputeaq with the single 

exception of a chemical plant which had very bad workinc conditions 

related to its Particular technology)* Implicit in all these state- 

ments of course is the notion that such matters would be quite 

different in a large, 'impersonal' organisation. 

lo I'lliabland Machinery Ltl. " 

E. G, S. You may everybody uses your Christian name? 

Reap# Its very informal* At this stage. It gets a bit 
more formalised when you aet a bit biCger. But 

*. * how would I put it, well .,. a shop floor man 
can because ... be ... say a toolmaker, if he keeps 
calling me Mr. Smith, now I can got reopect. that way, 
but I mean, what good does it do me? I'd far rather 
he came across and said "John, lookq I'm sorry, I've' 

t; ot a problem here, what do you think? " Now he's 
far more likely to be open with me if he can do that* 

Dutremember, we have an unwritten law 
"strangers in the camp" (sic) and they all call me 
Ur. Smith* But if I'm on my own its Christian names. 
This way you see, you build up a very much stronger 
teame- Because if a mpn1s., standing at your desk 
saying "Yes Mr. Smith, NoTre Smith" damn it you 
don't know what lie's thinkinG and he doesn't know 
what you're thinkin, -. -But"if he's quite happy I to 
blow. up and you can blow up, then the 2 of you can 

alriSht, so you blow upq but one of things you 
do, you don't carry grudgese On either side. 

2. "Border Engineering Ltdo" 

Respo I'm John'to everyone- Yr. I! cLeod, the managerg he's 
#Yr. 1 to everyone, but every week Uoes past there*s 
another one will call him 111amish'. And he's- 
bojinninge, to accept it now. Tie's from a different 
age from me. And I don't care what they call we 
as long as they work for we* Vell no, I'll qualify 
that, every man works for himself and works with 
me* 
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No demarcation problemm? 

Reap. No. no, no, The beat turner in the shop -. 0 if 
his machine broke down, now, held find himself 
cleaninG the toilet* richt find himself washing 
the wallsq sweeping the floor, By the same token, 
if I've nothing to do, and the toilet's filthyl 
I'll go and clean it out. ' There's no room for 

. pride and all that kind of things 

"Jig and Tool Co. Ltd. " 

Rasp* v,, e try to be flexible to suit the men, adjust hours 
and so on. vie try to do thinas to suit thein as well 
as us* Lets face it they're here to earn a living 
same 55 US* 
Before there is any major decision made we put it 
to the boys on the shop floor too. 

4a Illighland Mechanical Engineering Ltd. " 

Resp# We would never lay workers Off* Its not their 
fault that there's no workq it's management's fault* 
If the men are good enouCh to stay in the good times, 
then you should stay. with them In the bad times* 

"Clyde Computer Services Ltd*" 

Resp.. 2. Notbing existed, and you've created it, and further- 
more a larger number of people are coming in and 
gettinC satisfaction 

Respe 2e 'I'lle have a very friendly and happy set-up throughout 
the whole organisationo I really mean that. Its 
not bullshit, its trueo We have a very loyal gang 
of folk round about us (sic). 

iii) Q'IRlitY, One might expect that new ventures, especially 

those founded by men anxious to leave inefficient large companies, 

would stress the excellence of their own produots and services, and 

indeed this is consistently the case; quality in mentioned so 

frequentlyp without any sort of promptingg that it must be seen as 

an important rationale for success* But I want to make it quite clear 
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that the references to quality go far beyond what simple good 

business sense would dictateg as the followin6 extractx willl I 

hope, show@ It seems that 2 related strands are present. Firstlyg 

there is what I would call the quality of business relationships, 

i9ee the need for the entrepreneurs' personal conduct to be 

governed by ethics of trust, honesty, truth: "my word is my bond"* 
I 

This is often invoked as part of a general attack on the $'taorals" 

of large organisations. (I am reminded here of Durkheims discussion 

of professional groupings which he thought would regulate economic 

life by moraliaing it. 10 
1 shall return to thin topic later)* 

Secondly, the quality of product must. be much that it completely 

meets the customer's speoificationg since it in the physical 

representation of the relationship which the entrepreneur has with 

his customer and which is governed by the ethics referred to 

previouslys By implication also, such relationships are not 

fostered by large organisations, which don't care about tb eir 

customers, are dishonest and produce shoddy Coodso It is quite clear 

that when organisations behave like tbisq they are, to the entre- 

preneurs I interviewed, morally wrong irrespective of any economic 

considerations* 

1, "Flectro-Cheme Ltd. " 

Resp, Vellj I feel that the plating trade in Scotland 
in really in a disasterous state, The type of 
finishes that are put out are really dreadful* 
Lhat my idea, of courseq Is to build a company 
where you can give an aboolute 100 per cent Good 
Job to everybody all of the time. ( 

In this industry v... you know, there's absolute 
apathy, just turnin. - out crude quality work. And 
the customers themselves nre indoctrinated to 
accept it* 
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2* "cocottiab Textile !! nSineering Ltd. " 

We both get a tremendous satisfaction that we've 
got a first class machine. Its'not ready to go 
out yetv but its a Rolls Royce machine* And its 
nice to know you've something which is not shoddye 

Resp. 2., Its all Got to be good* Nicely enamellodg blue 
and white, green and white, chrome Pl8tOe The 
Americans were all for selling 50 and then forgetting 

them. 

Rexpe I* Ile want to build up the imaCe of tScottish Textile 
Engineering equals good workmanship and fair p2ayet 
You see, I ... for a number of years now have been 
very depressed by all dealings with big British 
companies* It is not good* 16u write a letter, 
you never got a reply,, You want something doneq 
"Yes sir, we'll send somebody round'19 nothing ever 
happens# And this goes on month after month* 
Eventually I Cot brassed off with all thiso 

?, 'e want our company to be an old-fashioned British 
Company, 'where ourword is our bond, if we may 
we'll do somethinL,, we'll do it, 

3. "Western Circuits LU. " 

Respe Quality and accuracy are crucial* Vleiant: to build 
up an image of speople, who are honestly trying*** 

"Cardpunch Ltd. " 

He Sp There's nothing technically newe I think we're 
more concerned in wanting to*do the job as if'it 
were my own job, Conscience, in other wordst 
we almost adopt the conscience of the user himself* 
Via don't sefin to be so hall bent on making money 
as our competitors. I worry very much if I turn 
out something which I think is Coin, - to be wrong, 
even althouah we have done what the customer tells 
Use ()I often phone a customer and say 
'Look, are you sure this in what you meant? $ Very 
often its not* Velve helped our customers a lot 
this way, 

I'lliahland ? Ieabanioal Fnginearing Ltd#" 

Reapf. Its most important to be honest with customers, 
cive your word and keep it, especially on delivery 
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dates and quality. You must have a good name. 

6, "Installation Fngineering Ltd. " 

Rexpo People put a lot of trust in me - theres a personal 
thing about it. Not only do you let your client 
down, you let yourself down if you don't deliver. 

"Border 'Engineering Ltd. " 

V*G. S * (Can you tell we about the director who resigned? ) 

lie ap Is London obancere And. thats on record* A London 
obanoer. A fly-by-niCht, get-richg man-on-the- 
shop-floorls-a-doo, liar. His fly-by-night attitude 
I could live with. His tall stories 1 could live 
with* His laziness I could not approve of, and 
telling lien I could nottolerate. Black is b1sokq 
white is white, if I start tellinc all of these 
pooplo lien, what are they going, to do to me. 
It does'na work, 

119GOSO Any difference between Japanese and British machinery? 

Respo Only that the Japanese is about E250 better - better 
machine, better service# (I feel a Japanese 
thinks the way I do. r1lat if you have a customer, 
you're obligated to keep hira happy* (You sell him 
something, but you also think about the next time 
he wants to purchase). Now what are you going to 
take into consideration when you buy your next one? 
The performance and service on the last one* (A 

major British manufacturer) have no idea, dead 
insolent, bloody awfulo () 17hat I find is 
there's too many fly-by-night, get-rich-overnight 
merchants in the market today* This is not only 
significant to-engineering, Its relevant to every-. 
thing. You don't get rich being a fly-man, you 
don't get clever being a fly-man, you have to be 
honeste 

Another failing in Scotland I feel in, too many 
people are prepared to say "Yen, we will do it, 
we can do it" when they know full well they don't 
have the machine to do the job. 

(I should say in passino that roference to the superior quality of 

Japanese equipment and especially of their customer relations was 

a common event. An entrepreneur recalled with awe how an enaineer 
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had called to check one of his Japanese machines simply because 

lie was in the-area en route elsewhere in Scotland, and even though 

there was nothing wrong with the machine. At the time of interview, 

sadly, one of his British machines had been out of action for 

several days and he couldn't get an engineer even to come and look 

at it). 

S, ummaryo 

I have tried to show, by the extensive use of verbati4n, ý 

transcripts, the complexity of the reasons which lie behind decisions 

to found now ventures. - 
Firstlyq the relatively few instances of 

innovation were examined', and the process of technology transfer 

considereds theýentrepreneur is an important agent in this process, 

which essentially involves the carrying of experience and world- 

views from one sphere of activity to another* Functional specialism 

derived from the division of labour leads to compartmentalisation of 

technical world-views - entrepreneurs appear able to transcend such 

compartmentalisation, Secondly a larCe number of cases were 

examined in which the 'reason' for founding appeared in fact to be 

simply an 'opportunity' or a 'spur', that is perception of market 

gaps, blocks to career proEression and reluctance to leave O"cotlando 

Thirdly it was sugeested that latent intentions to seek $independence' 

appeared to have been widely (if not quite universally) distributed 

amonest the sample, and that this intention was related to a basic 

antagonism towards larCe orCaniaations. The main features of this 

antagonismt which I have called anti-bureaucracy, are a desire for 

araall organisations in which means-ends chains. are short, a stress 

on personal affective relationships (rather than impersonal 
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instrumental ones), and a yearning for a now moral order in 

business relationshipse Certain independent evidence to confirm 

these ideas is to be found in the study by Boswell (Appendix 2.1611) 

Section b) The founding Proces-a and its problems. 

Chapter V gave the statistical outline of the factors which 

seemed relevant in the founding process, but I want to use this 

Section to put some flesh on these rather bare bones* Essentially, 

I wish to show something of the environment in which the founding 

process took placef and against which the previous examination of 

the reasons for founding can be sete It might be thought, from 

the remarks in Chapter IV on the need for structural change in the 

Scottish economy, and on the efforts of regional planners to achieve 

thisq that the environment would at least be a supportive one. I 

hope the extracts in this section will destroy that contention and 

emphasise the difficulties which the entrepreneurs were experiencing 

at the time of my field work in 1970* 

i) The provision of CaRitale Conventional wisdom suggests 

that this is the main problem facing the now company, but in fact 

a third of the cases examined said it was not a problem* This is 

partly explained by the fact that new companies, especially part- 

time oneol often start on a consultanoy basis, or with the minimum 

of equipment (which can be hired rather than bought)o and which then 

'plough back' profits to produce capitalisation. There were also 

examples of slespinr- partners, 'backers' who provided the necessary 

finance* Tlheae were both private individuals (usually connected 

personally with the founder), and finance houses, Howevert there 
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was a notable reluctance on the part of many founders to seek help 

from suoh, )sources, as they did not wish to surrender any share of 

control in the company (the tpossessiYeness' of ideas referred to 

in the previous section)* In totalg over 90 per cent of the capital 

requirements for these now ventures came in one way or another from 

the entrepreneurs own sources* The role of the commercial banks and 

of governmental agencies is minimal, and a feature of many interviews 

was the alleged unsympathetic response of banks, central, and local 

government agencies towards the new Yenturese Perhaps the word 

'bitter' is the correct description of the attitude of entrepreneurs 

towards this situation. 117here were exceptions to this general 

pictureq of course,, and it in obvious that at least some public 

bodies-were willing- and able to help within the limits of their 

statutory powers* 

Having established the company, and begun Productionv the firms 

almo. qt always ran into problems of caab-flow. The antagonism towards 

large companies which was referred to previously may well be 

influenced-by the way in which such companies delay payment of bills* 

Lot us have a look at these problems in the entrepreneur's own 

words$ 

"Payload-systems Ltd*" This company, it, may be remembered 

was founded by astro-pbysicints and is a scienoe-based venture: 

its experience is worth recounting in some detail because it 

shows the difficulties which non-financial founders meet, (and 

the way the financial world treats them), I dontt know to 

what extent it is "typical" because such soience-based firms 

are difficult to find in Scotland and my sample, as I 

indicated at the beginning. of this chapter, oontained very few 
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examples* 

After gettinC: tocether and reachinC the decision that their 

ideas were worth pursulnU, the three founders began to think 

about capital, They saw an article in the 'Scotsman' 

newspaper about an American-financed venture capital company 

based in Paris, which had sent a representative to Scotland 

who rapidly became despondent about the situation he foundv 

the 'Scotsman' article was headed "Where have all the Scottish, 

Companies gone? " The representative had said there 'was very 

little doing' and gone Lome* The founders wrote to the company, 

having suddenly realized that such things as venture capital 

suppliers existed: previously they had been thinking solely 

in terms of commercial banks. There was no immediate reply, 

it being August and Paris was on holidays Meanwhile the y 

found a London company willing to listen, and ultimately able 

to provide capital in return for 80 per cent (and after hard.. 

bargaining 70 per cent) of thenew companyls equity., This 

the founders refused to contemplates 

Reaps le Very despondent, we weree Came back, discussed 
it, and decided to shelve it completely# Then 
by chance, we heard of I. C. F. C. 

Respo 2* The thing that was attractive about them was that 
they had an office in EdinburCh. Rather nice 
offices After 20 minutes we'd lost the chap in 
technical jargon. He was smoking his Benson & 
HeAges by the'packet load. ". %'ell, it seems 
you're enthusiastic enough about this, for us 
to do a sort of moniters Now just Go away and 
prepare your cash flows, and your budgets, and 
this, and that, and the other, and bring. it 
back" (laughs) 

And you know, ourfaces were down here*., Beo. ause 
technically welre Yery good, but vpu know 
cash flows, this, that and the others 

So they did-a rather unusual thing, they 
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Respo 2* Cut our money down by a third (laughs) 

Respe 10 But apart from'that - they did a hand in hand 
with ust before we did a submission to them 
for money they worked out the cash flow and so 
on. So we had several preliminary meetings* They 
were a bit worried because we had no business 
pedigree. Sent 'experts' up-and after 10 minutes 
jargon they were away* Finally they said 110#K, 
Youtre through the first filter, you're not a 
crank. " 

Science-based industry, excellente Mey've 
got a very keen eye, you-see, for pay-off.. I 
went down to London, to Bank Country, 

" 
It was 

very simple. I opened up the catalogue and said 
"Its all American, there's no British, that's 
whatthe Americans do for that amount of money.. 
we can do it for half that*" We chatted all the 
way out of the office, and into the Underground, 
very friendly. Chap later came up to see us, here. 

And then they hit us, didn't they? 

Reap* 20 That was the worst day we ever had* 

Reap* I, It really was, O*K,, up to then. Technically 
perfeott cash flois looked alrighte And then 
they said "Look, how much are, you CoinC to put 
up? " We didn't have too much-moneyo And it 
stopped there* 

They said they would put up a recommendation to 
the Board, but, "You've got to suffer*" This in 
the famous word, you hear everybody use it, 
You've got to give pome-indiontion-that you are- 
suffering. Youlve got to have a pained, drawn 
look* Vie were part time, you see, so they thought 
"You're not really suffering,: you're. not starving, 
your children aren't out in the streetsoll 
Anyway they got us to suffer, didn't they We 
did-find some money, by various means. 

They Got their capital grant, and T. D. Ce (the operatinc- arm of I*C. F*Co) 

took 42jr per cent Of'the equity, but does not interfere in day-toWday 

activities* 

MoGeSs You mentioned the Board of Trade* Eave you Cood 
contacts there? 

Respo I* In Glasgow? They are n ot too well informed. Every- 
thing in referred to London, and that is bad ( 
We tried St. Andrews House and Scottish Development 
Departmentt but they simply said they were doing 
surveys and studies, and could offer nothing tangible. 
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All the help comes from over the border. ( 

Locally - you can foreet about it. 

Resp. 2* We couldn't even get the market figures. You'd 
think the Board of Trade in Glasgow would have 
them, wouldn't you'. ' But not, a bit of it. They 
hadn't the foggiest idea. Its surprisingg but 
eventually we got them from Southend-on-Seas 

They tried the commercial banks for loans but with no success: 

Reap. le They've no means of lending money ( ). commercial 
lending is different - normally against propertyt 
machinery, past performance* No machinery, no 
property, no past performance - no money* 

Resp. 2, Wouldn't even give me a bridging loan. That was 

., ere He was pathetic* my own bank manag 

Respe 10 He was terrible. 
different, branoho 
I., C. F*C o in fact. 

kine was different - same bankq 
He gave me information on 

They were "horrified" at this situation because they had believed 

Eastern Scotland was a "with-it electronics central', and that support 

would be forthcoming. They were obviously cynical about Central 

Government measures. 

Reap. lo It annoys me when too. Willie Ross (Secretary of 
State) used to stand up and say "We're going to 
bring industry to the Highlands, this, that, and 
the othere" Theres no money, You get money for 
putting a bedroom in a croft in Stornoway, but 
you won't got money for starting -anindustry in 
the cities. 

They have had one good relationship howeYerg with the local authority 

in which their factory is located, and whose officials have been 

understanding and helpful in tangible ways, ioee providing premisexo 

2o "Scottish Textile. Enginegring Ltdo" The lack of support which 

commercial banks can'or will give is underlined in this example. 

Resp. 1* We asked for a bridging loan for this year for 
f-7,000, to cover 7 machines being made. The 
Bank manager was agreeable after Miarantees from 
each director, but Head Office turned it down 
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(until company in profitable when long term 
loans would be considered). 

We haye now gone to another bank and fixed 
up a personal loan through the manager at local 
leyel'. 

M. GeS. Does this suggest to you that banks, the banking 
fraternity are not keen on helping adventurous 
business? 

Resp* 1. ITOO (Sic* I take this to mean 'No, they are 
not keen.. O) 

Respo 2o This is not adventurous* Don't use that word. 

M. G OS 0 Sorry* Virong word s 

Resp. 2. How safe do they went it to be? I've got 2 
draper's shops, all this property and no bond 
on it* I've money in a building society, I've 
got a life policy. The whole thing #** I could 
.. * if I sold up outo throw everything out, 
could have 1: 50,000 tomorrow. And they've had my 
business for years, and years, and years and yet 
you got nothing from them. 

Resp* Is I think this is just a oase where the empire is 
getting too big, ( 

. 
)* It's not just the general 

economie situation. It. was the attitude the 
'brush-off's 

Reap* 2* 1 found out who turned it down, An assistant 
inspector - playing safe* 

Romp* le This is whats happening throughout the country, 
It's middle management 

3o "Border Engineering Ltd. " The previous example could be repeated 

several times over, but one further case can make the pointe 

II. G. Se Can you say somethint3 about how you got your 
capital? Was it all privately raised? 

Respe Yeso Not a penny raised other than privately* 
(Describes equity structure)* 

We approached the bank for overdraft facilities* 
"No", This would be reconsidered after a year's 
t; adina after balance shoots were available. But 
then, when you've got a year's trading behind you, 
that's when you should least need it* ( 

Off the record, my own personal opinion is, the 
Bank Vanager thought we were daft. In 1969, Eoing 
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into business and ploughing everything that we 
had into it* He thought we_were crazy* 

He visited us 3,4 weeks ago, and he told us 
then he never thought we would do what we have 
done. (X67,000 turnover in first 12 months)@ 
Ile has said that if necessary he wouldn't mind 
us going a bit into the red for a week or so - 
not really an overdraft facility* 

1 4e "Electro Chem. Ltd.,, The founders of this company managed to 

find a backer able to raise all the capital they needed, as well 

as having important contacts in the local government field. He 

has taken 50 per oent equity and doesn't interferes something 

of a god-father, in both senses. However, they had initial 

difficulties and express the basic problems very well* 

What is the bank's general attitude to you as a 
new company? 

Respe Very poor* You get a very frigid no, the 
baýk is verý friendly as Iong as you don't want 
money from them, (lauChs)o The problem 
with 'it of course in, when you have now ideas, 
you have got nothing to back them up with. This 

is the main stumbling block* No matter where you 
go to - whether it's the Board of Trade, the 
Bank, Pinance Houses, all you're talking about is 
an idea, so. that no-one has an account set. you 
haven't cot 3 years accounts behind you, to say, 
"but look, we can do this, and we can do that*,, - 
What you're purely talking about is you have an 
idea. 

59 "Higbland Illachining Ltd. " If a bank manager is persona non grat 

then an accountant is the beta noire of most of the entrepreneurs 

I interviewed. The following is a typical example: except that 

others may perhaps be more strongly wordel., 

Y. G #S. Is the difficulty with capital, a difficulty of 
simply Ritting capital, or is it that banks and 
so on are not understanding of now companies? 

Respe I would say that Scottish Banks have had a pretty 
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rough deal. They're very frightened. (Refers 
to a notorious financial scandal of recent maqthst 
Cadco deal). 

- 
The local bank manager is still responsible to 
someone in Edinburgh, and the chap in Edinburgh 
doesn't know the company as individuals, he merely 
sees figures, and like. all accountants . **. 
accountants are what I call "yesterdayta men"*, 
By yesterday's men I mean they look at what has 
happened in. the past and they try and look in their 
crystal ball and forecast and they can't because 
they're always working 2 days behind* 
(Engineers, physicists, managers have to look into 
the. future and) play it by hunch. An inherent 
feeling. () You can't market analyse because 
it's somethinc that's unknown2 so if its the X- 
factor unknown you've just got to write out the 
quotation and hope you're rights Unfortunately, 
accountants just can't do that, and a bank so. a 
senior bank manager in the same. They are very, 
very loth to think along these lines, 

This man's comments on Governmental help are also tYPical of many cases. 

Reap# You see, the investment Crant in Scotland, yes, 
it is a help, but damn it, the way they work this 
investment grant is eoe it isn't a major help 
because, lets face its its a year to 18 months 
before you can get the Crant backe 

"Jig and Tool Co. Ltd. " , This companywas founded on the basis 

of personal loans made by ýocal banks to each of the 4 founders 

individually, Dut this case serves as an example of a commonly 

expressed feeling that no governmental agency was interested 

because they were too small* There is a sense in many of the 

comments that regional incentives are designed to bring large 

labour-intensive plants into an area for reasons of political 

kudos rather then a Genuine attempt to encourage native enterprise* 

Resp, lo The banks are generally understanding, as far 
as the original loan is concerned# I went to 
see an accountant at the start, and he told me 
to got lost when he found out bow much money 
we had got. ( 

Y. G. Sq Its intereatinG that Xou feel you could eat no 
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help from the Board of Trade* Yet this is 
supposed to be a development area, , 

Respe l.. WO're too small. 

Respo 2. They're not interested in use 

Respe Is They're interested in bringing the big companies 
in* Not developing our own industry* (The local 
town map. has all the big firms on it, but none of 
the small ones)* They aren't interested in you 
if you are under 10,000 sq* fto (sic) 

A common complaint was voiced about the nature of the information 

available on financial incentives, (The extract on --Payload Systems 

Ltd*" which I have already Given showed how difficult it was for 

non-specialists to find relevant information). The next case is 

typical, and goes on to exemplify what for some firms was a niChtmare 

- cash flow difficulties. The reference to American companies as 

speedy payers was echoed everywhere* 

"Border Engineering Ltd. " 

LI*G*S. It strikes me that one of your problems has been a 
lack of Information about whats Coing 

Respe Quite 009 yes. 

Do you think the grants are not widely publicised 
enough? 

Resp* I think that's very possible* In this instance, 
I had to dig myself to get this investment: grant 
things 

1!., G#S. Is the literature that's put out understandable? 

Resp. No. It's definitely not understandable* Especially 
; h-en it comes to this training grant. You need a 
lawyer to analyze a lawyers definition of it. I can't 
understand it. I had a chap here for 3 hours. And 
he said "I feel that when I go away I may have over- 
taxed your brain xomewhat. 11 I said "You done that 
2jj- hours ago. " (laughs) 

U. G. S, Any other help you're Getting 
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Reap. No. Finance is the biggest-problem. You've 
no financial help at all *... We have to pay 
for our steel within 4 weeks, but there's a 
credit squeeze on and our customers take up to 
12 weeks to pay us* The larger the company, the 
worse they are, with the exception of large 
American companiese 

There is no doubt that investment grants and Selective Fmployment Tax 

refunds, when paid in lump sums, helped the cash flow situation which 

was on the verge of being critical for some companies* The change of 

regulations which gave instead of a lump sum a tax credit for 

investment expenditure to be set against profits, came into force 

during my field-work and was Crested with some apprehension: I do 

not know what the consequences have been. Cash flow problems amongst 

small firms are of course well known to economists and politicians 

(and accountants). V. -hat is interesting is the way this problem is 

interpreted by the entrepreneurs as a parasitic relationship of large 

powerful firms on small, weak ones, by which means intereBt-free loans 

are obtained by the large companies. 

Varketinge Yany entrepreneurs expressed surprise at the relative 

importance of the marketing function in-their business and this was 

especially so in the case of men with technical backgrounds. It is 

clear that a wide range of "contacts" in the particular specialist 

fields of one's customers is invaluable. Little reference was made 

to 'advertising' except in small-circulation trade journals. Only 2 

advertised amonCst the general public.. Customers were rarely obtained 

"cold", i. e. by knockina on doors$ and. when such a method was used, 

the story was regaled in the way a man might reminisce about hard 

times in the past* The most usual source of contacts was the 

entrepreneur's occupational group. Personal and kin relationships 
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were mostly unimportant, and often deliberately avoided (1dy 

brother-in-law is an accountant but I wouldn't like him to do the 

books"). In none of the companies studied was there a sibling 

relationship between founders, and only a single case of father and 

song which was in fact one of the 2 failed companies. I was 

frequently assured that contracts are not sealed on the golf course, 
I 

but a small minority believed they were* No one actually claimed to 

have used such a social or sporting relationship to market his 

product* There was a general resistance to joining what might be 

called 'business-men's clubs' such as chambers of commerce, and 

those who had joined usually commented that they were of little use* 

I* "Bruce EnCineering Ltd. " This was a company which failed, and 

the following extract may well explain why: it is a good example 

of how not to do a market survey before founding. (It is 

happily not typical, and yet companies which carried out 

apparently sophisticated surveys also found themselves hopelessly 

wrong). 

Respe So we looked around to see **. and we realised 
then that we had to have a product of our own 

. in a short space of time, because doing work for 
other people can be very dodgyo So we scratched 
our heads and we thought "what in the growth 
industry in Scotland? " And we came away with 
the answer that it in the tourist industry. 
"Now what is the place of interest that is 
visited most in Scotland? " Edinbur, -h castle. 
"Which in the second? " Stirling Castle* 'That 
do they have in common? " Amazingly enough the 
thing they have in common is the cannons that 
are in the castle. So we decide& we'd have a 
look at themi and we manufactured those, A 
scale reproduction of the cannons& 

Ile approached the Small Industries Council for help in marketings 

Reope So we asked them if the oannons would sell - 
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where to cell themg so on. Vie got no help, 
other than that we should go round shopa trying 
to sell them. 

They didn't sell, and at the time of interview a large number of them 

were being stored as they were produced, and the founders were quite 

convinced that the only problem they faced was lack of capital. The 

fact that a competitor in Devon can sell similar cannons in their 

area is taken as proof that they will ultimately succeed because they 

are nearer the market* I have referred several times in previous 

sections to the way that world-views not only contain certain 

perceptions of what the world is like, but also exclude alternative 

perceptions. It seems clear from several interviews that men with 

essentially production oriented occupational experiences have 

difficulty in comprehending any problems other than those of techniques 

of production, and those of providinS capital# The provision of 

premises, of labour, and the co-ordination of that labour, and the 

selling of their products are all seen as somehow secondary, 

something which can be tackled later as the previous extract shows. 

There are two ways in which this di fficulty can be resolved: either 

the founding is a joint one, in which one man is essentially production 

oriented and the o ther sales or finance oriented, so that the diad 

has the requisite knowledge; or the entrepreneur hasq or is forced, 

to move out from a compartmentalised world view - an ability which I 

have already shown is a feature of many of these men* 

2. "Laser Instruments Ltd. " The founder of this science-based 

company expressed thene bulous nature of the marketing process: 

the range of problems likely to be met in technical matters is 

known, while marketing is unknown. If I can use an artillery 
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metaphor; in technical matters it is a question of making 

adjustments to direction and trajectoryt in marketing matters 

it is a question of not knowing where the firing range is, nor 

of whether to take a rifle or field gun6 

Respe The greatest need is (laughs) sellingm. You never 
make a fortune making things. We should got 
around *.. you know, we send out brochures, but 
we should pick up our stvffg and go to the places 
we know, and actually flog it. 

MarketinC has been our biggest wellt 
frustration, I suppose oe.. because its an 
intangible thing* We think we know -os. we 
send out these brochures, and knowing the stuff 
we got through the pont ourselves, we just 
wonder if it's been commissioned to the bin, 
and we wonder if we are presenting the things 
in the right way to the right people. If we 
are being too engineer oriented, if we are 
persuading the research boys# This sort. of thing. 
We could certainly do with some advice on 
marketing, and there isn't much. As far 
as marketing is concerned, this is the great 
unknowna 

I do not wish to give the impression that all the entrepreneurs were 

in difficulty over marketing their product. Vany were not, and 

indeed could not meet all the demands upon them. Some were very 

marketing oriented: as one told me "early to bad, early to rise, 

work like hell and advertise*" 

Other problemst laboiir and Premises. Provision of labour was 

apparently not usual2y a problemg but I suspect that this is largely 

because the firms were so small. Those which did have difficulty 

were the companies beginninu to expand beyond the original half- 

dozen or so employees. The non-availability of skilled labour was 

the moot frequent co=ent, and workers were often brouG ht long 

distances (from the South west of Enaland for example). These 

cases also provided examples of friction with local authorities 
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over the provision of housing for key workers. TraininS programs 

were in use in a. few companies and wbilst grants were only in 

payment to a small number, most of the firms employing labour, or 

about to employ labour, knew of them and presumably in time would 

come within the government sponsored training schemes. There was 

a strong emphasis on apprenticeship (half the entrepreneurs them- 

selves having servodone), and theFe were several references to. a 

handful of major, Soottish companies who had Good apprentice-training 

schemes, and whose men the entrepreneurs were happy to poach, 

The need for retraining to convert the pool of unemployed into 

skilled labour was implicit in many of the responses, and several 

firms reported the use, for example, of redundant miners in skilled 

and semi-sk-illed jobs. ' I came accross only 2 references to govern- 

ment training oentres, one of which was favourable since the contre 

provided a cheap cubcontractinC service, and the other of which was 

very unfavourable since the person concerned was regarded as a very 

bad workman who was dismissed after making several expensive mistakeso 

Provision of premises was clearly a problem for a small minority 

of companies* I have already referred to the allegations that New 

Town development authorities were interested only in bringing in 

larae companies, and-didn't help small-ones. This sort of comment 

yjas common accross all Scotland, so is not simply a reflection of 

the attitude of I New Town* (I do know that several of these 

authorities provide 'nest factories' for small companies , which then 

move to larger premises if they survive: the allegations may 

therefore be harsh, but nonetheless they appear to have passed into 

common usaaeo I do not know of any evaluation of the $nest' factory 

schemes, which appears intuitively useful, but which may present 

222* 
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difficulties for exactly those firms it wants to encourage, namely 

the growing'oness I was told "whats the point of bedding your 

machinery in concrete if you have to move in a yearts time. ") 

The other problem arising from the provision of premises concerned 

the length of lease: again the comments were adverse in respect 

of the New Towns, which were alleaed to be demanding up to 25 year 

leases. On the other hand, many of the entrepreneurs were obviously 

delighted with the help their local authorities had given them in 

finding premises* The following short extracts will illustrate 

these points, 

"Border Encineerins Ltd. " 

Respe Ve did consider sattinC up in (Local Authority area), 
until we found out the cost of these cheap factories. 

IT. G. S. Are. these factories too expensive? 

Respo Oh, contrary to what's in the presag they're at 
least 20 per cent dear'erýthan they are heres Plus 
the fact that they bind you to a 25 year lease, 
which is contrary to the last White Paper on the 
subjects 

V!, G. S, What about the labour pool-here? 

Resp. This part of the country, I would stick my neck 
out and say there are some of the finest turners 
in Scotland in this area* And I'll stick my neck 
out again and say that they're (11T. S. Ltd. ") time 

served# Now it suited us very much to go into 
business at that time, because (T. S. Ltd. ) had 

something of a set-back, and although they didn't 

pay anyone off they made it common knowledge that 
they'd be delighted if some of their excess labour 

were to leave. 

I thinkýits a factor in the back of everybody's 
mind that starts up in this areaq if they'll admit 
it. That they can get Cood, skilled labour from 
(T*S. Ltd. )e 
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2o "Fire Sprinklers Ltd*" 

Resp. (New Town) - they couldn't care lose. "The promises 
are there, several people want them, take them or 
leave them., " They don't take account of the 
problems of new companies. They won't give you 
a small factory at a cheaper rate, knowing as you 
crow you'll need a larger onot which is what a new 
town is supposed to need - development. 

39 "Flectro-Checi. Ltdoll 

Reape I sort of went off local authorities a bit in 
its arly sta. esv when we were thinking of going 
to (: large Burgh). They were not really interested 
in us going there. The Town Clerk said we were 
only out to make money, not really interested in 
employing local labour, and that we would go some- 
where else for 2 pence a sq. ft. less. 
So we didn't go (there). 

4o "Western Circuits Ltd. " 

Reap& Local government is sympathetic but unable to help* 
Individuals arc interested, yet the bureaucratic 
process seemed to inhibit them. And they were 
ill-informed. (New Town) couldn't care less 
because we've only 15 employees- I'm a bit dis- 
gruntled over the Now Towns. They seem to prefer 
a big firm with 1000 new jobs, rather than 20 
firms, each with 50 workers, growing as an 
integral part of the community. They are after 
a quick pay-off. Its politicale It would be 
more "human" to grow integrated. The other 
situation leads to problems and bad labour relations. 
It takes a 10 year cycle to change a town, not 10 
months. 

"Clyde COmputer Services Ltd. " 

Reap. 1.1,1ýhenever Ivelve been to the Board of Trade, they've 
been very helpfulq Civing advice as to whats 
available. The local Yinistry of Labour manager is 
a member of the local community - here for 8 or 
10 years and one of the boys. The local authority 
are again helpful and well known* 

Reap* 2.1 was born (here), lived all my life (here) apart 
from a spell in the Armye I've crown up with the 
officials in the Burch. ( ') 
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We're not sharp practicer s we're open and we have 
good relationships. 

Respo Ie In the case of skilled men, we were extremely 
fortunatee (Large car manufacturers) began to run 
down their systems and proaramminC staff just at 
the-time of my build-up, I didn't know of this 
in advance. By good fortune they lived (nearby), 
but (the car firm) would have employed them else- 
where, and they didn't want to move away. 

"Highland Machining Ltd. " 

Respe Problems? #... Firstly, overoptimistic local 
authorities. They stated that male labour was 
available in greater quantities than it actually waso 

M. G. S, I take it this is skilled labour? 

Respe Noe Any type of male labouro I think they over- 
emphasized that labour was available. I think they 
exagerated quite a bit really* Vibich they shouldn't 

-have done, they ohouldhave had their facts and 
figures before any industrialist came near theme 

79 "Newtown Pressings Ltd. " 

Resp. I don't find any hindrances &part from (mass of 
documentation for government assistance). No, no 
hindrances at all. I think the most useful thing 
to me bus been the Scottish-Council for Small 
Industries* That seems to me to be a simple, 
straightforward thing* ( 

, to ask about getting labours I was goinr. 

Resp, You can got labourerso Oh, yest but you can't got 
ekilled men. Its verv, 

(very 
difficult, Vlelvq got 

.1 man from South8mpton 3 from -. a- distance in 
Jcotland). S 

I put an advert in, and put at the bottom "Over 40's 
welcome", and the poor devils, some of them were 
really past, it. But these 2 chaps, one hadn't 
worked for 15 montha, the other for 9 months, 
corldn't got a job, and I couldn't have 2 nicer men# 
God, they come here at 8, they leave at half past 4, 
they're cheerful, they work well during the day*'( 
Labour will always be a problem. I'm trying to get 
enouGh work on the books to justify the employment 
of unxkilled-in-training, and apprentices, 

. 
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I would like to finish this section on the problems which the 

entrepreneurs. -face, not by further verbatim extracts, but. by 

presenting unaltered a section of my notes made. during interview 

(notes made mainly to assist me to frame appropriate questions). 

I think the firm in question probably experienced above average 

'difficulties, 
but the example does Give some idea of the range of 

problems which this enCineer with little commercial experience had 

to facelat the same time as tryin, -, to solve technical problems on 

his product. 

Nover had overdraft, capital not terribly important* 

Danka not helpful, I'lauahed at me". Plough back incomee 

Vlo help from government. Fighting for building Grant - 

application in 18 months,, No investment grants (Get cheap 

second hand machinery from firms which have had Grant and 

Gone bust), Reculations on Government help complex, Small 

companioýi haven't time to pursue application forms eto. 

Local authority worked a fast one over interest on building 

loan. Haven't done anythinC about housing key-worker, 

foreman: travels 2 hours each day. Problems with telephones 

- without Yarch to July* 

I have attempted in this chapter firstly to shed some light on what 

led these 60 men to found new venturest as far as possible in their 

own words. I have suggested, inter alia, that their reasons are 

concerned with ideas about "Getting on", with antagonisms towards 

large bureaucraoiesq with notions of 'quality's All these will be 

considered in the next chapter, in the light of course of Chapter 19 

Finally, to fill out the picture presented in Chapter V, I have 
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illustrated the problems associated with the founding process 

(which stand in stark contrast to the optimism conveyed in the 

descriptions of Regional policy set out in Chapter IV). Given 

the harsh environment, we have now to explain why entrepreneurship 

persists. 
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CHAPTER VII 

Towards a-theory of 'Entre-preneurship 

It is my aim in this final chapterto consider the findinas of 

the research reported in the previous 2 chapters in the context of 

the earlier writings on the entrepreneur which were described in 
I 
the openinC section, and which were summarised in terms of the 

following key-themes 

a) vie are concerned-with social change and the procesz of 

innovation* It is aCants, not agencies which are the 

bearers of the meohaniems of social chance* 

b) We are dealing with croativo rather than adaptive 

- rOSPOnS8 (as spitomised by Weber's distinction between 

charisma and bureaucracy)- 

c) The perceived social contoxt within which such aCents 

operate. ic crucially important* Bureaucratic contexts 

appear to be particularly inimical. to creative, 

autonomous activity. 

It was pointed out that any sin-gle study -could not hope toýbe more 

thnn indicative of the features of entrepreneurship present. within 

the narrow scope of such a study, and that for the purposes of this 

renearch the area of enquiry would be restricted to the economic 

sphere, specifically to the founding. of new-business enterprises in 

Sootland in 1969a 

The findin, -, z of the rencarch program can be stated in terms of 

economic considerations, and in torms of sociological considerations. 

vihilst the emphasis in this chapter must be on the latter, it will 

assint our understandin, - of the social context if we briefly refer 
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to the former. 

I- Research fihdings - economic aspects. 

i) There was little evidence of direct innovation, e-ge 

of the kind described in American atudies of: science-basea 

technoloCy transfer. Several companies began life in terms 

of a "bread and butter" productq and then moved into innovation 

. 
(in product or in methods of production) at a late stage, ioeo 

innovation was stimulated by the experience of founding, 

ii) There were few failures (2 out of 37 of the companies 

in which interviews were carried out), and several businesses 

were succoEsful and expandinL: rapidly. 

iii)ý. There was surprisingly little contact between central 

and. local government agencies and the now ventures& In the 

context of allegedly massive regional financial incentives to 

business, the entrepreneurs I studied received very little help 

either in terms of money or adyice. There was a general 

contention that government did not understand the problems 

associated with foundinge 

iv) This lack of understanding also applies to the banking 

institutions* Commercial banks were particularly singled out 

for criticism, 

v) As a consequence of the above, most foundin. -o were 

financed from the personal resources of the entrepreneurs# 

Profits were 'ploughed-back' in the traditional manner to give 

capital formation. 

(It will be recalled that Chapter IV stressed the imbalance which 

exists in the Scottish industrial structure, an imbalance which could 

be correctedg at least, in part, by the creation of new, indig4mous 
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enterprises, to which and governmental policy was aimed. The above 

findings indicate the failure of the Scottish governmental and 

financial institutions to carry through the necessary program of 

assistance to new ventures, at least in 1969 and 19704 

1 
2. Research findings - sociological aspects. 

Whilst littIct evidence of technology-transfer and 

innovation was obtained, there was confirmation of the importance 

in the transfer process of agents. 

ii) If the mechanism of technology transfer was aCents, the 

]2rocess of tranofer appears to involve an ability to carry the 

world-view appropriate to one technical/occupational sphere into 

a different sphere, i#ee to transcend compartmentalisation which 

the functional specificity arising from the division of labour 

demands* 

The social milieu is crucial for the founding process- 

Yost entrepreneurs remained broadly within the industry in 

which their past occupational eyperiences lay, and within which 

(often 'closed world') their contacts wereo This milieu was 

the provider of capital, customers and information about what 

was regarded as a problem, e. C. mnrket gaps* 

iv) In social class terms, the entrepreneurs tended to be 

drawn either from the Upper Viddle or Skilled Working- classes. 

There viere few entreprenours xvith administrative, white collar 

Yiddle class backarounds, and. those which I did find were in 

joint partnerships with technical men usually from skilled 

working, class backgrounis. Vo entrepreneurs were found vibo came 

, 
directly fr-om the-- -'old, professions' . 
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v) The entrepreneurs on averaCe were young, but not quite 

as youna as some previous studies of founders in science-based 

companies. There was also a large ranae of ac; es- The majority 

however were micl-30's to mid-40's- 

vi) Stronc antaConisms were'expressed-aGainst large scale 

organisationse The main features of this 'anti-bureauc-racyl 

were expressed as: 

a) a need for personal autonomy in decision 

makinZ;, and for . 9hort tacans-ends chains. 

b) an ecd for personal as opposed to 

impersonal relationships. 

c) a nooci for a now moral order in business 

basod on ethics of trust and honosty, often 

exp. ressed in. terms of "quality"o 

The entrepreneurs wanted their companies to be 

fnce-to-fece, moral communities. 

vii) The main reasons for foundinC new ventures wore, 

a) innovation - the puttinC of ideas into 

practice. (There viere very few examples of this) 

b) Sense of havin. - reached a block in one's 

career. 

. c) Refusal to be transferred on promotion 

out of Scotland, 

I believe that theoe finding-s have a consistency about them which 

indicate the presenae of coramon underlyinC theraes, and these are 

concerned %vith careerisra, or notiono about lgetting on', and secondly 

vith buronueracy and its rival, chariema. Essentially, ' if w. e can 
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explain the 'anti-bureaucracy' referred to above, I believe we 

will have taken a stop towards understanding the nature of 

entreproneurobip. 

lo Entreproneurlihip as an aspect of "GAttina On" - At the risk 

of appearina to elaborate the obviousq diaCram 7-1 reminds us of the 

, way in which the opportunities for 'CettinC on' have chanCed in the 

last 2 centuries* (The dias-ram is symbolic rather than iconic). 

lint ce-vivey 20 rif CrNfvgy, 

Simply expressed, if in the 19th century one was not endowed 

with an aristocratic pedie.: ree, the available routes for sCatting on' 

were the old established profemsionsy and at the other end of the 

nocin2 bierarchyq apprenticeships A more Rtventurous and certainly 

less sure road lay in entrepreneurabipq the making of enterprises- 

, what chances befell, the former were The latter involved tr-king 

slow, steady step-by-step progressionse Fach operated under ethical 

a odes (Although as Dendix shows 
1t 

entrepreneurial ideologies of 

concern for one's workers under r. 'theory of dependancel soon broke 

down under advancing induntrialisation)e The rise of increasincly 

large organizations in the Into 19th contury led of course to the 

provision of an entirely now locus for lCotting on' - the bureaucratic 
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career. It led also to an expansion of the professions whilst at 

the same time generating conflict between the bureaucracy and the 

2 
professionso It may alsog according to Galbraith as we have seen, 

have led to the decline of entrepreneurshipq certainly in so far as 

this is defined as the founding of new business enterprisess All 

, 
this is devastatingly familiar, but is a necessary preamble to the 

statement that whilst the bureaucratic-career now offers many more 

ladders to many more people, it also has its costs, and that these 

costs make other forms of 'getting on', including entrepreneurship, 

increasingly attractive. The entrepreneurs I interviewed referred 

to these costs in terms of frustrations, and this was especially 

true of, those who were involved in innovation. A large number of 

my respondents however were not innovators but men blocked in 

their careers, experiencing frustration at their inability to got on. 

I would like to bring two note of ideas to bear at this point. ' The 

first is based on evidence that promotion within a career is a 

necessary component Of an individuals identity not simply in 

occupational termst but in terms of his standing in other status 

3 hierarchies* Sofer suggestas 

"To be promoted is to receive confirmation that one's 
function does matter, that one has been building one's 
specialization in the right direction, that one's invest- 
ment in one's particular occupational identity has. bpen 
worthwhile*" 

A similar point is mado'by Barnard 4: 

"The need is for an endorsement of the individual's past 
historyg as a creditable element in his existing personality* 
The grantina and attainment of improved or different status 
here is not reward but annointment .. ** Without such 
endorsement the effort often appears to the individual to 
have been in vain. A sense of frustration, sometimes 
devastatin, -,, may follow, " 

Yet such attainment is perceived to be raree Sofer quotes his 
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respondents an 

"in conveying, their relations with the company, this group 
empha sises the extent to which they are confronted with 
obstacles, blocks, halting points, terminal points, the 
extent to which they get stuck. These words recur again 
and again. " 

And indeed they found echo in the responses of the entrepreneurs I 

studiede The second idea of relevance here is that of the . -projet., 

or life plan, the "intended trend of life" for a man, what he wants 

to make of it, and of-himself in ite Promotion is a means of 

continued realisation of one's ... ptoýj. et. "Pursuit of the project 

gives meaning, purpose and continuity to what one has experienced 

in the past, is experiencing in the present and hopes to experience 

in the futureo,.. 7? 8 
Evidence of such life-plans was available in many 

of the interviews I carried out, and reference to them appears in 

some of the transcripts* Clearly a mismatch between the -Projet and 

the objective possibility of attaining. it within an organisation is 

a source of personal identity crisis which may be resolved by-the 

socially acceptable (notice the kudos attributable to the word, 

6directorl) strategy of founding a now venture. 

Entrepreneurship therefore constitutes a permissable alternative 

path for gettinc on, and a particularly attractive one in terms of 

involving acceptable alterations to the life plans (Compared to, say, 

emigration, or prolonged retraining)* But this explanation does not 

apply to all the entrepreneurs I studied, and I am forced. to the 

conclusion that my sample may well contain 2 groups 

i) remnants of the 'classic' tradition, the innovators 

(who may also remain within a bureaucratic occupation)q and 

those whose life plan includes taking what chances present 

themselves (the incredible variety of occupational backgrounds 
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of my sample is relevant here). 

ii) "Service-class" functionaries who have suffered a 

set back in their project and who take the acceptable strategy 

of entrepreneurship. 

2, Entrepreneurship as an asRect of anti-bureaucracy 

"The most obvious facts are most easily forgotten. Both 
the existinc economic order and too many of the projects 
advanced for reconstructing it break- down through their 
nealect of the truism that, since even quite common men have 
souls, no increase in material wealth will compensate them 
for arrangements which insult their self-respect and 
impair their freedom* A reasonable estimate of economic 
organisation must allow for the fact that, unless industry 
is to be paralyse d by recurrent revolts on the part of 
outraged human nature it must satisfy criteria which are 
not purely economio*111 

'IQ -I1 10 
mall is beautiful 

What we have now to explain is "why anti-bureaucratic? ' I think there 

is - sufficient literature to document a sense of discontent with 

modernisation, and particulariy with specialised, tecbnolocical 

industrialisation, and with large scale bureaucracies, The debate 

appears to have been carried on at least on 2 levels 

i) the demand for a new moral orderg based on Gemeinschaft, 

and expressed through small communities, ecologically self 

sufficient. This demand is linked to notions of 'alternative 

teohnologies' and of Ide-institutionalisationle It is often 

concerned with artefacto and involves technicians and 

architectov for exampleg as well as sociolooists. 
11 It's 

political aspects include the so-called 'youth movement' and 

claim the necessity of the extension of the decision-makinC 

process to include larger numbers of the population, a claim 
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which subsumes 'worker participation' as well as classic 

anarchism* 

Again this is well known, and it might be possi ble simply 

to expand the ideas referred to above and suggest that the 

creation of now small businesses is yet another aspect of 

the trend* Certainly there is interesting evidence in the 

interviews to support some of the ideqst 'the frequent 

reference to ideals of gemeinschaft: the plea for a new 

moral order to regulate business relationships which seemed 

to replicate Durkheim's assessment of the need for a now 

'intermediate' organisation to regulate economic activity 
12 

-a need partially filled by the 'profession' (and notice my 

sample contained not one single fugitive from these moral 

communities). But it fails to tackle the underlying nature 

of anti-bureaucracy* 

ii) The other level of debate is that of consciousness. The 

interesting question "what have modernization and its 

institutions done to modern consciousness? " is posed, and I 

believel answered by Berger, Kellner and Aijdervelde 
13914 

Their arguments are complex and any summary must necessarily 

do them injustice, but I hope that the general line of their 

reasoning will be sufficient to support my case* 

2Ajderveld firstly presents the well known Homo duplex picture, man 

as a double being, social and individualt conditioned and free - 

who needs surrounding social structures to be human, to experience 

meaning and so on. Ile goes on to suggest that because of pluralism, 

1*99 the segmentation of its Institutional xtruoture, modern society 
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"has become abstract in the experience and consciousness of man@" 
15 

Berger mays "The institutional fabric, whose basic function has 

always-been to provide meaninS. and stability for the individual, has 

becomi incohesive, fragmented and thus progressively deprived of 

plausibility**.. Inevitably the individual is thrown back upon 

himself, on his own subjectivity, from which he must dredge up the 

meaninG and stability that herequires to existeese This is a very,, 

unsatisfactory condition. **. Put differently, there in a built in 

identity crisis in the contemporary situation-" 
16 

There is then a 

sense of dissolving concreteness, especially when man attempts to 

control the institutions of his soc iety as K&; Lka has shown us. 
17 

Pluralistic structures make for more and more mobility* "Not only 

are an increasing number of individuals in a modern society uprooted 

from their original social milieug butq in addition, no succeeding 

milieu succeeds in becoming truly 'home' either. " 
18 

The consequences, 

they. arguel are varied-, 

i) there is a crisis of identity with ramification for individual 

-1 - pro j eýt s. 

ii) there in a tendency for man to become tone-Aimensionall 
19 

"Industrial Society, losing more and more of its reality 

and meaning in the experience of man, tends to reduce him, to 

a specialised expert and dehumanized functionary* If we 

interpret human life as extended between two balancing poles 

of exteriority and interiority, we may conclude tha t abstract 

. society reduces human existence to just one pole, that of. 

exteriorityall 

iii) the individual can only hope to discover or define himself 

in the interstitial areas left vacant between institutionst eog- 
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the so-called private sphere of life. 20 

I "It I often seems as if only the 'road inward' is left as 

an. escape from the p 3ngs of the situations Next to revolution 

(the wish to run amok asainst. traditional institutions) 

subjectivism (the fliCht from the frustrations of institutional 

existence) has put its stamp on the psychological constitution 

of man. " 
21 

The 'trip' on drugs, and the importation of mystic/ 

enostic beliefs from the East are cited as examples. 

Berger sums up the condition he has identified as follows& 

The final consequence of all this can be put very simplys 
modern man has suffered from a deepening condition of 
'homelessness'* The correlate of the migratory character 
of his experience of society and self has been what might 
be called a metaphysical loss of 'home'. It goes ý; ithout 

_saying 
that this condition is psychologically-hard to bear* 

It has therefore enL7endered its own nostalgias - nostalgias, 
that in, for a condition of 'being at home' in society, 
with onesselfg and ultimately in the universe. tt22 

I would suggest that this condition of metaphysioal loss of 'home' 

consequent on the process of modernisation -will have other con- 

sequences. One is the development ot anti-modern movements, of 

which aspects of the Youth Culture can be. cited, Another is internal 

adaptation of the bureaucratic form in novel, ways,. and the interesting 

example here is the Ombudsman concept. But I would also suggest that 

such a condition of 'homelessness' is one in which there would be 

charismatic attempts to transcend the prevailinC bureaucratic 

institutional structure. Charismal as we have seen before, escapes 

institutional structures, traditional definitions* It is revolutionary, 

promisinG new freedoms. It certainly operates at the level of meaning, 

and it draws on internal powers, but rather than a 'road inward' it 

produces external social reality. If we now recombine the concepts 
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of charisma and entrepreneurship, I believe many of the previously 
described findings fit into place. At one and the same time, the 

entrepreneurs are giving voice to their 'homelessness' and creating 

a 'homele The importance of the social milieu, the reluctance to 

be parted from their local community, the need for face-to-face 

relationships, the nostalgia for an old m, oral code of conduct and 

the creation of new ones, are all consistent with a discontent with 

'current institutional forms based on pluralist, bureaucratic 

principles, which leads to a charismatic attempt to reformulate now 

meanings through the creation of now ventures. 

If this analysis is correct, then entrepreneurship assumes again 

a crucial role in social change since it represents the mechanism 

whereby the charismatic asserts itself in the face of other 

institutional forms. It was suggested earlier that the tensions 

inherent in homo duplex (variously described as I interiorityt versus 

exteriority, 'I' versus 'me', and so on) have consequendos at the 

level of institution-buildihg: in the case of a bureaucratised 

society this will take the form of charisma versus bureaucracy. 

If we accept that contemporary bureaucracy stresses exteriority, to 

produce 'one-dimensional man' suffering in Berger's terms 'homeless- 

ness', we should not be surprised, that charisma asserts itself in 

various forms to redress the balanoeo Evidence of such anti- 

bureaucracy is clearly diacernable in the- study of economic 

entrepreneurship here reported. (Entrepreneurship which. is thriving 

despite a hostile environment). One might assume that in different 

settings the charisma will assume different forms (for example 

Chapter 1 referred to religioms, ceremonial and moral entrepreneurs). 

It is clearly the taWK of further research to examine other settings, 

other responses. 
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UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 

ADAM FERGUSON BUILDING 
GEORGE SQUARE 
EDINBURGH EH89LL 

Dear 

Telepbone: 031-667 1011 

I am writing for your help and advice in connection with some 

work I am undertaking on the nature and problems of the formation of 

new enterprises in Scotland. This work is being done in conjunction 

with (although independent of) the Scottish Council for Development and 

Industry, which is gathering information on the problems of newly founded 

firms., with the aim of improving the environment, and particularly the 

financial environment, for such firms. SuDervision of the work is 

by the head of the Department, Professor Tom Burns. 

Specifically, I would like to talk to the founders of recently 

established enterprises, to try to build up a picture of the present day 

Scottish entrepreneur and the problems he faces. 

I have obtained your name from the public records of the 

lRegistrar of Companies, which simply indicate that your company has 

been recently registered and that you are a Director. So the first 

thing I ought to find out is whether the company is in fact a newly 

founded independent enterprise, and not 

a) a subsidiary of an existing company., or 
b) a company which, whilst only recently registered as of 

limited liability, has in fact existed for some time, or 

c) a COWIDany formed to take over a pre-exiSting enterprise. 

Secondly, although a Director, you may not, regard yourself as the founder, 

or cc-founder, in which case perhaps you would be good enough to pass 

on this enquiry to the Derson(s) in the company who can be so described. 

However, on the assumption that you are the founder of a new 

enterprise, would you be prepared to grant me an informal interview? 

It is unlikely that I shall require any information of a detailed 

financial or technical nature, and of course my work is covered by a 

strict guarantee of confidentiality. 

During the next ten days I will contact you by telephone for 

your comments. Thank you for your co-operation in this matter. 

Yours faithfully, 

Michael G. Scott. 
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Aj22ondix I 

FIRS i -- - .. -T 
11'TFRVIv", 7 SCHEDULE 

Yain areas of enguiry 

I, Characteristics of founder 

2* The decicion, to found 

3- Now idea or new niche 

4* The firm's history to date 

5. Firm's perceived environment 

6* Founder Ia network 

7- Firm's organisation 
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Name of firm* 

Addrese of founder ....................... 

Date company began trading-e4, *e*e9***s*** 

what is main activity of the firm? 

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUNDER 

(a) 1-ce date of birth 

(b) Place of birth (and country) 

(c) Birth order 

(d) If foundinG involved change of address, what was address prior? 

2. Parental background 

(a) Father's place of. birth 

(b) Pather's occupation (i) when loft school 
(ii) vilien founded firm 

(c) Any prior hictory on either F/V side of ov; nornhip of businems? 

(d) Did parents have any influence on decision to found? 

rducation 

(a) Lt what aGe did full-time education finish? 

(b) V; hat was last sohool/college/univercity attended? 

(0) %ýhat formal qualifications obtained? 

(a) Anything in educational career N7hich influenced founding 

decision? - 
(e. g. academic failure/blocked aspirations/ 

ideas from own research) 

(0) Was education "app; ied" or "theoretical"? 

(f) At the time of founding did you have knowleage of formal 

Eubjects like economics and accountinE,,? If so, did you 

find such knowledge LolPful or adeclunte, in stnrtin, - the firm? 
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Ilamily 

(a) YaritHl status 
(were you married when you 

founded firm? ) 

(b) No* of children if mnrricd 

(c) If married at time of founding, extent of support/ 

opposition from viife 

5-_ Previous occupational. experience 

(a) Lnst job immediately prior to foundinC 

(b) Earlier occupational history 

(include details of any provious foundinEn, and roacono 
for failures/ooseations) 

THE DFCISIOII TO FOUND 

1'1ý1, hy did you decide to found your own company? " i. e. Coneral 

description of decision. 

Prompt for the following: - 

Miat, war, the influence of the prior employment? (e. C. rejected 

ideal lack of independence, threatened redundancy otc. ) 

17ar, there obsorvation/knowledco of a person who has himself 

founded? (e. g. parent, ex-collesgue) 

9. What riolks were porceived? 

10. Wac there any prior I'moonliChting"t or part tine viorl: on ovin u 

account? 
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10, A-1 IDFAZNEVI NICHR 

11. Do you regard any aspect of the firm's operations as novel? 

(new product, new market, new technique, now orCanisation). 

For example, did you think there was an uncatisfied need to 

be met, or did you believe you could improve on existinC 

products? 

12* V, hat led you to your nevi idea? 

Prompt for influence of (a) F-ducation 

(b) Prior occupational exporience 

13. Did you try any other outlet for your iaens, c.. -* tell a 

provioun employer, before trying to put them into practios in 

your own firm? 

4o TIFE FIRIIIS HISTORY TO DATT, - 

. 14- Can you_ tell mo how the firm han proGrenced and what the main 

rjuccossor, and failures have been? 

15- If you could &ro back to tho boGinninC aCain, what viould you 

do differently? 

16. jjhat help have you had from "Covernment" agencies? 

17- What hindrance have you hand from ", government" P-g-encies? 

18. VIllat help have you had from "private" suencieo? 

19. Viliat hindranoos have you had from "private" aGencies? 

20o 'Uhat would you nay Pro the main difficultiec f, -, icin, - the founder 

of a now firra in scotland todayT 

21# Would you asy there arc tiny advantmeem in cettinL; up a new 

firm in Scotland, or in this part of Scotland? 
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2? - Did you consider settin-- up anywhere else? ý If gog wh&t led 

you to start up here? 

23. At the present time, what is your Createst need? 

PIRYI S PtlICEIVED ENVIROIRJENT 

24- (1) Vihat is the firin's present trading poBition? 

(ii) What future plans do you have? 

25* (i) Do you have competitorc? Can you tell me nomethinC 

about th6m? 

(a) size 

(b) rG sources, 

(c) their problemo 

(d) their future atratocios 

(ii) Vihat is the future of your market? 

(iii) Do you have any contact with your competitors? If so, 

what type of contact, and how much? 

26. (1) V, 'ho. are your main' customors? Pon you. tell me comothina 

about them? 

(ii) HOW did YOU obtain your f. irst cuotomero? 

(iii) ',; hat contact (and how much) do you have with them? 

FOUN DER-I S Nrl, 7ý1011Y, 

27- Vihvt pcrý-onal contacts do You hC17e in the business commimity? 

(a) any close friends in buciness/banhinC/govt? (especially 

friends who are foundero) 
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are you a member of trade associationg Chamber of 

Commerce, etc. 

(0) do you have contact with other businesemen in Church/ 

Vol. ASSOCO/Dports- e. c. Golf. 
289 (1) Do you have relatives in business/banking/covt? 

(ii) Do you have any business contacts which have originated 

throuCh relatives? 

29. Few important is it to have friends/relativea in business/ 

bankin, -/covt? 

LIRI, 'S ORGANISATION 

30- 'Can you explain briefly-how the firm im oreanised. 

Areas to be considered: - 

(i) has organization beon formalized/expressed in a "chart"? 

(ii) if 30 at what stage did thin happen? (Vihore in chart? ) 

(iii) is authority distribution-bierarchical? 

(iv) what are task, boundnries - how flexible? 

(v) communiortions systemO 

31- Is prevent organization the zame an you began with? 

ý(! Vhat was it. at beCinninc? ) 

32's 1.7as organisation consciously planned? By whom? At what stage? 

33- 1.7here did the ideas for the organisation come from? (0.60 

prior experience educational influence, etc. ) 

34- Vibat have been main changes and reasons for them? 

35- Do you plan any changes in the near future? Long term? 

36- If you could go back to beainning, what organizational system 

viould you met up? 

37- Are you preparel to answer further questions at sorle future clate? 
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University of Fdinburgý, 

Department of Sociologyq- 

2 Ducclouch Place, 

EDINBURGH 8 

Dear 

I am writinG for your help in connection with some work I am 

undertaking on the nature and problems of the formation of now 

onterprizes in Scotland* I have obtained your name from the 

public records of the 'Registrar of Companies, which indicate that 

the company was registered during 1969. V, hat I am trying to do in 

to build up a picture of the kindis of firms established that year, 

the people who are their founders, the problems they have had to 

face, and the help they have received, 

]Because of time limitationx, it has been possible to carry out 

personal interviews with only about a third of the now firmst and 

I am anxious to gain as much information an possible aboýxt all the 

others, even though it means resorting to this rather impersonal 

questionnaire methocfe I should point out that the existing state 

of information about now firms and their problems in very poor, yet 

frequent decisions are taken, especially in the fields of Covern- 

ment and finance, which materially affect the environment for now 

firms. With this in mind, I shall publish my work'(although in a 

form which ensures no individual or firm can be recoanised, and I 

can assure you of strict confidentiality*) 

I would be Cratefull therefore, if you would complete the 

encloool form, which covers the absolute Lainimum of statistical 

information about the firm. (Obviounly I would like to know much 

more, but IonC questionnaires get filed in JCbe waste-paper basketi ) 
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However, if there are any matters concerning the founding of the 

firm which you would like to bring to my notice, please add your 

comments to the form, 

I enclose a stamped addressed envelope. Thank you for your 

help in this matter* 

Yours faithfully, 

I, Uchsel G. Scott * 
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Name of Company ---------------- 

Address of main premises ------------- 

------------- 

That. ig the firm's main activity/product? 

When the Co. was registered in 1969, was it then a brand new Co., 
had it previously been trading, or was it formed to take-over an 
existing Cc? 

I'Ihat date did trading begin? ---- 

Is the company now tradina? yes/110. 
(If the coo has never traded, please give reasons overleaf). 

Is the Coo independent, or a wholly or partly owned subsidiary? 

How many founders did the coa have? --- 

How many employees doen the firm now have, inoludina directors? 

At the time of founding, what was the main source of capital? 
(Please tick one) 

Founders$ private sources* 
Government, or government ACency* 
Commercial Bank. 
Yerchant Bank, or private venture capital 
Other. (Specify). / agency. 

How much of a problem was - Very Fairly Not a 
important important problem. 

the provision of capital 
the provision of skilled 

labour 
the provision of unskilled 

labour 
marketing. 

What has been the 
General attitude of 

Central government 
Local Covernment 
Banks and finance 

institutions 

ITO llelp- In- Obstr- 
contact ful diff erent uctive 
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NO t Appld & Appld & Pending. 
applied for reold. refused 

What Goverr=ent help 
have you received? 

Investment grant* 
Buildina grant *. 
Training grant. 
Subsidized premisesq or 
help in finding premises. 
S*E. To refunds. 
Others., (Specify) 

Does the company have overseas customers? No/Yes. - 

Does the company have competitors? Noe Yest indirect* Yes, directo 

Does the company plan expansion in the next year? Yes/No. 
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Studies of now corapany founajný: - an annotated biblioarakhv 
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Annotated bibliorrapliy forthe emLirical studies of entrepreneurmhip 

cnd new company fovndings detailed in Table 2.1 

Alfred Re Oxenfeldt. New Firms and Free Enterprise 

Washington D. C* American Council on Public Affaira, 1943- 

Goneral. investigation on a national level of social and economic 

ramifications of company formation* Sample taken from Dun and 

Bradstreet, Dept* of Commerce. Some empirical studies done 

on retailing, and specific manufacturin. - industrioz, e. g. 

shoem., Yethodology - literature sesroh, data analysir, from 

economic sources* '-Entrepreneurial definition - Schumpotor. 

2. Albert H. Rubensteine Problems of financing-and Yannrinr, Ilew 

Research - based enterprises in New England 

Boston. Federal Reserve Bank. 1958 

Looked at 75 technical entrepreneurs, bankers, investors, and 

manufacturerr. agents, to discover the problems involved. 

Yethodolocy - literature search and personal interviovi. 

Definition - Schumpater. 

3- Kurt Bo ', '-, 'ayer and Sidney Goldstein. The First Two Yearg: 

12roblenis of small firm urvival . rovith and r 

17ashinaton D. C,. Small Business Administrations 1961. 

Sought factors affecting survival and failure of firms in 

first two years of operation* Sample: 81 service and 

retail firms which were formed or changed hands in Rhode 

Island betwoen February and July 1958- 

I.. 'ethodology - in depth interviews. Definition - the owner, 

but not necesearily tho company foundor. 
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4- Yusif A. SayiCh. Entre-preneiir. 9 of Lebanon 

Harvard University Press. Cembridce, 11azo. 1962& 

Study of 207 business leaders, their backgrounds, and the 

context in which they operate. Also considers the way 

entreproneurship serves the goals of development, isoo- 

attempts a theory of entrepreneurship appropriate to under- 

developed countries. Vethodology - interviews. Definition 

- Schumpoter, but includes innovation within extant firms. 

54 Le,, -As E. Daniels. Characteristics Of Small Buý31nosn Founders 

in Texas and Georgia 

Via. shington D-C* University of GoorCia for the cmall business 

admini6tratione 1963- 

Jjjves4UJgates the backeroundo of the founders of 521 GeorLi; ia 

and 1059 Texas firms of all kinds formed betueen 1949-58, 

and 1947-57 respectively. Looks also nt, their motives and 

attitudes to busindso. YethodoloCy - structured interviews. 

Dcfinition - Schumpeter. 

Spencer Y. Smith, Jnr. and 1"ichael D. Carter. Performcnee 

and Potential of Small FAininess R. & D. Inductries in 1. 'ar-vland 

and Y"otrobolitan ViaEhinr. -ton D. C. 

Wachinc-ton D. C. Small Busineur, Adminictration. 1963 

Looked at the operations and performance of 73 m&ll technical 

companies* 

Ycithodoloey - nail questionnaire and follow up personal 

intervievis. 

Definition - o-anor of tho business, not necoss-arily tbo founder. 
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Orvin F* Collinß, David G. Moore, and Derab B. Unvialls, 

Mlie 

Michigan State University. T., ast Lansing, Michigan. 1964- 

Study of socio-psycholoCical characteristics Of entrepreneurs 

in sample of 110 small manufacturing firms in Michigan, formed 

aftor 1945 and over 5 years old, with more than 20 employees. 

Ilothodology - unstructured in-depth interviews: T. A. T. 

appliedo Definition - Schunpatero 

Ilyloo S. Delano, Dudley 17. Johncon, and Robert T. ', 'Ioodviorth* 

EntreLreneurial Report 

VlachinCton D. C. Prepared by Graduate School of Businoss Admin. 
9 

Univorsity of WashinCton, for U. Se Departnent of Commerce. 1966o 

E7amined entrepreneurial function to nee if policies could be 

developed to increaise the rate and speed of new buniness 

fornation. Sample: 402 firms founded between 1960-2, mostly 

in Ljanufacturint;. Llothodolocy - structured intorviown. 

Definition Say, Knight, Schumpoters 

90 Fdward B. Robertz. and II. A. Vininer TechnoloL, -v transfer and 

ontro-geneur-tal supoesq. Paper presontod st, 20th I'ational 

Conforence on Admin. of Research riami Beach, Florida., 27th 

October, 1966. 

Attumpt to dotermine the koy factors affectin_- technical 

entropronourchip, and the Emccess or failuro of now technical 

firms, (primarily in Boston area). Looked at 107 university 

Itib., 59 Ekatderaic (IOPt- spin-offs; 9 spin-Offs frOm a 

university lab. spin-off; and 15 spin-offs fron an Air 
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Force lab. All companies were not subsidiaries of a 

previously existing company, and all were formed after 

1945. 'Yethodology interviews and questionnaire; T. A. T. 

to limited sample* Definition - Schumpeter. 

10. Kirk Draheim, Richard P. Howell, and Albert Shapero. 

The development of a potential defence R. & D. complex 

a study of Minneapolis - Saint ZpjLl It. & D. Studies series, 

Menio Park, California* Stanford Research Institute 1966* 

Looked at 142 tOCbnical companies formed since 1895, to 

consider factors relevant to the establishment of a R. & D. 

complex* -Used historical data, and interviews* Definition 

Schumpetere 

11. Guveno G. Alpander. EntrepEeneure and Private Enterplise in' 

Turkey 

Dusiness Topics (Yiohigan State University) vol. 15.1967 pp. 58-68 

Study of development of private sect6r in Turkey, ' and backeTounds 

of business leaders. Essentially economic, but has section 

on age, education, etc., an d on motivation. Sample 10ý. 

Llethodology - not stated explicitly, appears to be interviews. 

(Data'based on unpublished Ph*D* thesis., Gr aduate School of 

Business Arlministrationg Eichiaan*State Universityl 1966. 

IIBJC business and biC business-ieaders in Turkey). 

12o Industrial ReBearch Inc* A Study of science based. companies 

in the Greater Philad_elpbia Area 

11,11ashing-ton D. C. U*S. Department of Commerceg Eoon, Devel. Admine 
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May, 19 67 - 

Investigation into the motives and problems of science based 

entrepreneurship in South-Eastern Pennsylvania. Sample of 

35 science based companies, using in depth interviews. 

Definition -. Schumpeter. 

13- NeRs Smith* The 'Entrepreneur and his Fir; q 

Unpublished Ph9D. thesis* Graduate Studies Schooli Mchign 

State University* 1965,, 

'Examination of the relationship between entrepreneurial types 

and the kind of firm each forms, and factors associated with 

survival and success. Found there is a stronC tendency for 

the character of the firm to reflect the type of entrepreneur 

who builds it* Semple: 52 of the firms used in Collins and 

Moore study, Yethodology. - unstructured, in depth interviews, 

supplemented withýT*A. T* Definition - Schumpetero 

14- Jeffrey Ce Susbauer. The Technical Company Formation Process: 

a particular aspect of entrepronelirships 

Unpublished Ph-Do thesis. University of Texas at Austin. 1969. 

Study of the characteristics of technical company founders in 

Austin, Texas, and attempt at replication of aspects of , 

previous studieso Sample - 22 technical firms. LTethodolocy - 

interviews. Incorporates Simon's equilibrium model as part 

of explanation for leavinC previous firm to set up new 

company., Definition - SohumPstere 

15- Peter Larris and Anthony Somermeto African Businessmen: a 
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study of entrepreneurship and development in Keri-ya 

London, Routledce and Keean Paul. 1971 

An investigation into the "entrepreneurial talent". vhpt 

helps or hinders it, where it comes from, how it may 

stultify itself in its struggle to curviveo In particulnr, 

what is the entrepreneurial role in a developing economy 

(Kenya)* Definition - SchumPeter - "the doing of new thincolle 

Uethodologyq structured interviews, 

16, Jonathan Boswell* The rise and decline of mall firms 

London* GeorCe Allen and Unwin Ltdo 1973- 

InvestiGation into the performance and problems. of small 

manufacturing firms in the Midlands of England. Part of 

the field work involved enquiry of the chief executives 

of 64 companies, 30 of whom were founders. lilethodoloGy - 

structured interviews. 



AwDendix 3. 

Standard Industrial Classification 

Scottish Regionals 
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Apvendix 3*1 Standard k"strial claggiricati0o 

Order Brief desoription 

I ACriculture, fishing and forestry 

2 Mining and quarrying 
3 Food, drink and tobacco 

4 Coal and petroleum products 
5 Chemical and allied manufacture 
6 Metal manufacture 
7 Ilechanical engineering 
8 Instrument engineering. 
9 Electrical engineering 

20 Shipbuilding and repairing 
11 Vehicle building 

12 1-wiscellaneous metal goods 
3.3 Textiles 

14 Leather 

. 15 Clothing and footwear 

16 Bricks, pottervg glass and cement 

17 Timberl furniture and bedding 

18 Paper and printing 
19 Other manufactures 
20 Construction 

21 Gas, electricity and water 
22 Transport and communications 

23 Distributive trades 

24 Business services, finance and banking 

25 Professional and scientific services 
26 Yliscellaneous, sport, ho, tels, motor repairs etc. 
27 Public administration 
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Appendix 3*2& Regions of Scotland 

West Central Glas. -ow county and city 

. Ayr county. 
Bute county 

Dumbarton county 
Lanark county 
Renfrev county 

2 North Eastern Aberdeen county and city 
Dundee county and city 
Angus county 
Banff county 
Kincardine county 
Iloray county 
Ilairn county 

Perth county 

South Weatern Dumfries county 

Kircudbright county 

Viiatown county 

Fast Central Edinbureh city and county 
Clsokmannon county 
E, Lothian county 
Fife county 
Kinross county 
Yidlothian county 
Stirlina county 
V1. Lothian county 

Crofting- Counties Arayll. county 
Caithness county 
Inverness county 
Orkney county 
Ross and Crouarty 

vUtherland county 

Zetlend 
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Border counties Berwick county 

Peebles county 

Roxbur, -h county 

Selkirk county 
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Thousands 

1901 1911 1951 1961 

Scotland 4,472.1 4,760.9 5', 096-4 59-179-3ý 
Inter-celisal 

+1.6 change per cent +6-5 
England and 117ales 329528 369070 43,758 469105 
Inter-censal 
change per cent +10*9 +5-4 

Table A4-1 Censum popiilr-tions. 1201-1961 

Eid Year.. Estimates 
Thousands 

per cent 
change 

1965 1966 3,967 1968 1969 1965-9 
Scotland 5t203.9 5ol90*8 51186.6 59187-5 5jl9 -7 -0.2, 
England and _ 
Vla Iez 47, C-88 479985 48,301 439593 48,827 +2-4 

Table 44.2 Pop"Intions 196ý-62 

PorcentnCes 

1911 1951 1969 
Scotland: 

Under workin-, age 32.3 24.6 26o2 

a6c 6o. 8 62.9 5809 
Over workin.: - ace 6.9 12.5 14-9 
United. Kingdom: 
Under working age 30-8 22.6 24-0 
Working age 61.9 63-8 60*3 
Over working age 7-3 13.6 15-7 

Table 1-4-3 Conposition of -population 
1911-69 

Tlio uSRnds 

1901-11 1921-31 1931-51 1951-61 
23ir th s 11306 itOO5 1,849 959 
Deaths 763 652 1,347 619 

liatural Increase 543 352 502 339 

Table A4-4 Dirtho and 22,111's 1901-196 
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G*D*P* per 
Gross Head of Total 
Domestic Working 

, 
Product As per cent Population in As per cent 

Year per Head of U. K. Finployment of U. K* 

(2) (3) (4), 

1951 243 92 542 96 
1963 439 8.7 996 93 
1967 558 89 19271 94 
1969 640 go 19469 95 

Table 1,4-5 Groce Domestic Product Der head in Scotland. Selected 
Yoars 1251-69 ýE current pric! qj. 

Contribution Share of Percentage 
to G*DI. P6 Total G. D. P, Distribution 
in Scotland in Scotland of U. K* 

Sector G-D#P* 

FM pqr cent per cent 
Acriculture, Forestry and Fishing 113 5.8 4-0 
I: ininE and Quarryina 62 3*2 3-0 

Yanufacturing 708 36.1 36*1 
Construction 6-4 6. o 

Gas, 
-Electricity and Vi'ater 49 2-5 2-7 

Transport and Communications 181 9.2 8.6 

Distribution 219 11.2 12.1 

Inzurance, BankinC and Finance 44 2.2 2*9 

Public Adr-in* and Defence 122 6.2 5-7 

Othor servicor. 340 17-2 1849 

G. DeP. 1,964 10010 10000 

, %z per cent of U. K. 8-7 - 

Table A4.6 Composition of G. D*P. in Scotland and U. K. 1960 
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Difference, 
Scotland from 

Scotland Great Britain Great Britain 

1951 54-9 54.6 +0-3 
1953 55-3 54-8 0-5 

1958 55-5 5695 -l'O 

040 
2962 

;;: 
6 

; 4: 0 -04 

1967 
;;: 

7 56-8 -0 *1 
1968 . 56*4 46*4 

... denotes a break in mothod of statistical compilation., 

Table A4-7 Activit. X rates. Scotland ana Great Britain. selected 
Y'BP-r-- 1251-68 

Income Catefory FnUlv. nd WaleB Scotland I. T. Ireland U. K* 

rrofits and Profensi onal Fnrning. - 34-5. 31-8 33-9 33-1 34-3 
Salaries 133.6 73-0 81-7 73-4 124-1 
V; aces 214-4 172.1 195-7 133-0 208@3 

Net Farned Income- 435.6 3.19 -1 357-0 275-0 43.8-1 

Rent and Othor Income from Land 3.2 2-4 0.8 2.6 2.9 

Interest, Dividonas and 
Otbor Investment income- 26-7 15.6 26. o . 12*0 25-7 

Not Investment Inco me . 
29*9 18.0 26.8 14,6 28.6 

Total Not Income 465*5 337-1 383-8 289-6 446-7 

Tmble -4-13 Structure of Income por head of total o ulation in the 

_0 countries of the U. K. 1967/8 leparat 67/8 -0 
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Year Sootland U. Y. 0 
1950 3-0 1.5 

1960 -3.6 1-, 7 

1965 3-0 1.5 

1968 3-8 2-5 

1969 3-8 2-3 

, 
Table A4-9 Average numb4)r of linemployeA as percentaro of those 

in Civil work, S"cotland and the U*K. selected years 192- 

1963 

Female 
(000) (000) 

Yalc and 
Female as 
per cent 
of Total 
rmployees Yale ýper 

cent) (000) 

1968 
Yale and 
Female as 
per cent 
of Total 

Female Finployees 
(000) (per cent) 

A. -riculture, Forentry - 
an. d Fishin. - 82 13 4-4 59 9 3*2 

l'inina pnd ý, uarryinc . 
72 2 3-4 48, 2 2-3 

Yanuf ac tur inL: 498 236 ' 33-7 
. 

507 242 1 34-8 
Construction . 180 9 8-7 189. 10 9,2 
Services 555 527 49-8 529, 558 50-5 

Total Employees 19387 787 100.0 19332 821 10010 

Table A4-10 Chnn-pos in Friplo_ymont by I'vin Sectors in Scotland, 1961-8 

Cate, gory 1964 1966 1968 

Output (5:, M) 165 241 368 
Output per torker (E) 31200 49000 5,000 
Fxport-- (F-m) 75 118 154 
Investment (iý, a) 108 162 232 
Fu'ployment (000) 52 61 73 

Table . 1-4-11 Americpaln share of Ynnuftctiirjn, ý in Scotland 1964-8 
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Auendix 5 

StIltistical tables: Scottish firms jeýjstered 
in 1262 

Contents 

Distribution by Standard Induntriml Classifiontione 

A5.2 status of company at registrationo 

A5-3 Date tradina, commencede 

A5-4 Size of firra in number of employeos. 

A5-5 Number of founders and directors* 

A5.6 Extent and type of competition for main product/sorvice. 

A5-7 Overseas customers. 

A5.8 Problems associated with foundina. 

A5-9 Irajor sources of capital. 

A5-10 Attitude of commercial banks, 

A5.11 Contact with Central and Local Government. 

A5,12 Attitude of 

A5*13 Growth expected in next year. 
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Standard Inftstrial 
Classification 

Order 1 Agriculture, fishing and 
forestry 

2 Mining and quarrying 

3 Food, drink and tobacco 

5 Chemical and allied manu- 
facture 

6 Metal manufacture 

7 Elechanical engineering 
8 Instrument engineering 

.9 Elec-trical engineering 

10 Shipbuilding and repairing 

11 Vehicle building 

12 Miscellaneous metal goods 

13 Textiles 

15 Clothing and footwear 

16 Bricks, pottery, class 
and cement 

If 17 Timber, furniture and beddinr., 

it 18 Paper and printing 

19 Other manufactures 
20 Construction 

22 Transport and communications 

23 Distributive trades 

24 Business services, finance 
and banking 

25 Professional and scientific 
services 

26 Miscellaneous, sport, hotels, 
motor repairs etc. 

All comi)anies 
N 

22 2-4 
7 0-7 

18 1.9 

4 
4 

51 

16 
8 
3 

16 
16 
14 

0-4 
0-4 
5-5 
0.9 
1-7 
0.9 
0*3 
1-7 
1-7 
195 

7 
10 
19 
8 

123 
43 

173 

176 

22 

161 

0-7 
1.1 
210 
0.9 

3.3,2 
4.6 

18-5 

18.8 

EntrepronElre 
identif ied 

N% 

2 3-3 

37 61*7 
6 1000 
7 11-7 

1 1*7 

2 3-3 

1 2-4 4 6-7 

17.2 

Unclass- 
if ied 6 o. 6 

N- 935 100 N. 60 

Table A5*1 Distribution by Standara Industrial Classification 

100 
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N 

New independent company 56 44*8 

Subsidiary of existing company 40 32.0 

Take over of existing com pany 12 9.6 

Existing company, new re, -isterod as Ltd# 10 8.0 

Convenience company, others 7 5.6 

IT. 125 100 

, Table A5*2 StatAl-a of company at reListration 

1965 or earlier 1-7 
1967 1@7 
1968 3 5.0 
1969 42 70-0 
1970 11 18-3 
1971 2 3-3 

11 60 100 
Table A5-3 Date trading commenoed 

lhimber of Employees rill 
1 to 10 29 51-8 

11 to 20 
. 14 -25-0 

20 and over . 13 23@2 

11 - 56 100 

Mean number of employeen - 32-3 
Table A5-4 Size of firl in number of emj2lo-veos 
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Foundegs Directorp 

N e 

11 19-3 3 2,0 

2 28 49-1 67 44-4 

3 11 19-3 38 25*2 

4 4 7-0 23,1592 

5 2 3-5 9 6. o 

6 0- 4 2.6 

7 0- 5 3-3 

8 1 1.8 1 0-7 

9 0 1 0-7 

N= 57 100 11 -151 100 

Table A5-5 Number of founders and directors 

None 6.6 

Indirect competition 9 14.8 

Direct competition 48 78-7 

N 61 . 100 

Table A5.6 Extent and tyiýe of competition for main productleervice 

N % 

None 38 63*3 
Some 22 36-7 

N- 60 100 

Table 1,54 Oversoax customers 
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Central Government Local Government 

Some contact 28 50.0 32 55.2 

No contact 28 50-0 26 44-8 

N -56 100 N- 58 100 

Table A598 contact with Central and Local RoveKnmOnt 

Central Government Looal Government 

N cill, N % 

Helpful 19 76.0 18 58.0 
Indifferent 5 20sO 11 35-5 
Obotructive 1 4-0 2 6.5 

X. 25 100 N. 31 100 

Table A5,9 Attitude of Central and Local gover nment 

N 

Yen 54 88-5 

No 7 1105 

N. 61 100 

Table A5.10 Growtb expected in next year 
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